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Advance regist ration for First and Second Term ends. 
Deadline for fee payment for advance registration for 
both First and Second Term. 
FIRST SUMMER TERM 
June 7 General registration. Evening classes begin. 
June 8 Classes begin ; late fee added to registration fee. 
June 11 Registration and additions to sched ule end. 
June 21 Graduation application dead line for Summer Quarter. 
July 4 Independence Day (holiday). 
Jul y 9 Deadline for dropping First Term courses. 
July 9 Official closing of First Summer Term. 







General Registration. Even ing classes begin. 
Classes begin; late fee added to registration fee. 
Registration and additions to schedule end. 
Summer Quarter com mencement. 
Deadlin e for dropping Second Term courses. 































Administrative Services Build ing 
Business Building 
Brown Hall (Science and Mathematics) 
Campus Laborato ry School 




Halenbeck Hall , Archery Range 
Halenbeck Hall, Dance Studio 
Halenbeck Hall , East Balcony 
Halenbeck Hall , Gymnastics Gym 
Halenbeck Hall , Main Gym 
Hal enbeck Hall , North Balcony 
Halenbeck Hall, Outside 
Halenbeck Hall, Pool 
Halenbeck Hall , Tennis Court 
Halenbeck Hall , West Balcony 
Headley Hall ( Industry and Technology) 
Kiehle Visual Arts Center (Art) 
Mathematics and Science Center 
Performi ng Arts Building 
Riverview Building 
Stewart Hall 
St. Cloud State University is an Equal Opportunity/Affirm ative Action 
Employer. 
St. Cloud State University is accredited by the North Central 
Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools, the National 
Council for Accreditation of Teacher Education, and the National 
Association of Schools of Music. 
Additional copies of this booklet may be obtained from the Director 
of Summer School , St. Cloud State University, St. Cloud, Minnesota 56301. 
Photos by Robert Mackert, University Photographer. 
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General Information 
St. Cloud State University offers two 1976 summer terms of five weeks 
each. Short duration and full term courses are available to include 
evening courses. The two terms are equivalent to a regular quarter of 
course work. Students wishing to accelerate their university program 
usually find it possible to complete the requirements for a bachelor's 
degree in three calendar years if they take advantage of the summer 
terms. 
Graduate and undergraduate courses are offered in most depart· 
ments of the university. Particular emphasis is placed on the offerings 
for teachers working for certificate renewal, for a bachelor's degree or 
for a master's degree. A full program of freshman and pre-profession al 
courses is available for many high school seniors who begin their uni-
versity work in the summer immediately after completing high school. 
Faculty, courses of instruction, and standards are the same as for 
the regular academic year. The university reserves the right to withdraw 
or modify offerings and .special features of the summer terms listed in 
this bulletin. 
Summer students may park their cars in lots "C,'' n J," 11 K," "M ," 
and the south end of "N" on a first-come, first-served basis. No parking 
permits are required. Overnight parking is permitted only in lots "C," 
"J" and "K." Overnight parking in other university lots is prohibited 
except on Friday and Saturday. 
LEARNING RESOURCES SERVICES - CENTENNIAL HALL. 
Learning Resources Services Center includes all the usual library and 
audiovisual materials (print or nonprint) and associated equipment. 
The hours that Learning Resources Services will be open for student 
and faculty use are as follows: 
Registration days ........ . ....... . 
(First Term: Monday, June 7 / Second Term: 
Monday - Thursday. 
Friday . . 
Saturday .. . ... . 
Sunday ....... . 
. 7: 15 a.m. - 4 :00 p.m. 
Monday, July 12) 
7:15 a.m. -10 :00 p.m. 
7:15 a.m. - 4 :00 p.m . 
1 :00 p.m. • 5 :00 p.m . 
2:00 p.m. - 10:00 p.m . 
Whenever a holiday occurs during a session, special hours will be posted . 
SCS UNIVERSITY STORES. Bookstores are available to students on 
the university campus. Hours are as follows: 
University Bookstore, Stewart Hall basement: 
Monday - Friday 7:30 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. 
Closed weekends 
Atwood's Shortstop, Atwood Center: 
Monday - Friday 9:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. 
Closed weekends 
Art Shop, Stewart Hall basement: 
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Student Life and Development 
STUDENT ACTIVITIES. The Social Activities summer schedule in-
cludes a variety of indoor and outdoor campus events. Recreation 
facilities in Halen beck Hall and the tennis courts are open to the sum-
mer students and faculty during both sessions. Guest lecturers and 
artists will also enhance the summer academic program. 
SUMMER THEATRE. In keeping with the historical frame of refer-
ence that is much of our country's focus during this 200th anniversary 
of our nation's birth, Theatre Le Homme Dieu will return this year to 
a summer stock season and to some of the most popular plays it has 
produced in the past. 
Theatre L'Homme Dieu's 1976 season will celebrate the nation's 
Bicentennial with the presentation of a summer of all-American 
comedies. From among the most popular comedies presented during 
past seasons at Theatre L'Homme Dieu , this season will celebrate the 
richness and humor of the American character. And as it goes back to 
the successful comedies of the recent past, the theatre will also go back 
to the policy of summer stock, that is a new comedy each week for the 
entire summer. 
ATWOOD MEMORIAL CENTER. The center for activities during the 
summer months continues to be the air-conditioned university center. 
A wide variety of social, cultural, and recreational programs is made 
possible through the programming efforts of students on the Atwood 
Board of Governors, the Atwood staff, and the Student Activities Office. 
Both indoor and outdoor recreational activities are offered. On the 
lower level of Atwood, the Recreation Center offers bowling, billiards, 
table tennis, foosball, and other similar forms of entertainment. Quiet 
games such as chess or bridge are popular also and occasional tourna-
ments provide incentive for practice. 
Outdoor recreational programs have included tennis, swimming, 
bicycle rallies, frisbee tournaments, canoe outings, and trips to profes-
sional athletic events. Rental equipment is available at attractive rates. 
On the cultural side, a series of guest lecturers, discussions, films, 
and concerts are offered during summer months. Art exhibits and a 
sidewalk sale are featured on the University Mall. 
Summer afternoons and evenings feature outdoor dances and lawn 
concerts or Coffee House performances in the Coffee House Apocalypse 
where snacks are available. For those with youngsters on campus, 
several Family Nights will include children 's films and other special 
family entertainment. 
Both the Atwood Board of Governors and Major Events Council 
publish schedules of events, available at the main desk in Atwood 
Center. 
The Atwood Deli and Snack Bar are favorite stops for the quick 
snack or complete meal. Several conference rooms are available for 
student/faculty and staff meetings. Conference groups also find 
Atwood attractive during summer months. 
Atwood summer hours are as follows: 
Open Monday, Wednesday, Friday until 6:00 p.m. 
Open Tuesday and Thursday until 8 :30 p.m. 
Closed on Saturday and Sunday . 
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UNIVERSITY HOUSI NG. Single and double rooms for men, women 
and married couples are availabl e in the res idence halls. The residence 
halls will open for occupancy beginning at 1 :00 p .m. Sunday, June 6 
and will remain open for both summer terms. If you are interested in 
reservin g a room in a residence hall during this period, you may write 
directl y to the Director of Housing, Carol Hall, St. Cloud State Univer-
sity, St. Cloud, Minnesota 56301 for the necessary applicatio n materi-
als. During the summer terms, rese rvations are for reside nce hall rooms 
only. Students should furnis h personal items including linens and b lan-
kets for a t win size bed. Food service is available at Atwood Center on 
a cash a la carte basis. Th e halls also provide small kitchen units which 
are ava ilabl e for snack preparation. Room refrigerators may be rented . 
HEAL TH SERVI CES. Routine clini c hours are Monday through Friday 
from 7:30 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. with a physician and registered nurse in 
attendance. T he Health Service provides ca re to all students who have 
paid a cu rrent Health Service Fee. For a more detailed description of 
medical care offered by the Health Service, co nsult the Student 
Handbook. ----
An y x-ray, laboratory tests or special proced ure that must be done 
some place other than the Health Service is the financ ial responsibility 
of the student ; therefore, al l students are encouraged to have insurance 
coverage. 
HEALTH INSURANCE. The State Unive rsity System has a 
student health insurance plan underwritten by Guarantee Trust Life 
Insurance Company. If you are no t covered by your parents' plan or 
do not have an individu al plan, you s hould consider the student health 
insurance plan offered to full-time university students. 
The cost of this plan per quarter a nd/or summer terms : 
Stud en t Only: $16.00 
Stud ent and Fami ly: $79.50 
(Optiona l maternity extra on Family Plan ) 
Students who have subscribed the previous fall, winter , and spring 
quarters are automatically covered for the summer terms. 
If you want insurance coverage check the appropriate box on the 
registration form when submittin g your class sched ule. Add itional 
information about specific coverage is availab le in the Health Service or 
Student Life and Development Office. 
COUNSE LING SERVICES. The Counseling Center will be open during 
both summe r terms. Due to minimal staffi ng during this period, se rvices 
will be available to a limited number of stude nts . 
FIN ANCIAL AID . Student financial aids ava ilable for summer school 
include the Natio nal Direct Student Loan and Work-Stud y programs, 
Federall y Insured Stud e nt Loans, and emergency loans . For informa-
tion on these aids, inquire at the Financial Aids Office in the Admini -
strative Services Building or wri t e to this office for the financial aids 
brochure. 
Federal regulations state that summe r term students must atte nd 
St. Cloud State University the quarter immediately preced in g (spring) 
or immediately following (fa ll ) the summer terms in order to be eligib le 
to apply for financial aid. 
University Summer Program 
A specia l vacation at St. Cloud State Unive rsity is available to fa milies 
or individuals, commuters or residents. University Summer, a com bina-
tion arts and rec reation program, is d es igned for a ll age groups wh o 
want a relax ing yet stim ulating summer. This flexible p lan allows a 
perso n either to sign -up for art and/or recreation activities or com bine 
them with the regular uni ve rsity course offerin gs. Receiving credits 
for the University Summer Program may be arran ged. Some .extra 
features are plan ned for junior a nd senior high students. 
Sponsored by the Co ll ege of Fine Arts and the Department of 
Health, Physical Education and Recreation , Uni vers ity Summer will be 
open June 6 through August 14, 1976. Perso ns can register for as many 
courses and weeks as they choose; however, credit limitat ions are 
estab lished. 
Art cli n ics and specia l workshops will enable participants to work 
on individual projects and receive profess ion al gui dance from faculty 
qualified in ballroom dancin g, band, ceramics, choral music , classical 
dance , contemporary dance, creative drama, creative writing, drawing, 
fi lm-making, folk dan cing, musical theory and composition, painting, 
photography, printmaking, sculpture and weaving. 
Rec reation opportunities will be provided in open-air clinics for 
those who want to learn a new sport or improve themselves in an old 
one. Th ey may select from back-packing, badminton, bowling, canoe-
ing, cooking-out, golf, hiking, swimming, tennis, vol leyball and water-
sk iin g. 
Jun ior and sen ior high school men and women can participate in 
special, instructional leagues in basketball, tennis and volleyball. The 
" league " structure wi ll give them a cha nce to learn , compete and just 
p lain have fun. 
To accommodate familie s with small childre n, University Summer 
will also operate The Children's Center. The Center wil l provide 
appropriate arts and rec reational activities for chil d ren, ages 3 thro ugh 
11. 
FEES : 
Room, Board and in structional fees: $135.00 per person per week 
(Reduced rates for familie s) 
Instructional fees: $55.00 per person per week 
(Sp ecial rates for high school students) 
For addition al information on the University Summer Program, contact: 
George Belli s, St. Cloud State Unive rsity, St. Cloud, Minnesota 5630 1. 
General Education Courses 
The following courses are designated as appropriate for general educa-
tion. (See the Undergraduate Bulletin for complete details.) 
ALL COLLEGE COURSES 
Current Issues~ 432 
COLLEGE OF BUSINESS 
ACCT 280 
BEOA 101, 216, 308 
MGMF 167,270,361,362,363,370,375 
MKGB 235,238,320,321,322,336,437 








136,138,139,140,1 44 , 150,152,153,180,200, 
201,203 ,205,213,222,230,231,232,233,234, 
23 5 ,236,238,240,25 0,266,268,269,270,271, 




COLLEGE OF FINE ARTS 
ART 121,222,296, 320,430,431,432,433,434;435, 
436,437,438 
MUS 100,103 ,104 ,111,112,121,123,124,141,151, 
152,153,154,155 , 161,164,165,166,168,169, 
171,172,1 73,174, 176 , 198,221,222,223,229, 
230,231,240,305,321,322,330,421,422,463 
TH 140,235,260 
COLLEGE OF INDUSTRY 
IND 130,161,169,180,181,192,210,224,290,301, 
365,390,394,492 
TECH 101 , 102 , 110,165,170,175,304,305 ,3 17,325 
























101 , 104,107 ,20 1,202,203,303,307,332,343, 
344,345,349,350,411,475,498 











322, 323, 341, 351, 411, 414, 431, 432, 433, 434, 
435,436,437,441 
101 , 17 1,270,27 1,273,275,276,371,372,376 , 
379,471 
131,132,133,210,211,212,243,311,312,313, 
321, 322, 323, 341, 411, 412, 413, 414, 421, 422, 
423,431,432,433,435,436,441,460 
101,105 ,1 11,121,131,140, 141,200,201,202, 
203 
121 , 169,251,254,269,440 






1 31, 132, 133, 210, 211, 212, 243, 311, 312, 313, 
341,411,414,421,422,423,431,432,433,434, 
435,436,437,438,439,441,460 
161, 220*, 222*, 223*, 224*, 226*, 280*, 321*, 
324*, 325*, 33 1* 
104, 204*, 30 1*,40 1,460,470,472 
* May be used only as electives in meeting general ed ucation require· 
men ts . 
Graduate Program 
St. Cloud State University offers varied opportunities for study at the 
graduate level. Programs are available in most teaching fields and for 
the preparation of specialized school service personnel, in the areas of 
business administration, professional counseling, and in several liberal 
arts fields . 
Students who are interested in pursuing degree or certificate pro-
grams are required to submit an Application for Admission to Ad-
vanced Studies. They must have two official copies of their under· 
graduate transc ri pts sent to the Graduate Studies Office from the 
college where the work was completed. M.A. and M.S. applicants must 
take the Graduate Record Examination Aptitude Test; the Advanced 
Test in the major field is also required by many departments. MBA 
students take the Graduate Management Admission Test (GMAT) 
rather th an the Graduate Record Examination . After these mater· 
ials have been received, the applications of eligible students will 
be processed to the major department for a recommendation on the 
appli catio n. When the student is accepted, an adviser is appointed. 
Completed application materials, including transcripts and test scores 
should be received in the Graduate Office at least 30 days prior to the 
opening of the summer term for which the applicant expects to register. 
Students who are not formally accepted prior to the opening of the 
summer term or students who do not intend to pursue an advanced 
degree may register for course work as a Special Student. To register 
as a Special Student, the student should contact the Office of Ad· 
missions and Records for the required application materials. Upon sub-
mission of the application, a Special Student Registration Permit will 
be issued. 
SPECIALIST DEGREE 
INFORMATION MEDIA. The Specialist Degree Program in lnforma· 
tion Media is designed to meet the specialized needs of media personnel 
at all levels. Individualized programs can be developed to prepare for 
administrative positions in the media field, for positions in a junior· 
senior college, university media center, or in industry. Students will 
also be able to develop programs to provide the competencies required 
for Minnesota ce rtification in library, audiovisual education, media 
generalist and media supervisor. 
EDUCATIONAL ADMINISTRATION. A newly approved program is 
available for th e Specialist Degree in Educational Administration. 
Programs are available which permit the student to specialize in Elem-
entary School Administration , Secondary School Administration, 
General School Administration or Special Education Administration. 
The programs satisfy the requirements for full Minnesota certification 
in t he areas of educational administration. 
MASTER OF SCIENCE 
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL TEACHERS. Both Plan A and Plan Bare 
available for students who want to major in Elementary Education. In 
both programs stu dents are required to successfully complete 24 
cred its in courses related to teaching in the elementary school. They 
are requ ired also to co mplete at least 15 credits of general education 
courses. 
CURRICULUM AND INSTRUCTION. Programs are available in both 
Junior High School and Senior High School Education. These pro-
grams are des igned for teachers who are or plan to become career 
secondary school teachers. Specia l seminars and programs related to 
the junior and sen ior high school age students are included. Candidates 
are required to complete a concentration in subject-matter area(s). 
Two teaching fields are recommended for the junior high school pro-
gram; one field is required for the senior high school program. Pro-
grams are ava ilable on both thesis and non-thesis plans. 
SECONDARY SCHOOL TEACHERS. For admission to most of the 
secondary teachin g majors at the graduate level, a minimum of an 
undergraduate minor is required. In some programs an undergraduate 
major is requ ired for admission. Speciali za tion is offered in the follow-
ing areas: Art, Biology, Bu siness Education, English, Geography, 
History, Industri a l Arts, Mathematics, Music, Physical Education, Phy-
sical Science and Social Science (including Economics, Sociology and 
Political Sci ence) . A few of these programs are available under Plan 
A only. 3 
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EDUCATIONAL ADMINISTRATION. Programs are offered for the 
elementary school principal, the secondary school principal and the 
community educat ion director. These programs have been approved 
by the Minnesota State Department of Education. Both thesis and non-
thesis plans are available. Minnesota ce rtification requires the comple-
tion of the Specialis t degree to qualify for the elementary and second-
ary school principalship as well as the school superintendency. 
READING CONSUL TANT. In addition to background courses, stu-
dents enrolled in the program for Reading Specialist are given oppor-
tunities to practice in the analysis and correction of reading disabilities 
und er supervised conditions. Successful completion of this program 
qualifies the person for certification as a remedial reading teacher, 
developmental readi ng teacher or reading consultant. This program 
is available under both Plans A and B. 
SPECIAL EDUCATION PERSONNEL. Both Plans A and Bare avail-
able to students desiring to major in Special Education. Plan A is de-
signed primarily for those students who have obtained a teaching en-
dorsement in Special Education and who desire advanced work. For 
those who are working for initial certification, Plan Bis recommended. 
For those students interested in Special Education Administration, 
a Specialist Degree Program is available under the supervision of the 
Department of Educational Administration. 
INFORMATION MEDIA. (Library and Audiovisual Education). With 
the current emphasis on modular scheduling and Instructional Materials 
Centers, the grad uate program in Information Media has been develop-
ed to support persons in the media (print and non-print) and curricu-
lum areas. Requirements for basic certification as well as th,e graduate 
degree can be met in summer terms. Available only under Plan B. 
SCHOOL COUNSELOR. Students who enroll in th e School Coun-
seling Program are give n considerable course work in various aspects 
of guidance and personnel work. This experience culminates in a 
supervised practicum in counseling. 
EMPLOYMENT COUNSELORS. A program in Employment Coun-
seling has been initiated. This program is available under Plan A 
and B, and is open to students who do not have teacher education 
backgrounds. 
GENERAL COUNSELORS. The General Counseling Program is de-
signed to prepare students for serving in fields of college personnel 
work and other public and private agencies. Both the thesis and non-
thesis plans are available. 
REHABILITATION COUNSELORS. A program leading to the de-
gree of Master of Science with a major in Rehabilitation Counseling is 
available. This program is open to students who do not have teacher 
education backgrounds. 
SPEECH AND HEARING THERAPISTS. This program offers a 
combination of course work in the basic areas, seminars, clinical 
practicum and research to qualify the graduate for the certificate of 
clinical competence awarded by the American Speech and Hearing 
Association. Available on Plan A or Plan B. 
I'. 
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MASTER OF ARTS 
Programs lead ing to the Master of Arts degree have thus far been de-
veloped fo r students desiring to major in Art, Biology, English, History 
or Mathematics. Undergraduate preparation in teacher education is 
not required for admission to th ese programs. For spec ific information 
about each of these programs, th e student should consult the latest 
Grad uate Bulletin. 
MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
The p rogram leadin g to the Master of Busi ness Admini stration degree is 
available for stud ents who have some background in Business Adminis-
tration course work; however, it is not ne cessa ry to have an undergrad-
uate Business Administration major to be admitted. Realistic oppor-
tunities are provided for making business case analyses. Th rough 
seminars, stud ents share their findings with fellow students , the facu lty 
and business leaders in the St. Cloud area . 
FIFTH YEAR PROGRAM 
A planned Fifth Year Program is ava il able for those teachers who do 
not desire to work for a Master 's degree or for those who do not other-
wise qualify to work for the Master's degree. It is ant icipated that the 
fifth ye ar of work will be integrated with the first four years of the 
student's preparation. A minimum of 45 credits is required , about one-
third of which must be taken at th e graduate level. The minimum 
honor point ratio required for successful completion of this program 
is 2 .25 (C +) . 
HUMAN RELATIONS 
Offerings which will meet Minnesota State Board of Education Regu-
lations for certification will be available at St. Cloud State Univers ity 
during the First and Second Summer Terms 1976. For complete in-
formation write to Douglas Risberg, Director, Hum an Relations Pro-
gram, St. Cloud State University, St. Cloud, MN 56301. 
Admissions 
UNDERGRADUATE : New undergradu ate students must submit an 
ap pli cation for admission. Write the Office of Admissions and Records 
or contact your high school for adm iss ions information and materials. 
GRADUATE : New graduate students must write to the Graduate 
Studies Office for admission information and materials. All graduate 
students must present a permit to registe r at the reg istrat ion area. 
SPECIAL STUDENTS: New students not pursui ng a degree at St. 
Cloud State University must write to the Offi ce of Admissions and 
Reco rd s for a Special Student Application. All special stude nts must 
present a permit to registe r at the registration area. 
Registration 
The Summer Quarter is divided into two terms. All courses scheduled 
for the first term will mee t from June 8 to Jul y 9; all co urses 
scheduled for the second te rm wi ll meet from Jul y 13 to August 13. 
Courses scheduled to meet Monday even in gs wil l begin June 7 and 
July 12. 
A grade sheet will be sent to each stu de nt at the end of the quarter. 
Grade sheets and transcripts will not be available before the end of the 
quarter. 
Proper registration is yo ur responsibility . Advisers will assist in the 
selection of courses; however, ultimate responsibility rests with yo u. 
Read this class sched ul e carefully. Refer to the latest Undergraduate 
and Graduate Bull etins to in sure that you are meeting ge neral ed ucation, 
major and minor requirements. 
SCHEDULE OF CLASSES. On the following pages are listed, by de-
partments, the courses offered during th e summer quarter of 197 6. 
Descriptions of the co urses may be found in the Und ergradu ate Bul-
letin or the Graduate Bulletin, where students should co nsult curri-
cu lu m and course requirem e nts. 
The university reserves the right to withdraw or mod ify any 
co urse or to change instru ctors . 
WORKSHOPS, INSTITUTES AND TOURS. Students registering for 
Workshops, Institutes and Tours carry ing the designation "Permission 
Onl y" should refer to the spec ial registration instructions listed under 
" Workshops." Registra tion fo r Workshops, Institutes and Tours which 
do NOT ca rry th e designation "By Permission Only" is the same as 
any other course . Follow the registration instructions as listed or 
register the first day of class. 
BY PERMISSION ONLY. Permission of the de partm ent chairperson 
is needed for all classes listed as "By Permission Only. " These includ e 
independent stud y cou rses. Submit the proper written perm issio n form 
with your Course Request Form. Forms are avail able from the d epart-
ment cha irpe rson. 
CANCELLATION OF REGISTRATION . Please co ntact the Office of 
Admissi o ns and Records in writin g, giving yo ur name and soc ial 
security number, if you wish to cance l your registration at any time. 
CHANGE OF ADDRESS. If you change yo ur address at any time 
during the quarter, yo u must contact the Office of Adm iss ions and 
Records before th e last week of the quarter. 
CLASS HOURS. 
4-credit co urses mee t dail y (Monday through Friday) for 90-min u te 
periods. 
3-c redit courses meet daily (Monday through Friday) for 70-minute 
periods. 
2-c red it courses meet daily (Monday through Friday) for 45-minute 
periods. 
1-credit courses meet daily (Monday through Friday) for 45-minute 
periods. 
All 4-credit laboratory courses wi ll arrange one add iti onal class period 
each week. 
CLASS LOAD . Th e maximum load which a grad uate student may 
carry is a comb ined total of 16 credits or 9 credits in any one term. 
The normal undergrad uate load is 10 credits for any o ne summer term. 
All stud ents wishing to register for more than 20 undergraduate credits 
for the summer quarter or more than 10 c redits for one term must secure 
permission from their col lege dean. Form s are ava il ab le in the Office 
of Admi ssions and Records. 
CLASS MEETING TIMES. 
0730-0900 = 7 :30 a.m. to 9 :00 a.m . 
091 5 -1 045 = 9: 15 a.m . to 10 :45 a. m. 
1100-1230 = 11 :00 a.m. to 12 :30 p.m. 
1245-1415 = 12 :45 p.m. to 2:15 p.m . 
1430-1600 = 2:30 p.m. to 4:00 p.m. 
Evening classes: 1800-2130 = 6:00 p.m. to 9:30 p.m. (with some 
variations). 
M=Monday; T =Tuesday; W=Wednesday; R=Thursday; F=Friday 
CLASS NUMBERING SYSTEM. 
001-099 = no credit 
100, 200= Freshmen and Sophomores 
300,400 = Juniors and Seniors (Student must be admitted to a major 
program in the Co ll ege of Business or Education, be intending to 
major in a program in th e College of Liberal Arts and Sciences, Fine 
Arts or Industry, be a transfer student registering for the first or 
second time, or be in an approved two-year program.) 
500, 600 = Graduate 
CO-REQUISITE . If a co urse li sts a co-requisite, the student must also 
register for that class. 
GRADING OPTION . SU-REQ = For this class, Satisfactory/Unsatisfac-
tory grading is required for all students, SU-YES = For this class a 
student has the option of electing a S-U grade or the convent ion al 
letter grade. This option must be made at the end of the second class 
meeting. All other classes will be graded on the ABCDE system. 
REFUNDS . No partial refunds will be made for courses dropped after 
the class begins unless the student withdraws from the university . No 
refunds will be made for short courses (duration of less than two and 
one-half weeks) after the beginning of that course. Courses meeting 
in the seco nd term may be dropped for a full refund anytime before 
the class begin s. Tuition and fees paid for first term classes may not 
be app lied to second term classes after Jun e 7, 19 76. 
PENALITIES. Fees mu st be paid prio r to the first day of classes or 
there will be an additional fee of $5.00 the first day plus $2.00 per 
day accumulative through the first four days of the term . Change 
of program at the requ es t of the student after beginning of classes wi ll 
be charged $2.00 per change. 
TIME CONFLICTS . You must not schedule a time conflict (two 
courses which meet at the same ti me in the sa me term) without writ· 
ten permission from one of the instructors invo lved. Submit permis-
sion slip with yo ur Course Request Form. 
VARIABLE CREDIT. A course listed with VR as cred it means th e 
course ca n be taken for a variable credit. The number of credits must 
be approved by the departme nt chairperson. Forms are ava ilable from 
the dep artm ent chairperson. 5 
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Change of Schedule 
(Drop and Add) 
The periods for adding classes to your schedule are: 
FIRST AND SECOND TERM 
11 :00 a.m. to 12:30 p.m., Monday, June 7, in the Atwood Center 
Ballroom. 
7:30 a.m., Tuesday, June 8, to 2:00 p.m. Friday, June 11, in the 
Office of Admissions and Records, room 117 in the Administrative 
Services Building. 
No additions to first term wi ll be accepted after June 11 for classes 
beginning June 8. 
SECOND TERM 
11 :00 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. Monday, July 12 , in the Atwood Center 
Ballroom. 
7:30 a.m. Tuesday, Jul y 1 3, to 2 :00 p.m . Friday, July 16, in the Office 
of Admissions and Records, room 117 in the Administrative Services 
Building. 
No additions to second term will be accepted after July 16 for classes 
beginning July 13. 
Students wishing to drop courses must do so by the last day of the 
term (July 9 for first term, August 13 for second term). 
No refund will be issued for courses dropped after the first class 
meeting. Students who fa il to officially drop from a course will 
receive a grade of "E." Students withdrawing completely from the 
university must process a withdrawal form in the Student Life and 
Development Office, room 142 in Atwood Center. 
Registration for Evening Courses 
Evening students who did not pre-register and pre-pay fees may register 
and pay fees in the Administrative Services Building, room 123, between 
5:30 and 6:30 p.m. the first night of class. (Monday evening classes 
will meet Jun e 7 and July 12.) 
Registration for 
Off-Campus Courses 
Registration for off-campus courses wil l be conducted at the first 
class meeting; no advance registration will be held. Tuition will 
be paid at the time of registration . Information about a specific 
course may be obtained from the department offer ing the course. 
Advance Registration 
All students who are eligible to attend St. Cloud State University are 
encouraged to take advantage of advance registration. Fees for all 
classes must be paid by May 28 for Summer Quarter or your class 
schedule will be canceled. 
1. Students enrolled in day classes during Spring 1976 will have regis-
tration materials prepared for them. Students must present some 
form of identification (University ID, driver's license, etc.) to re· 
ceive registration materials. Materials will be completed in th e 
Atwood Center Ballroom on May 7 from 8:30 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. 
Advance Registration ends May 7 for summer quarter. 
2. Students en rol led in evening off-campus classes Spring 1976 may 
submit a request for courses on the form in the back of this book-
let before May 7. 
3. Students not enrolled in classes Spring 1976 may submit a re q uest 
for courses on the form in the back of this booklet before May 7. 
4 . Students requesting re-admission after being "dropped for low 
scholarship " must report to the Office of Ad missions and Records 
for permission to re-enroll. 
5. New entering students will receive registration in structions when 
accepted for admission to the university. 
6 . Students who plan to attend Summer Quarter but are unable to 
take advantage of Advance Registration must notify the Office of 
Admissions and Records of their intention to regi ster at General 
Registration . 
ADVANCE REGISTRATION PROCEDURES 
1. Prepare a "trial" schedule to make certain you do not schedule a 
time conflict in the same term. Permission from one instructor 
must be presented at registration to schedule a time conflict. (See 
back page.) 
2. Write your name and social security number in the approp ri ate 
space provided on the Trial Sch edule Form. If you do not have a 
social security number, you must report to the Office of Admissions 
and Records. Your registration will not be processed unless you 
have a social security number or a nine digit number approved by 
th at office. 
3. List the four digit course referen ce number, department name, 
course number, section, credit, cl ass time and class days. (See Class 
Numbering System.) 
4. For each first choice, list an appropriate alternate course in the 
alternate section of the Trial Schedule Form . Do not use different 
sections of first choice courses as alternate courses even if it is 
offered in a different term. 
5. The class schedule has a series of free time periods available for 
blocking out segments of the day or a term. You may select two 
of the free time blocks. However , in doing so, you should realize 
that: 
A. Designating free time means that you will not be assigned any 
courses during that time. 
B. Requests for free time decrease the chances of having your 
schedule completed. 
A free time block should be requested only when absolutely 
ne cessary because of commuting problems, a wo rk schedule or 
other university obligations. You should block out the entire term 
if you are unable to attend classes during that term . (Use 9990 if 
you cannot attend the first term and 9995 if you cannot attend the 
second term.) 
6. Complete the Course Request Form (See Advance Registration, 
section 1 & 2). Carefully copy the course reference numbers from 
your T rial Schedule. Make certain you place your first choice of 
classes on the left and your alternate courses on the ri ght side of 
the form. An alternate course must be on the same line as the first 
cho ice co urse and must not be a different section of a first choice 
course. 
Please rech eck the course reference numbers on your Course 
Request Form with the class schedule to make certain you have 
listed the courses and free tim e blocks correctly for th e pro per 
term. Do not schedule time conflicts within the sam e te rm. 
7. If you wish to audit a course (receive no credit), chec k the appro-
priate box after the course reference number. 
8. If you are repeating a course, check the appropri ate box after the 
course reference number so that your honor point rat io ca n be 
adjusted at the end of the quarter. 
9. Your approved class schedule and fee statement will be mailed to 
the billing o r local address by May 21. All fees for Advance Regis-
tration must be paid by May 28 for Summer Quarter. 
Students receivi ng a part ial sched ule (fewe r than the number of 
credits requ es ted ) al so must pay fees by the deadlines for credits 
rece ived . (See Genera l Registration for instructions regarding com-
pletio n of parti al sched ul e.) 
If yo u wis h to cha nge your schedul e (drop and/or add), you 
must pay your fees to reserve your scheduled classes. A full refund 
will be mad e fo r all c lasses dro pped before the first class meeting. 
10. If yo ur fees are not paid by the dead line, your class schedule will be 
canceled and you must report fo r General Registration to create a 
new class sched ul e fo r the Summer Quarter. (See General Regis-
tration .) 
General Registration 
General Registration is fo r students who d id not registe r at advance 
registration, who registe red at advance registration but did not pay fees 
before the deadline , or received a part ial schedu le at advance registra-
tion. General Registration and fee payment will be held on June 7 for 
first and second term and Jul y 12 for second term in th e Atwood 
Center Ballroom. The fo llowi ng sched ule will be used: 
PARTIAL SCHEDULES TIMETABLE 
Partial schedules (for students who did not rece ive the number 
of credits requested at advance registration) are to be completed 
between 8 :00 a.m. and 9:0 0 a.m. Students must bring their receip ted 
fee statemen t to be admitted to the registration area. 
Last digi t of Social Security Number 
First & Second Term Second Term 
(June?) (July12) 
8:00-8 :15 a.m. 
8:15-8:30 a.m . 
8:30-8:45 a.m. 









PARTIAL REGISTRATION CONTINUES: 
FIRST AND SECOND TERM 
Jun e 7, 9:00-12:30, Atwood Ce nter Ballroom 
Jun e 8-11, 7:30-4 :00, Office of Admi ssio ns and Record s, room 117 in 
t he Adm ini strative Serv ices Building 
SECOND TERM 
Jul y 12, 9:00-12: 30, Atwood Center Ballroom 
Jul y 13-16, 7:30-4:00, Office of Admissions and Record s, room 117 in 
the Administrative Serv ices Bui ldi ng 
FULL REGISTRATION TIMETABLE 
Fu ll registration and fee payment is sc heduled from 9:00 a.m. to 
11 :00 a.m. (For stu dents who did not reg iste r at advance registration 
or who had their class sc hedules cance led be cause they did no t pay 
fees by the deadli ne.) 
Last digit of Social Se curi ty Number 
First & Second Term Second Term 
(June7) (July12) 
9:00-9:15 a.m. 
9: 15-9:30 a.m. 
9 :30-9 :45 a.m. 
9 :45 -1 0:00 a.m. 
10: 00-10: 15 a.m. 
10 :15-10:30 a.m. 
10 :30-10 :45 a.m. 








FULL REGISTRATION AND 
FEE PAYMENT CONTINUES: 
FIRST AND SECOND TERM 









Jun e 8-11, 7 :30-4:00, Office of Adm issions and Records, room 117 
in the Administrative Services Bui ldi ng 
SECOND TERM 
July 12, 11 :00-12:30 , Atwood Center Ballroom 
July 13-1 6, 7 :3 0-4 :00, Office of Admissions and Records, room 117 
in the Administrative Services Building 
DROP/ADD - See Change of Schedule (Drop and Add) page 6. 
Graduation 
Students wishing to graduate Summer Quarter must submit an Appli-
cation for Graduation to the Office of Admissions and Records (under-
graduate) or the Office of Graduate Studies (graduate) before June 21 . 
All graduates .will be processed at the end of Summer Quarter. Summer 
Quarter co mmencement will be on August 12. 
Tuition and Fees 
TUITION* 
The following sched ule of tuition charges is effective in th e Minnesota 





$ 9.25 per c redit hour 
$18.50 per credit hour 
Resid en ts. . . $12.00 per credit hour 
Non-residents $23.25 per credit hour 
*Workshops and Designated Off-Campus Courses (no separate costs 
for non-residents) 
Un de rgraduates . . .. . ... .. .. ... $ 9.25 per credit hour 
Graduates . .. ....... ... .. .. . $12.00 per credit hour 
* A rec iproca l ag reeme nt regard ing in-state tuition fees for students has 
been reached with the states of North Dakota and Wisconsin. North 
Dakota and Wisconsin residents will be charged in-sta te tuition fees at 
St. Cloud State University. The in-sta te fee assess ment for North Dako-
ta and Wisco nsin students app li es to all institutions in the State Univer-
si ty System. 
FEES* 
He alth Service Fees, Student Union Fees, and Student Activity Fees are 
assessed all stud ents on th e basis of $2 .50 per cred it up to a maximum 
of $38.00 . (Workshops are exempt fro m the above fees.) 
**By th e action of the State Universi ty Board, tuition and fees are sub-
jec t to change withou t notice. 
Workshops, Institutes, 
Educational Tours 
A. Registration for o n-campus sum mer Work sho p, Institutes and 
Tours NOT lis ted as "By Permissio n Onl y" shall follow all dates, 
dead lin es , and procedu res as li sted under Advanced and General 
Registration or stu de nts may register th e first day of class. Please 
refer to the sect ion entitled "Registrat io n." 
B. Registra t io n for those Workshops, Institutes and Tou rs carryin g 
the designation "By Permiss ion Only" are courses in which the 
in st ructor's permission is req uired for regis tratio n, therefore , a 
spec ial registration procedure has bee n establ ished. 
Students must imm ed iate ly contact the instructor for permission 
to enroll after whi ch th e in stru ctor will forwa rd registration instruc-
t ions to the stude nt. 
TUITION 
Workshops and other designa ted off-camp us courses have the same 
tuition rate as other reside nt co urses unless otherwise in d icated; how-
ever, student uni on, s tudent act ivities and health service fees a re not 
assessed . Pl ease refer to the tuition sched ule above. 7 
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Workshops, Experimental, Evening and Short Courses 
FIRST SUMMER TERM/JUNE 7 - JULY 9 
The following listings include a schedule of workshops, 
short duration courses, experimental and evening courses 
for the Summer Quarter. Each workshop or course has 
the following information listed in sequence : Depart-' 
ment code; Course number; Course reference number in 
parenthesis; Title ; Date ; Credits; Day(s) of the week; 
Class flours; Building and room; Special information; 
Instructor. 
AMERICAN STUDIES 
AMST 495(0173} - 595(0175}; The Western Mystique; June 28-July 9; 
4 credits; MTWRF; 0800-7200; SH 228; N. Thompson. 
Using the "Western Story" to explore (1) the myth of the American 
"West" and (2) methods of imp roving pupil motivation toward reading 
skills. · 
ART 
A RT 495(0347) - 595(0348}; Concepts of Art through New Media for 
Elementary Classroom Teachers; June 7- 18; 4 credits; MTWRF; 0900-
1350; KVAC 106; Gutteter. 
Involvement lab cou rse in the newer art materials useable in the elemen-
tary classroom . 
A RT 495(0349) - 595(0350}; Raku Workshop ; June 28-July 9; 2 credits; 
MTWRF; 1100-7330; KVAC G02; Halberg. 
The makin g, glazing and firing of rakuware. 
BUSINESS EDUCATION AND OFFICE ADMINISTRATION 
BEOA 605(0661}; Seminar: Improvement of Instruction in Century 
21 Shorthand; Section 2; June 74-18; 2 credits; M TWRF; 1000-1500; 
BB 219; Stinson. 
This course is designed for the improve me nt of instru ction in Century 
21 Shorthand. 
BEOA 605(0662); Seminar: Improvement of Instruction in Forkner 
Shorthand; Section 3; June 2 7-25; 2 credits; MTWRF; 1000-1500; 
BB 219; Stinson. 
This course is designed for the improve ment of instruction in Forkner 
Shorthand. 
BEOA 605(0663}; Seminar: Improvement of Instruction in Gregg 
Shorthand; Section 4; June 28-July 2; 2 credits; MTWRF; 1000-1500; 
BB 279; Stinson. 
This course is designed for the improvement of instruction in Gregg 
Shorthand. 
BEOA 605(0664); Seminar : Improvement of Instruction in Transcrip-
tion; Section 5; July 5-9; 2 credits; MTWR F; 1000-1500; BB 215; 
Stinson. 
Th is course is designed fo r the improv,;,ment of instruction in 
transcription. 
BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES 
BIOL 344(0810); Microbiology; June 24-July 9; 4 credits; MTWRF; 
1100-7600; MS 250; S. Lewis. 
An introductory study of micro-organisms, with an emphasis on bacteria. 
The course will include a discussion of microbial anatomy, genetics, me-
tabolism, ecology, taxonomy and organisms of medical significance. La-
boratory exercises will include identification, staining techniques and 
biochemical activities. 
BIOL 422(0806} - 522(0873}; Ichthyology; June 8-23; 4 credits; 
MTWRF; 7100-1600; MS 65; S. Williams. 
Introduction to the classification and biology of fishes. The course 
will include field experience in col lecting tech·niques and identi fica tion 
and distribution of local species. 
BIOL 448(0820) - 548(0821 ); Limnology; June 24-July 9; 4 credits; 
MTWRF; 1100-1600; MS 65; Kramer. 
This course considers the nature of the aquatic environment and its 
effects on aquatic organisms. Numerous fie ld trips to local streams and 
lakes will be included. 
BIOL 495(8706} - 595(8707}; Study of Animal Life at the Sherburne 
National Wildlife Refuge; June 8-23; 4 credits; MTWRF; Hours 
Arranged; Off-Campus - Sherburne National Wildlife Refuge; By Per-
mission Only; Kramer. 
Designed for elementary and wildlife school teachers. The course will 
emphasize the identification of animals vis ually and by nests, tracks, 
calls, droppings and other activities . Natural history incl uding repro-
duction, food and habitat preference will be covered. 
BIOL 495(0827) - 595(0830}; In troduction to the Study of Fossils for 
Elementary Teachers; June 8-23;4 credits; MTWRF; 7100-1600; 
MS 250; SU Grading Required; S. Lewis. 
Introductory study of the fossil plants and animals of Minnesota. Em-
phasis will be placed on field col lecting and identification. Several field 
trips will be taken to give the elementary teacher an introduction to 
locating and co llecting fossils. The course will also give the participant 
a basic introduction to the development of major plant and animal 
groups through geo logic time. No prereq uisites. 
BIOL 690(0874); Aquatic Insects; June 7-July 9; 4 credits; MTWRF; 
1245-1420; MS 212; Gundersen. 
Biology, classification, and collection of aquat ic insects including adult 
and immature stage ; personal detailed work in one group. Lab. Prereq.: 
341 or 448. Field trips arranged . 
CRIMINAL JUSTICE 
cJS 489(7881 ); Seminar: Victimology; June 7-July 9; 4 credits; TR; 
7800-2730; SH 103; M. Miller. 
Devoted to an exploration and analysis of spec ial issues in the fields of 
corrections, law enforcement and the general areas of the administration 
of justice: includes detailed examinations on vital issues and emerging 
trends which promise to affect the future. Prereq. : limi ted to students 
of se nior stand ing or to non- ma jors pursuing the certificate who have 
completed 40 credit hours in Criminal Justice Studies. 
MASS COMMUNICATIONS 
COMM 495(7403) - 595(1433); Theory and Operation: Mass Media 
Equipment; Section I ; June 7-17; 2 credits; MTW RF; 0930-1550; 
PA 707 ; By Permission Only; Bryce, Reeder and Staff. 
Introduction and skills training in the theory and operation of mass 
media equipment. Special emphasis will be placed on the theory of 
effective production for commercial and educational use. 
COMM 495(1445) - 595(7446); The World of Communications; June 7-
78; 4 credits; MTWRF; 0975-7600; SH 737 and HH 713; By Permission 
Only; F. Voelker and Kemp. 
An interdisciplinary approach to teaching about the intricate network 
of communications systems and the imp act of communications upon 
our lives. 
COMM 495-595; New Tools and Ideas in Mass Media: Introduction 
to Filming; June 74-July 9; MTWRF; 0930-7 550; PA 707; Bryce, 
Reeder and Staff. 
COMM 495(/404); Section 2; 4 credits; Special Fees $24.00; June 74-
25. 
COMM 595(7405); Section 2; 4 credits; Special Fees $24.00; June 74-
25. 
COMM 495(7406); Section 3; 4 credits; Special Fees $24.00; June 28-
July 9. 
COMM 595(7407); Section 3; 4 credits; Special Fees $24.00; June 28-
July 9. 
COMM 495(7408); Section 4; 8 credits; Special Fees $40.00; June 74-
July 9. 
COMM 595(7409); Section 4; 8 credits; Special Fees $40.00; June 74-
July 9. 
Designed for both the teacher and the practitioner, this course includes 
an introduction to and practice in film theory and production, both 
sound and silent, using the super 8 film medium. Film techniques , 
camera lighting and editing. 
COMM 495(7470) - 595(7477); New Tools and Ideas in Mass Media: 
Advanced Cinema Production; Section 5; June 74-July 9; 8 credits; 
MTWRF; 0930-1550; PA 707; Special Fees $40.00; Reeder and Staff. 
Study and practical application of advanced cinema production . 
Production of both commercial and documentary film is emphasized. 
Designed for the experienced film teacher and st udent. 16 mm sound 
film work . 
COMM 495-595; New Tools and Ideas in Mass Media: TV Production 
Methods; June 14-July 9; MTWRF; 0930-7 550; PA 707; Bryce, Reeder 
and Staff. 
COMM 495(74 I 2); Section 6; 4 credits; Special Fees $24. 00; June 14-
25. 
COMM 595(/4 73); Section 6; 4 credits; Special Fees $24.00; June 74-
25. 
COMM 495(/474); Section 7; 4 credits; Special Fees $24.00; June 28-
July 9. 
COMM 595(14 75); Section 7; 4 credits; Special Fees $24.00; June 28-
Ju ly 9. 
COMM 495(7476}; Section 8; 8 credits; Special Fees $40.00; June 14-
July 9. 
COMM 595(7477}; Section 8;8 credits; Special Fees $40.00; June 74-
July 9. 
Designed for the teacher and the student of media, this course includes 
introduction to and practice in television theory and production 
methods. Directing, li ghting and video tape editing included. Course 
divided: introductory, first two weeks, advanced production, last two 
weeks. 
COMM 495-595; New Tools and Ideas in Mass Media: Advanced TV 
Production Methods; June 74-July 9; MTWRF; 0930-7 550; PA 707; 
Bryce and Staff. 
COMM 495(74 18); Section 9;4 credits; Special Fees $24.00; June 74-
25. 
COMM 595(1479); Section 9; 4 credits; Special Fees $24.00; June 74-
25. 
COMM 495(1420}; Section 70; 4 credits; Special Fees $24.00; June 28-
July 9. 
COMM 595(1427 ); Section 70; 4 credits; Special Fees $24.00; June 28-
July 9. 
COMM 495(1422); Section 17; 8 credits; Special Fees $40.00; June 74-
July 9. 
COMM 595(744 7}; Section 17; 8 credits; Special Fees $40. 00; June 74-
July 9. 
Continuation of the Introduction to TV Production Methods. 
COMM 495(7423) - 595(7424); New Tools and Ideas in Mass Media: 
Audio Production; Section 72; June 74-25; 4 credits; MTWRF; 0930-
7550; PA 70 I; Special Fees $24.00; Bryce, Reeder and Staff. 
Study and practical application of audio production techniques and 
theories. Designed for the media teacher and student interested in 
audio production. Actual production, scripting and editing work . 
COMM 495(7425) - 595(7426}; New Tools and Ideas in Mass Media: 
Advanced Radio Production; Section 7 3; June 28-July 9; 4 credits; 
MTWRF; 0930-1550; PA 707; Special Fees $24.00; Bryce, Reeder 
and Staff. 
Application of advanced radio production skills. Areas of remote 
programming, news and music programming. Commerical production 
will receive particular emphasis. 
COMM 495(7427) - 595(/428); New Tools and Ideas in Mass Media: 
Teaching of Mass Media; Section 74; June 27-25; 2 credits; MTWRF; 
0930-7 550; PA 701; Special Fees $75.00; Bryce, DeSanto and Staff. 
Designed for teachers, this course will assist in developing lesson plans 
and resource units which involve the mass media of television, radio, 
film, photography, newspapers, magazines and other areas of 
communicat ion. 
COMM 495(7429) - 595(7430}; New Tools and Ideas in Mass Media: 
Community Public Relations; Section 75; June 74-78; 2 credits; 
MTWRF; 0930-7 550; PA 707; Special Fees $75.00; Bryce, DeSanto 
and Reeder. 
The application of real community communications problems using the 
four-step public relations process. Emphasis will be on media relations 
including news release writing and newsletter production. 
COMM 495-595; New Tools and Ideas in Mass Media: Special Areas; 
June 74-July 9; MTWRF; 0930-7550; PA 707; Bryce, DeSanto, Reeder 
and Staff. 
COMM 495(/437); Section 76; 4 credits; Special Fees $24.00; June 74 
-25. 
COMM 595(7432); Section 76; 4 credits; Special Fees $24.00; June 74 
-25. 
COMM 495(1434); Section 17; 8 credits; Special Fees $40.00; June 74 
-July 9. 
COMM 595(/435); Section 77; 8 credits; Special Fees $40.00; June 74 
-July 9. 
Study and practice in using the new tools and ideas of the mass media. 
Production experience in two to four different media. Evaluation of 
the effectiveness of these tools. Media experience not required. 
COMPUTER SCIENCE 
CSC/ 695(4078}; Instructional Timesharing (ITS) in the Elementary 
School; Section 7; June 14-78; 2 credits; MTWRF; 0900-7530; MS 719; 
Contact instructor prior to registration; A. Dull. 
To provide operational skill in using the Minnesota Educational Com-
puter Consortium (MECC) timesharing system with an overview of how 
the computer can be used in elementary schools and what programs 
are availab le in a participant's own area of interest. To develop begin-
ning programming competency in the BASIC language. 
CSC/ 695(407 9}; Instructional Timesharing (ITS) in the Secondary 
School; Section 2; Jun e 27-25; 2 credits; MTWRF; 0900-7530; MS 719; 
Contact instructor prior to registration; A. Dull. 
To provide operational skill in using the MECC timesharing system 
with an overview of how the computer can be used in secondary schoo l 
and what programs are avai lable in a participant's own area of interest. 
To develop beginning programming competency in the BASIC language. 
CSCI 695(4020}; Computer Literacy; Section 3; June 2 7-25; 2 credits; 
MTWRF; 0900-1530; MS 710; Contact instructor prior to registration; 
J. Johnson. 
The objective of this course is to examine what is happening in the 
computer industry and its laboratories (banks, government, med icine, 
educations, etc.) and what input this is likely to have on society. 9 
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CSC/ 695(4021 ); Beginning BASIC Programming; Section 4; June 28-
July 2; 2 credits; MTWR F; 0900-1530; MS 119; Contact instructor 
prior to registration; J. Johnson. 
Fundamental programming techniques in the BASIC language, pro-
gram structure and computer solution of problems. 
CSCI 695(4022); Beginning FORTRAN; Section 5; July 6-10; 2 credits; 
MTW RF; 0900-1530; MS 119, Contact instructor prior to registration; 
M. Johnson. 
Introduction to the FORTRAN language as used on timesharing sys-
tems. 
DRIVER AND TRAFFIC SAFETY 
DTS 495(3812); Defensive Driving; June 14-18; 1 credit; MTWRF; 
1400-1630; HH 228; SU Grading Required; Dobey. 
This workshop is based on the National Safety Council Defensive 
Driving Program and emphasizes practical defensive driving tactics 
designed to eliminate preventable accidents. 
DTS 495(3810) - 595(3817); Pedestrian-Bicycle Program Develop-
ment; Section 1; June 7-8; l credit; MT; 0900-1515; HH 228; Dobey. 
A practical workshop for elementary teachers, supervisors and admin-
istrators, designed to develop programs, resources and implementation 
ideas for safety related materials for Minnesota school districts. 
DTS 495(3873)- 595(3814); Pedestrian-Bicycle Program Develop-
ment; Section 3; June 17-18; 1 credit; RF; 0900-1550; HH 228; Dobey 
and Matthias. 
A practical workshop for elementary teachers, supervisors and adminis-
trators. Designed to develop programs, resources and implementation 
ideas for safety related materials for Minnesota school districts. 
EAST ASIAN STUDIES 
EAST 695{7 515); Japanese Studies for Elementary and Middle School 
Teachers; June 14-25; 4 credits; MTWRF; 0915-1400; BB 119; W. Nunn. 
This ten-day program will provide an interdisciplinary view of Japan, 
with special attention to economic developments. Methods of teaching 
related to the area will be reviewed, but the major emphasis will be 
upon understanding the different backgrounds of Japan. 
EDUCATION 
ED 695(8102); Alternative Futures in Education; June 21-25; 3 credits; 
MTWRF; 0900-2 700; Off-Campus - St. Paul Academy; SU Grading Re-
quired; By Permission Only; Registration Deadline; May 74, 1976; J. W. 
Anderson. 
The workshop is designed to assist teachers in preparation for learning 
about and teaching the futures field. The workshop will focus on inter-
action and practical experiences. 
EDUCATIONAL ADMINISTRATION 
ED AD 617(1766); Foundations of Community Education; June 8-23; 
3 credits; MTWRF; 1300-1520; EB A240; Holden. 
Theory, philosophy, concepts, programs and evaluation of community 
education ; interrelationships with social service agencies and educational 
institutions. 
ED AD 649{7 753); Elementary School Administration; June 24-July 9; 
3 credits; MTWRF; 0730-0950; EB A 128; D. Johnson. 
Staff responsibilities; inter-staff relations; elementary school program; 
pupil accounting; school facilities . Prereq.: 1 year teaching experience. 
ED AD 676(1758); Secondary School Principalship; June 8-23; 
3 credits; MTWRF; 0730-0950; EB A 728; Grunerud. 
For students preparing for administration of secondary schools. Princi-
ples and practices in organization and administration of secondary 
_schools. 
ED AD 695(8701); Workshop: Community Education; June 24-30; 
3 credits; MTWRFS; 0830-1600; Off-Campus - North Metropolitan 
area; SU Grading Required; By Permission Only; Holden. 
Emphasis on practical applications, including the organizing, financing, 
staffing, administering and evaluating of local community education 
programs. 
ED AD 695(8103),- Advanced Work in Futures Curriculum Writing,-
June 28-July 2; 3 credits; MTWRF; 0900-2100; Off-Campus - St. Paul 
Academy; SU Grading Required; By Permission Only; Registration 
Deadline: May 14, 1976,- J. W. Anderson. 
The workshop is designed to assist teachers and curriculum designers 
in creating futures curriculum materials for classroom use. The focus 
is on futures as part of the existing curriculum rather than separate 
futures courses_ 
ED AD 695(8704); Futures Education Research ; July 5-9; 3 credits; 
MTWRF; 0900-2100; Off-Campus - St. Paul Academy; SU Grading 
Required; By Permission Only; Registration Deadline: May 14, 7976; 
J. W. Anderson. 
Directed study for students who desire further reading and research in 
alternative futures education. To includ e discussion, extensive reading 
and an extensive paper. 
ED AD 698(1759); Seminar in School Administration; Jun e 8-23; 
3 credits; MTWRF; 1020-7240; EB A 128; Farrah_ 
Problems in organization and administration of schools_ Areas of 
study determined by needs and members_ Open only to experienced 
teach ers and principals. Prereq_: 1 year teaching experience. ' 
ENGLISH 
ENGL 339(2306); Applied Writing: Communications for Government, 
Business and Industry ; June 7-July 9; 4 credits; TR; 1800-2115; R 2; 
Otto. 
Study and practice in the standard ty pes of writing required in govern-
ment, business and industry: proposals, abstracts, resumes, sales and 
advertising articles, business and administrative letters and technical 
reports. 
ENGL 495(23 76) - 595 (2317}; Mississippi River Creative Writers Work-
shop in Poetry and Fiction; Section 1; Jun e 7-18,- 3 credits; MTW RF,-
1230-1605; MS 101; Special Fees $5.00; SU Grading Required; Meissner. 
A discussion of poetry and fiction writing techniques and ideas. 
Includes student writing experiments as well as visits from published, 
professional poets and fiction writers from the upper mid west area. 
No prerequisites_ 
ENGL 495-595; Preparing for Life After High School: Careers and 
College; MTWRF; 1100-1 545; R 2; SU Grading Required; Otto. 
ENGL 495(2318); Section 2; 2 credits; June 7- 71 . 
ENGL 595(2319); Section 2; 2 credits; June 7-11. 
ENGL 495(2320}; Section 3; 2 credits; June 14- 18. 
ENGL 595(2321); Section 3; 2 credits; June 14-18. 
Each workshop section is uniqu e , thereby allowing the student to select 
any week or weeks desired . 
The student will develop individual curriculum projects related to 
either career education or preparation for college. Class study will in-
volve the problem of focusing high school English activities on the long-
range goals of students. 
ENGL 495-595; Women in Literature; MTWRF; 1300-1525; MS 102; 
Summers. 
ENGL 495(2322); Section 4; 2 credits; June 7-18. 
ENGL 595(2323); Section 4; 2-credits; June 7-18. 
ENGL 495(2324); Section 5; 2 credits,-June 21-July 2. 
ENGL 595(2325}; Section 5; 2 credits; June 21-July 2. 
Each workshop section is unique, thereby allowing the student to select 
any week or weeks desired . 
The workshop will treat a variety of literature by or about women 
with an emphasis on characteri zation of women, their life experiences, 
feelings and pressures exerted on them by their society. The first two 
weeks will focus on works prior to 1900, using primarily fiction and 
drama. The last two weeks will focus on poetry, fiction and autobio-
graphy by contemporary women writers_ 
EARTH SCIENCE 
£SCI 206(2601 ); Concepts of Earth Science; June 8-July 9; 4 credits; 
TR; 1800-2130;MS 124;A. Anderson. 
Concepts from meteorology, oceanography and geology. 
ESCI 495(2602) · 595(2605); Weather Workshop for Earth Science 
Teachers; June 7- 18; 4 credits; MTWRF; 0900-1500; MS 27; SU 
Grading Required; A. Anderson. 
An introductory stud y of weather events and systems from the view-
point of basic causes, structure and measurement. 
ESCI 495(2603) · 595(2606); Workshop in Mineralogy for Earth 
Science Teachers; June 7- 78; 4 credits; MTWRF; 0900-7 500; MS 21; 
SU Grading Required; G. Anderson. 
A study of the ph ysical properties, crystallography and identification 
of minerals useful to th e secondary school earth science teacher. 
£SCI 495(2604) · 595(2607); Glaciers in Minnesota Workshop; 
June 2 /-July 2; 4 credits; MTWRF; 0900- 1500; MS 27; SU Grading 
Required; G. Anderson. 
An examination of basic glacial concepts and Minnesota glaciation, 
including several one day field trips. 
GEOGRAPHY 
GEOG 7 77(2807 ); Regional Human Geography; June 8-Ju/y 9; 
4 credits; MT; 7600-2 730; SH 305; Coppock. 
Fundamental concepts necessary for geographic thinking. Un,der-
standings of world patterns. Emphasis on relationships. 
GEOG 275(2833}; Geography of the U.S.; June 8-Ju/y 9; 4 credits; 
WR; 7600-2730; SH 3 75; Addicott. 
Study of how the cultural and physical elements of geography combine 
to impart regional identity to various ~reas of the country. Regional. 
INFORMATION MEDIA 
/M 4 77 (3553) - 5 77 (3554); Preparation of Media; June 7-Ju/y 9; 4, 
3 credits; MW; 7800-2730; CH 7 25; J. Nelson, 
Desi gning, producing and utilizing proj ec t ed and non-projected mater-
ials for instru ct io nal use. Lab. 
IM 476(3555) - 576(3556); Selection and Evaluation of Media; June 8-
22; 4, 3 credits; MTWRF; 7 245- 7 5 70; CH 7 30; Wes thy. 
Th e selection of media materials, including theory, principles, techni-
ques an d basic tool s. Pre req. or co ncurrent enrollment: 275 and 468 
or 603. 
/M 683(3569); Seminar: Contemporary Materials; Section 3; June 74-
June 25; 2 credits; MTWRF; 7245-7430; CH 730; SU Grading Requir-
ed; Schu/zetenherg. 
IM 683(35 70); Seminar: The Media Person and Local History; Section 
3; June 28-July 8; 2 credits; M TWR F; 1245- 1430; CH 130; SJJ Grading 
Required; Clark. 
INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION 
IND 495(3853) - 595(3855); The World of Communications; June 7-
78; 4 credits; MTWR F; 09 7 5- 7600; HH 7 73; By Permission Only; 
Kemp and F. Voe lker, 
An interdi sciplinary approach to teaching about the intricate network 
of co mmunication s systems and the impact of communications upon 
our lives. 
I ND 495(3854) - 595(3856); The World of Manufacturing; June 2 I-
July 2; 4 credits; MTWRF; 097 5-7600; HH 7 24; By Permission Only; 
L. Bjorklund. 
A stud y of an instructional system for the manufacturing cluster. 
Complete software and hardwa re m aterials for the " World of Manu-
facturing" will be utilized and demonstrated. Lab activities involving 
management, produ ction and personnel concepts will be examined. 
IND 607 {384 0); Technology and Man; June 7-Ju/y 9; 3 credits; TR; 
7800-2050; HH 720; Ryan. 
Effec ts of invention and techno logy development on society with im-
plication for man 's ge neral ed ucat ion. Not open to industrial arts 
majors. 
MATHEMATICS 
M A TH 695(407 7); Activity-Oriented Course for Elemen tary Teachers; 
June 74-/uly 2; 5 credits; MTWRF; 0730- 7 745; MS 770; By Permission 
Only; SU Grading Required; L. Johnson and D. Miller. 
Measurement (metric) ; patterns of math in shapes, graphs, numbers 
and algebra, statistics and co mputers. 
MUSIC 
MUS 7 22(4 702); Music for Re~reation; June 7-July 9; 2 credits; 
MTWRF; 7 700-7 750; PA 127A, Abbott. 
Emphasis upon the practicum, singing and leading others in songs for 
recreation and enjoyment. 
MUS 495(4 731) - 595(4 732); Special Music Education Institute; June 
21-30; 4 credits; MTWRF; 0900-7600; PA 230; Special Fees $18.00; 
Schrader. 
Demonstrations and beginning participation with a variety of special 
education children ~nd the function of music and music education in 
meeting their needs. 
MUS 495(8170)- 595(8111); Church Music Institute; June 14-17; 
2 credits; MTWR; 0900-1600; PA 230; Gyllstrqm. 
Selection and preparation of musical compositions .appropriate for 
performance in the church service. Institute is designed for clergymen, 
choir directors, org-1nists ahd others interested in church music. 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
PE 231 (5029); Intermediate Tennis; June 7-Ju/y 9; 1 credit; TR; 
1800- 7950; HaH TC; Special Fees$ 7.00; SU .Grading Required; 
N. Olson. 
PE 495(5066)-595(5067); Athletic Administration; June 7-12; 
3 credits; MTWRFS; 097 5-1630; Haff 235; Special Fees .$40.00; 
Anfenson. 
Current problems in athletic administration and how they affect the 
players, co.aches, athletic directgrs, school administration and public. 
PE 495(5068) - 595(5069); Girls Vol!eyha/1 and Basketba/1 Officiating 
Techniques; June 7-18; 4 credits; ·MTWRF; 1245- 7630; HaH Main Gym; 
K, Thompson. 
Techniques, rules, problems and precedures in officiating volleyball and 
basketball. Both National Association of Girls' and Women's Sports 
(NAGWS) and Federation rules for girls' volleyball and basketball will 
be included and a comparison between NAGWS and Federation rules 
will be made for each sport. 
PE 495(5070) - 595(5071 }; Track and Field Workshop for Men and 
Women; July 5-8; 2 credits; MTWR; 7330-1630; HaH and Selke Field; 
SU Grading Required; Special Fees $10.00; Wax/ax. 
Provide a learn-by-doing workshop for the track and field coach of men 
and women in the educational age group and recreational settings of 
our society . It will provide lectures ;ind training techniques in phy-
s iology, athletic training, skill and meet organization . 
PHILOSOP!W 
PHIL I 70(5351 ); Introduct ion to Philosophy; June 7-July 9; 4 credits; 
MW; 7 800-2130; SH 7 24; /. White. 
Basic issues in such areas as the theory of knowledge, the mind•body 
problem, morality, pol itics and religion . 
PHYSICS 
PHYS 495(55 JO) - 595(5511 ); Instruction for Health Professionals; 
May 24-June 11 ; 3 credits; MTWRF; 7800-2130; MS 303; Garrity. 
A combination lab-lecture course to present the principles behind 
and the use of various electronic and mechanical devices of common 
use in diagnosis and treatment. 
POLITICAL SCIENCE 
POL 25 7(5706}; Introduction to World Politics; June 7-Ju/y 9; 4 credits; 
MW; 1800-2 7 30; BH 309; •A. Kairouz. 
The nation-state; national power; restraints on national power such as 
international law jl,nd organization. 
POL 422(5 770) - 522(5758); Political Science for Teachers; June 7-
July 9; 4 credits; MTWRF; 0975-1045; BH 203; D. Carlson. 
Selected topics about political behavior which are relevant to elemcn· 
tary and secondary classroom situations. 11 
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PSYCHOLOGY 
PSY 280(5934}; Psychology of Play and Recreation; June 7-July 9; 
4 credits; MTWRF; 1245-7415; EB 8209; D. Kleiber. 
An investigation of the psychological basis and significance of play, 
ga mes, recreation and le isure as they affect the individual'throughout 
the life cycles; In addition to a deve lopmental approach, social-psycho-
logical , motivational, educational and sociological perspectives will be 
considered. 
PSY 445(5904}; Psychology of Play in Childhood; June 7-July 9; 
4 credits; MTWRF; 1700-1230; EB 8206; M. Pete'rsen. 
Developmenta l changes in free, spontaneous play and playfulness and 
the relationships to perso nality development. Integration of children's 
im aginative behavior to a more general body of theory in psychology. 
Overview of interpreti ve theories from a classical to contemporary 
development of observation procedures. 
PSY 446(5909} - 546(5940}; Affirmative Counseling· for Women; 
June 7-July 9; 4, 3 credits; MWF; 0915-1200; EB A239; Dwyer. 
Examines the trends in the counseling of women for education, careers 
and life span. 
PS Y 495(5969} - 595(5971 ); Rehabilitation Program with the Severely 
Disabled; June 8-30; 4, 3 credits; TW; 0900-7600; EB A244; SU Grading 
Required; Steen. 
Thi s workshop is designed to improve the ski lls of the Rehabilitation 
Counselor, work evaluator and counselor aid in working with the 
severely handicapped. 
RECREATION 
REC 495(50.72) - 595(5073}; Advanced ·canoe - Wilderness Journey; 
June 7-16; 5-credits; MTWRF; 0915-7630; Off-Campus - Bo·undary 
Waters Canoe Area (BWCA) - Superior - Quetico Canoe Country; By 
Permission Only. Special Fees $10. 00; SU_ Grading Required; Nearing 
and Oxton. 
A 7-day journey into the BWCA of Superior National Forest and 
Quetico Prov . . Park. Camping, canoeing, packing, portaging, compass 
and map reading, fishing, first aid and hiking are the main activities. 
Leadersh ip techniques and wilderness survival will be add itional areas 
of study . Pract ica l knowledge of outdoor living will be stressed with 
the return to nature the foremost objective. 
REC 495(5074) - 595(5075); Backpacking and Camping; June 27-30; 
5 credits; MTWRF,: 09 7 5-1630; HaH and Isle Royale National Park, 
Lake Superior; By Permission Only; Special fees $35.00; SU Grading 
Required; Nearing and Oxton. 
A 10-day workshop of which 7 days will be spent on wilderness living 
and backpacking in Isle Roy ale National Park in Lake Superior. 
REC 495(5076} - 595(5077); Beginning Canoe - Wildern~ss Journey; 
July 5-12; 4 credits; MTWRF; 0915-7630; Off-Campus - Boundary 
Waters Canoe Area (BWCA )- Superior - Quetico Canoe Country; 
Special fees $70.00; SU Grading Required; Nearing and Oxton. 
A five-day journey into the boundary waters canoe a rea of Superior 
National Forest. Camping, canoeing, packing, portaging, compass and 
map reading, fishing, first aid and hiking are the main activities and 
areas of study. Practi cal knowledge of outdoor living will be stressed 
with the return to nature the foremost objective. 
SOCIOLOGY 
SOC 340(6352); Mass Media and Society; June 7-July 9; 4 credits; MW; 
1800-2130; MS 710; H. Goodrich. 
Analysis of structure, functions (ideal and actual), content and other 
institutional as pe cts of the masss media. 
SOC 470(6355} - 570(6358); Minority Group Cultures and Contribu-
tions; June 7-July 9; 4 credits; TR; 7800-2130; MS 710; H. Goodrich. 
Minority-group cultures and contributions and the position of minority 
groups in American society. Different groups will be focused upon in 
the course. 
SPANISH 
SPAN 495(6648} - 595(6649}; Contemporary Mexican Culture Through 
the Use of Video Tape; June 8-25; 4 credits; MTWRF; 0900-1200; 
BH 104; SU Grading - optional; O'Neill. 
A comb ination of practice in language skills and curri cu lum workshop. 
It will be essentially a work-in where the students will work with video-
taped Mexican television programs from which they will develop their 
own teaching materials . The workshop instructor and a technical ad-
viser will serve as guides in the development of teaching materials. Each 
student will be required to furnish two blank 30-minute video tape reels 
on which to copy the program chosen to work with. No additional cost 
will be involved in the copying. 
SPEECH COMMUNICATION 
SPC 495(6775} · 595(6795}; Oral In terpretation as an Instructional 
Strategy in Elementary and Secondary Classrooms; June 7-18; 4 credits; 
MTWRF; 0930-1530; PA 221; Special Fees $10.00; L. Park-Fuller. 
Theory and practice in developing oral inte rpretation skills as a reader 
and teacher. The course offers direct experience in oral inte rpretation 
performance, directing student performances and designing education-
al experiences whic h utilize oral interpretation techniques. 
SOCIAL SCIENCE 
SSC/ 495(6970} - 595(6980}; Decision-Making; Section 1; June 8-18; 
4 credits; MTWRF; 0915-1415; SH 275; A. Downes. 
Prac ti ca l skills for social and personal decision-making: ana lyz ing 
policy, avoid ing controls, clarifying goals, predic t ing re su lts and 
getting-it-together. Relates decision-making to assertiveness, moral 
development, ideology and f uturistics. Applications to curriculum 
will be encouraged. 
SSC/ 495(6971) · 595(6987 ); Asian Americans: The Most Silent 
Minority; Section 2; June 28-July 9; 4 credits; MTWRF; 0800-1200; 
SH 204; A. Wolfer. 
The Asian experience in America. Attitudes and problems of Asian-
American yo uth. The impact of cultural values and the forces of 
racism on their life styles. This course has applicability for people 
in the home, school a nd commu ni ty. 
TECHNOLOGY 
TECH 495 (7262}- 595(7279);Practical Electronics (Solid State De-
vices and Applications); June 7-18; 5 credits; MTWRF; 0800-1400; 
HH 227; By Permission Only; SU Grading Required; Goke. 
An in-depth study of practical e lec t ronic circu its with state of the 
art components . 
TECH 495(7266} - 595(7268); Digital Electronics Concepts and 
Applications; June 21-26; 3 credits; MTWRFS; 0800-1400; HH 227; 
By Permission Only; SU Grading Required; Goke. 
A study of th e latest deve lopm ents in digital devices and circuitry as 
applies to comp uter systems. Daily hands-on activity with systems 
using M.S.I. modules. 
TECH 495(7263} - 595(7265); Aviation Education Workshop; June 7-
July 2; 8, 6 credits; MTWRF; 0800-7400; HH 120; By Permission 
Only; SU Grading Required; Colomy and Lease. 
Prov id es a background in aviation/ae rospace fundamentals including 
aviation /aerospace history, aircraft a nd systems, meterology, navigation, 
law, avionics, teaching methods, reso urces and course design. 
TECH 495(7282}- 595(7267}; Electrical Energy Systems; June 21-26; 
3 credits; MTWRFS; 0800-7400; HH 227; By Permission Only; SU 
Grading Required; Goke. 
The workshop format will center on standard D.C. and A.C. motors and 
ge nerators. Study will include construction, theory of operation, appli-
ca_tions and characterist ics of sta ndard machines. 
TECH 495(7264}- 595(7283); Industrial Motor Control; June 2 7-26; 
3 credits; MTWRFS; 7400-2000; HH 227; By Permission Only; SU 
Grading Required; Goke. 
Study vi ill range from the simple starti ng-stopping o f electric motors 
to control circu its that will involve several operations. 
TECH 695(7269); Photographic Work shop; June 7-July 2; 6 credits; 
MTWRF; 0800-7400; HH 112; By Permission Only; SU Grading Re-
quired; Bouril. 
Basi c and advanced camera and darkroom techniques in both blac k 
and white and color negative and positive . Introduction to the field 
of industri al photography. 
THEATRE . 
TH 496(7435) - 596(7449); Summer Thea/re; Section I; June 7- July 9; 
Variable Credit; Hours Arranged; By Permission Only ; Off-Campus -
Theatre L 'Homme Oieu, Alex andria; Cerme/e. 
SECOND SUMMER TERM / JULY 12 - AUG. 13 
The following listings include a schedule of workshops, 
short duration courses, experimental and evening courses 
for the summer quarter. Each workshop or course has 
the following information listed in sequence: Depart-
ment code; Course number ; Course reference number in 
parenthesis ; Title; Date ; Credits; Day(s) of the week; 
Class hours ; Building and room; Special information; 
Instructor . 
ACCOUNTING 
ACCT 683(0032); Manageriul Accounting; July 12-A ugust 13; 4 credits; 
MTWRF; 177 5-2 100; BB 216; Stuff: 
Deve lopm e nt of cos t fu nction s, cos t-vo lu me-profit rel a tion ships, per· 
formance measu rem en t and evaluat ion and the allocation of sca rce re-
sources as a n aid to th e inte rnal de cision making p rocess . 
BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES 
BIOL 495(08 17) - 595(0818); Application of Science Curriculum Im-
pro vement Study (SC/5) Li/"e Science Concepts Out-of-Doors; July 13-
28; 4 credits; M TWRF; 0915-14 I 5 ; MS 376; Coulter. 
An opportu nity for the teac he r of SCIS (and those pl an nin g to teach 
SCIS) to apply those conce pts out-of-doors. The emphasis wi ll be upon 
kindergarten through six th g rad e con ce pts and act ivities. Also , in clu ded 
will be site development of nature study areas. 
BIOL 495(0832) - 595(0834} ; Concepts in the Kindergarten through 
Ninth Grade Science Curricula; July 29-August 13; 4 credits; M TWRF; 
097 5- 1415; MS 3 76; Coulter. 
A review of the latest in kindergarten through ninth grade scien ce 
curricula. To provide opportuniti es for teac hers to explo re and try 
va rious scie nce curricula and also to provide teac he rs with addit ional 
help in enr ichin g their current science teaching. 
COMPUTER SCIENCE 
CSCI 695(4023}; Int ermediate BASIC Programming; Section 6; 
July 12-76; 2 credits; M TWR F; 0900-1530; MS 719; Contact instructor 
p rior to registration; R. Johnson and M. Johnson. 
Inter med iate BASIC language - file ha ndling, s trings, matrix operation 
and fo rmated output. 
CSCI 695(4024); Advanced BASIC Programming; Section 7; July 79-23; 
2 credits; M TW RF; 0900- 7 530; MS 7 19; Contact instructor prior to re-
gistration; R. Joh nson and M. Johnson. 
Advanced BASIC subroutines (overl ays and chain ing ), creat ion and 
maintenance of files and process in g of text in the BASIC language. 
CSCI 695(4025) ; Beginning BASIC Programming; Section 8; Ju ly 26-30; 
2 credits; MTWR I-; 0900- 1530; MS J 79; Contact ins tructor prior to 
registration; R. Johnson. 
Funda ment al programming te chniqu es in the BAS IC language , program 
stru cture and comp ut er so luti on of problems. 
CSCI 695(4026); The Computer in Physical Education and Coaching; 
Section 9; August 2-6; 2 credits; MTWRF; 0900-7530; MS 7 79; Contact 
ins tructor prior to registration; J. Johnson. 
Using the co mput er in sched uling, simulating , sco ring and scout ing 
sporting eve nts. 
CSCI 695 (4027 ); Introduction Into Systems Programming; Section 70; 
August 9-73; 2 credits; MTWRF; 0900- 7530; MS J 79; Contac t instruc-
tor prior to reyistralion; R. Johnson. 
Ad vanced te chniqu es in us in g a timesharing system including editing, 
creation and ma int enan ce o f program librarie s, and th e use of system 
u tiliti es and othe r processo rs. 
CSCI 695(4028); Tutorial Lesson Writing; Section 7 7; August 9-7 3; 
2 credits; M TW RF; 0900-7 530; MS 7 7 O; Contact instructor prior to 
re_qistration; M. Johmon. 
Int roduction to an adva nced software program allowing users to de-
ve lo p ind ividua li zed computer-assisted instruction (CA I) lesson for 
the ir o w n specific need s without forma l programm in g knowledge in 
three modes (tutorial, drill and practice, and inquiry/dialogue). 
DRIVER AND TRAFFIC SAFETY 
DTS 495(38 7 5) - 595(3876); Highway Safety Management; August 2-
6; 2 credits; MTWRF; 0900-7400; HH 228; SU Grading Required; By 
Permission Only; Special Fees $152. 00; Matthias. 
This workshop is designed to assist workers in highway safety manage-
ment through specific programs in management techniques, budgeting, 
progra m development, evaluation sta nd ard writing and program review . 
EDUCATIONAL ADMINISTRATION 
EDA D 604 (7 777}; School Finance; July J 3-28; 3 credits; MTWR F; 
0730-0950; EB A 7 28; Holmgren. 
Problems of schoo l fin an ce; busin ess management; local, state and fed-
eral sources of school income; budgeting; accounting and th e re lat ion-
ship of schoo l finance to the effectiveness of the in structional program. 
EDAD 670(7 760); Simulated Experiences in Educational Administra-
tion ; July 29-August 13; 3 credits; MTWRF; 7020-1240; EB A 7 28; 
Farrah. 
Actual supervisory and ad ministrative problem situatio ns are dealt with 
th rough student part icipation in representations of the real probl e ms. 
EDA D 67 2(7 775); Administrative Field Study Design and Analysis; 
July 73-28; 3 credits; MTWRF; 1020-7240; EB A 728; Farrah. 
Emp hasis: types of fi e ld studies ; topic selection; problem clarification ; 
design and format; selec tion of sta t is t ical instruments; and computer 
da ta analysis. EDAD 612 is the prereq uisite for 64 1. 13 
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EDAD 678(7769}; Administration of the Community School; July 73-
28; 3 credits; M TWRF; 7300-1520; EB A239; Holden. 
Emphasis : conceptual , human and technica l skills; bud ge ting ; statu tes ; 
roles and role re lat ionships. Coord in ation wi th commu nity age ncies 
and resources. 
EDAD 674(1 757); Educational Adminis trution : Overview; July 29-
August I 3; 3 credits; MTWRF; 0730-0950; EB A 128; Holmgren. 
School adm ini strat ion in U.S.; role of federal gove rnment in educat ion, 
state departments of edu cation, sc hool di s tri c ts , schoo l boards and 
superintend en ts. 
EDA D 695 (8105}; Forecasting and Exploratory Planning for School 
Administrators; July I 3-17; 3 credits; TW RF S; 0800-1700; Off-Campus 
·St. Pauj A cademy; SU Grading Required; By Permission Only; J. W. 
Anderson. 
Introdu ce the fu tures fie ld in terms of its re leva nc y to basic publi c 
education. It in c ludes a review of th e bas ic resea rch leading to futures 
education. 
EDAD 695 (8 108}; Creative Prohlem Solving; July 18-23 and July 26-
27; 3 credits; 0800-1700; Off-Campus-St. Paul A cademy; SU Grading 
Required; By Permission Only; Registration Deadline : June I, 1976; 
J. W. Anderson. 
Creative probl em so lving focuses on th e nature and nurture of the in-
dividual teac her a nd adm ini strato r's c reat ive pote nti a l. Set in a success 
environment the workshop will ex pose part ic ip ants to c reative pro-
cedure geared to he lp them so lve admi ni stra ti ve and instru c tional 
problems. 
EDA D 695(1779); Workshop: Community Education; Ju ly 29-August 
4; 3 credits; 0830-1600; EB; SU Grading Required; By Permission 
Only; Holden. 
Em phasis on pract ical appli cations, in c lud in g th e orga ni zing, fin anc ing, 
staffing, administering and evaluating of loca l commu ni ty ed uc at ion 
programs. 
EDAD 695(8109}; Academic Fair Workshop; Ju ly JO-August 5; 3 
credits; 0800-21 00; O(f-Campus-Bald Eagle Center, Cass Lake, Minne-
sotu; SU Grading Required; By Permission Only; Staff. 
Variou s topi cs of import ance and interest to s tud ents in Edu ca ti o nal 
Admini st ra tio n. In a lm ost eve ry case , th ere are a lte rnat ive topi cs 
avail ab le duri ng eac h sessio n. 
ENGLISH 
ENG L 495-595; Writers of the Up per Midwest; July 12-August 6; 
MTWRF; 1230- 1455; MS 102; SU Grading Required; Lundquist. 
ENGL 495(2335};Sec tion 6; I credit;July 12- 16. 
ENGL 595(2336}; Section 6; I credit; July 12- 16. 
ENGL 495(2337}; Section 7; I credit; July 19-23. 
ENGL 595(2338}; Section 7; 7 credit; July 19-23. 
ENGL 495(2339); Section 8; I credit;July 26-30. 
ENGL 595(2340); Section 8; 7 credit;July 26-30. 
ENG L 495(2341); Section 9; 7 credit;August 2-6. 
ENGL 595(2342); Section 9; I credit ;August 2-6. 
Each workshop section is uniqu e , th ereby a llowin g t he student to 
se lec t any week or weeks desired , i.e., a req ues t for 2337 and 2339 
would resul t in an enrollment for 2 c redits (ENG L 495, Section 7 and 
8) for Jul y 19-30. 
A four-part consid era tio n of Upper Midwes tern Li terature, begin-
ning with pioneer and immigra nt write rs ·and themes, moving to the con· 
trastin g vision of Lewi s and Fitzge ra ld , go in g on to an introdu ction to 
Frederick Manfred and co ncl uding w ith a di sc ussion of regionalism as 
a lite rary con cept. 
ENGL 495(2343) · 595(2344); Teaching English as a Second Language; 
Section 10; July 12-30; 4 credits; MTWRF; 7300-1 615; MS 101; SU 
Grading Required; Tosh. 
Survey of lin guis ti c te chniques used in teach in g English to speakers of 
other lan guages. Int rod u ct ion to prin c ipl es of phonology, morphology 
and sy ntax; prac ti cal la bo ratory experi ence. Spec ial attention to pro-
blems of language int erfe ren ce. 
EARTH SCIENCE 
ESCI 206(2608}; Concepts or Earth Science; July 14-August 13; 4 
credits; TR; 7800-2130; MS 124; C. Nelson . 
Conc ~pts from m e teorology, oceanog raphy and geology. 
ESCI 495 (2 609) - 595(261 0); Oceanography and Limnology Workshop 
for ESCI Teachers; August 2-! 3; 4 credits; MTWR F; 0900-7 500; MS 
22; SU Grading Required; C. Nelson. 
Physical con cepts of oceanography and limnology; methods of field 
investigation; laboratory and demonstra t ion tech ni q ues. Lab and some 
field wo rk . 
HISTORY 
HIS T 323(3 703};Medieval Europe 325-1500; July 12-August 73;4 
credits; MW; 1800-2 130; SH 221; Samarrai. 
T he Germani c invas ions, feudali sm and mano ria l ism ; the feudal mon-
archies, t he medieva l ch urch; inte ll ectual li fe. 
HUMAN RELATIONS 
HURL 495(2 162) · 595(2163}; Wor!?shop in Recogni/ing Race and Sex 
Biases in Instructional Ma terials; July 13-August 2; 3 credits; MTWRF; 
0900- 1250; EB; By Permission Only; Risberg. 
Pa rt ic ipants wi ll learn how lo use a mo d e l to recogni ze rac ism and 
sexism in their in s tru c tional mate r ia ls uti li z ing Bl oom's Taxonom y , 
Kohl berg's Stages of Moral Re asonin g and princip les of T ransact ion-
al Analysis. 
INFORMATION MEDIA 
IM 4 10(3587) - 5 10(3588} ; Educational Tour; July 12-25; 4 credits; 
Hours Arranged; Bv Permission Only; SchulH/enherg. 
IM 475 (3575)- 575(3576); Administration or In formation Media; 
Ju ly 73-2 7; 4, 3credits;M TWR F; 1245-7545;CH 730;Sme!ser. 
IM 4 77(3577) · 577(3578); Refrrencc; August 2- 13; 4, 3 credits; 
MTWRF; /245-1545; CH 730; Berling. 
IM 67 2(3579); Tele1·ision in In formatio n Media; July 12-Auyusl 73; 
3 credits; TR; I 800-2 7 20; CH I 34; Sm'aqe. 
The operat ion a nd use of telev is ion in the inst ruction al program. La b. 
IM 683(358 /); Seminar: Acquisition and Maintenance of Equipment; 
July 73-23;2credits;MTWRF; 7245-7545;CH 734;Savage. 
IM 683(6586); Seminar: Government Documents; Ju ly 26-August 7 2; 
3 credits; MTWRF; 7 245-7 545; CH 734; Busse. 
INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION 
I ND 495(3857) - 595(3859); Transpor tation; July 12-23; 4 credits; 
MTWR F; 0975-7600; HH 127A; By Permission Only; P. Carter. 
A stud y of the deve lopment of trans portation , its impac t on society, 
pas t , prese nt and future. This wi ll include variou s methods of d iffe re nt 
elements in volved in transportation . 
IND 495(3858) - 595(3860); Energy; July 26-August 6; 4 credits; 
MTWRF; 0975-7600; HH 72/A; Nestel. 
T he study of energy sources (past, present and future), transmission 
and co ntro l of energy and their applications in an industrial education 
program . The energy sou rces will be treated in three application forms: 
home , industry and transportaiton, with cons id eration bei ng given to 
conservation and env ironment. 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
PE 237(5030); Intermediate Tennis; July 12-August 73; 7 credit; 
TR; 7800-7950; HaH TC; Special Fee $7.00; SU Grading Required; 
J. Kelly . 
PE 495(5078)- 595(5079); Athletic Training from a Coach's Poin t of 
View; July 26-30; 2 credits; MTWRF; 7330-7630; HaH 24 7; Special 
Fees $4.00; Kalm. 
A practical look at athletic train ing usabl e by coac hes and students of 
athleti c training. Will view inju ries from anatomica l point of view , 
mechanism, exam in ation and treatm ent. 
PHILOSOPHY 
PHIL 7 22(53 72}; Introduction to Ethics; July 12-August 13; 4 credits; 
MW; 1800-2 150;SH 724;Kohlenberg. 
Factors, issues or co ntrove rsies invo lved in reaching moral decisions. 
PSYCHOLOGY 
PS Y 200(5937); Hypnosis and Related Psychological Phenomena; 
July 12-August 13; 4 credits; MTWRF; 0730-0900; EB 8209; R. 
Murphy. 
Systematically examine the exist in g literature regarding hypnotic and 
rel ated psycho logica l phenomena (peak experien ces, psychedelic 
experiences, transcendental experie nces, mystical experiences, e tc. ). 
PS Y 44 7(5999) - 54 7(6009); Psychodynamics of Marriage; July 12-
A ugust 13; 4 credits; MW F; 0915-1200; EB A240; Dwyer. 
This co u rse focuses on the psychological inte rre lation ships betwee n 
and a mong memb ers of a union as they face developmen tal stages of 
life. Student will explore the reasons evoked by issues in traditional 
marriages, co ntemporary patterns and projected future alternatives. 
PS Y 448(6008) - 548(5991 ); Counseling in Marriage and Families; 
July 12-August 13; 4, 3 credits; M WF; 1245-1530; EB A240; Dwyer. 
This course focuses on the counsel ing theories, format, procedures 
particul arly adaptable for working with coup les and families facing 
interpersonal stress. 
PSY 495(5973) - 595(5972); Applied Behavior Analysis in Business 
and Industry; July 13-August 73; 3 credits; MWF; 0700-1000; EB 
8207; SU Grading Required; By Permission Only; Rosenthal, 
The use of t echn iq ues for the app li ed behavior analysis to assist 
managers and supervisors in analyzing and affect ing the performance 
of their staff. 
RECREATION 
REC 495(5080) - 595(5087 ); Outdoor Education Workshop; July 7 2-
77; 3 credits; MTWRFS; 0915-7630; CLS; Special Fees $10.00; D. 
Templin. 
Workshop fo r students, teachers and admini st rators who need s kill s 
and information in programs taught in the o utdoo rs. 
SOCIOLOGY 
SOC 260(6360); Principles of Sociology ; July 12-August 7 3; 4 credits; 
MW; 7 800-2 7 30; MS 7 7 0; L. Davis. 
Hu man relations, inc lud ing cul ture, gro up, group and personality, 
group interaction ; community, soc ial institutions, cultural change, 
social d isorganiza tion . 
SOC 273(6362); Sociology of Sex Roles; July 72-August 73;4 credits; 
TR; 7800-2730; MS 7 70; Paschall. 
Examination of the social factors and /or forces affectin g th e definition, 
acqu isition, maintenance and change o f sex ro les in t he United States. 
SPECIAL EDUCATION 
SPED 495(/963) - 595(/956); Career and Vocational Programming for 
the Special Student; July 12-30; 6 credits; MTWRF; 0900- 7 500; EB 
A237; SU Grading Required; Scribner. 
Current legis lation and trends. T ask ana lysis and occupational analysis 
and programming for the special stud ent. Lecture, seminars and site 
vis itatio n. 
SOCIAL SCIENCE 
SSC/ 495(6972) - 595(6982}; Issues in Aging; Section 3; July 73-23; 
4 credits; MTWRF; 0975-7475; SH 204; W. Rouff. 
An introduction to th e biological, soc ial and psychological processes of 
aging. Economic, politi ca l, demographic factors. Cross-cultural views. 
Considerat ion of h1Jman services and public policy. May be of special 
interest to teachers and human se rvices personnel. 
SOCIAL STUDIES 
SST 640(7256); Recent Trends in Teaching Social Studies in Secondary 
School: Teaching Alternative Futures; July 73-23; 3 credits; MTWRF; 
0915-7 230; SH 206; L. Hott. 
This course, cond ucted on a wo rkshop basis, is designed to enco urage 
high sc hool teachers to ex plore ways of usin g the " futuristics" orienta-
tion in the soc ial st udies curri cu lum. 
SOCIAL WORK 
SW 350(6478); Human Behavior and the Social Environment; July 7 2-
August 73; 4 credits; MW; 7800-27 30; MS 714; Herbison. 
Th e study of t he ve rities of human behavior as its responds to environ-
mental cond it ions , with a focus on an understanding of the person and 
personali ty as expressed in humanistic literature. 
THEATRE 
TH 496(7436) - 596(7450); Summer Theatre; Section 2; July 7 2-
August 7 3; Hours Arranged; By Permission Only; Off-Campus -
Theatre L 'Homme Dieu, Alexandria; Cermele. 
15 
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CLASS SCHEDULE / SUMMER QUARTER / First Term June 7-July 9 / Second Term July 12-August 13 
Each listi ng includes: Course Reference Number; Department and Co_urse Number, Section, 
Title, Credits, Instructor, Special Information , Time, Room. 
FREE TIME BLOCKS/ FIRST TERM 
CH.[F uEPT CRSE. SEt:T COURSE T lTLE HRS INSTRUC TOR Ill 
99~C I-REI:. OUJ 01 
MTwRF U73U - 090U 
99:>l r ~E.c;.~ 002 OJ 
Ml wHF iJ'•::dS -1 04:> 
99:>2 FR.Lt. ou; UI 
MTWHF llOU-1230 
99:>3 f-kEl:. 004 OJ 
MT\1¥HF 1245- 1 4 1 5 
99~4 1-·REt. OU~ 0 1 
MTwRF 1430- 1600 
99:>:> h-u:::t. 006 Ul 
MTW<iRF 18UU - 213u 
999() H{t::.E. U0 7 Ul 
MTwRI-' U 7 3U - 2:30U 
FREE TIME BLOCKS/ SECOND TERM 
CHlF OEP 1 CH.SE SECT COUHSE 1 ITLE 11R S I N~TfWCTOR Ill 
99:>6 )-'.Hl[ OU! 02 
MTWRF U7.30-0YOO 
99:>1 FR EE. 002 02. 
MTl'oRf 09 1 ~ - 1045 
99~A FRI:[ 003 U2 
MT ""kF llOU - 1230 
99::>9 t=Rt.t. UU4 02. 
MTWRF 124~-1 415 
99t> O fHlE. ous 02 
MTwRF 143tJ - lbUU 
99b l FHEt. 006 02 
MTwHF 1800 - 2 1 3() 
9995 rRf.t. OU7 02 
MT wl-<F U73U-2.50LJ 
ALL UNIVERSITY COURSES 
CURRENT ISSUES/ FIRST TERM 
CREF UEP T CRSE. S£C T COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR IH 
15 02 CTI S 43,2 Ul CURkE.fH 1ssu1:.s 2 PHI LL IPS A M 
GRAD I NG OPT IONS SU- REQ 
HOURS ARl-{AN 
CURRENT ISSUES/ SEC~ ND TERM 
CRt::F UEPT Cl-{SE. Sl CT COURSE T' l TL E HRS 1NSHWCT0R. ~ l 
150.3 CT 1S 4 32 02 CUfHU: NT ISSUES 2 FISCHMA!-JN R E 
GRAD I r.JG OP T l ONS SU-Rl:::<.al 
HVUKS ARHAN 
CREF DEPT CRSE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR # 1 
003.2 ACCT t>83 01 MANAGERIAL ACCT 4 SUNDBY C 
MTwHF l?lti - 2100 BU 2 1b MBA STUDENTS ONLY 
BUSINESS EDUCATION/ FIRST TERM 
CRt. F UEPT Cf-!SE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR IH 
06~1 UEOA LUl 01 lYPEwRIT I NG l 3 OL SON H 
MT!liRF u91=,-102~ llB 2 19 
0653 1:11:::.0A 309 01 UUS COMfliUNIC,'1.TIOr6 4 REHA ROSE 
Mh,•.RF 09 1':l - 1025 BB 217 
0654 uEOA 4U:i Ul t-'HlL IJOCATIOtJAL ED 3 OL SON H 
MTili!kF 1100 - 1210 813 2 1b 
06':l b ui:..OA 40 8 Lll COLlHLlNATlLlN TECH 3 LITTLE i~ 
MlwRF U91'.) - 102ti f:H3 2 10 
06S 7 oEOA S05 0 l PHI L VOCA TI or.A L £0 OLSON H 
MTwlff" llUU-1 2 1 0 BG 2 10 
06tiY IJlOA ~08 Ul COOf<LJlNATlON TECH 3 L ITTLE 'i"I 
MT1tl1F u91~- 1025 Bd 2 1b 
06bU tJlOA bO~ 0 1 SEM l r~AR H.EC MGMT 3 MADSEN RUSSEL L 
MTwHI- iJ81';:i-U925 Ut> 222 JUNE 7 - JULY 9 
Ubol e1t:.Of1 60~ U2 St.Ml1,AH. CENT 2 1 SH01( 2 STlNSOl'J MAR IL YN 
MT,11-l F 1 QUU - l'=>Oli i3rJ 2 1~ JUNE 14 - 18 
Obt>2 bl:..O ,\ bUS IJ3 SEMl rJ AR F01-{K.~EH SHOH 2 STINSON MARILYN 
Mh;H.F l OOU-l ~UU lrn 219 JUNE 21 - 25 
Obt:> 3 t:.i~UA biJ~ U4 SEM lJ,1 AR C:JHEGG SHORT 2 STINSON MAR ILYN 
MT WfH: lOO ll - l~Ou Ub 219 JUNE 28 - · JULY 2 
Obo4 ULOi:. ou:i us SEM I NAR TRANSCRIPT 2 STINSON MARI L YN 
MT ..-HF lUOLJ - l~lllJ Bb 2 15 JULY 5 - 9 




uE:Pl CHSt. SECT COUHSE TITLE 
MGMt .30 1 0 1 
U730- U9U0 HO 
MGMT THfO PH.AC 
Il a 
'4306 1-lGMF .36~ 0 1 PERSONNEL ADM 
MT11HF l.?.4S-1 4 1 5 t)~ j20 
4311 ,--iGMF .3 71 0 l MANAGER I AL F l !J ANCE 
MTWHF 1100- 1230 t:jtJ 118 
4317 r"IGMF .:Hu IJl Ht::AL ESTA TE PRIN 
MTW RF U9 1~-lU45 Ud llb 
~IRS INSTRUC TOR IH 
4 WEN TWOR TH DARRELL 
4 8UHNES BRUCE 
4 WILLIAMS ME LVI N 
4 COX L AVERNE 
4318 ,"iGMF 4-44 01 l NTE.HNSH l P 8 COX L AVERNE 
l:)Y Pt:RMlSSlON ONLY 
HOUHS ARHAN 
4337 ,'%MF 462 Li l SMALL BL1S MGM T 4 -WI LL IAMS MELVIN 
MTwfiF 124~-1 4-1!> tiU 2Hi 
4 32 1 .'<!&MF 467 Ul OHGANlZI\ TI ON THEORY 4 WENTWOR TH DARREL L 
MTW!!F U9 1~ - 1045 UU 210 
4Ji2 MGMF 4b0 u l UUS I NESS POL I CI ES 4 BURNES BRUCE 
MTwRF l i OU - 1230 f:IB 2 18 
4328 MGMF 567 0 1 ORAl'tIZA TI ON THEORY 4 WENTWOR TH DARREL L 
MTWRF 091S- l 045 88 2 18 -
MANAGEMENT-FINANCE/ SECOND TERM 
CRt.F i.JEPT CRSE SEC T COURSE TITLE HRS I NS TRU CTOR l:f l 
4301 l"lGMF lb7 01 INTRO TO BUSirJESS 4 COX L AVERNE 
MT1wlff U9 1 5-1 045 B8 ll d 
431.3 MGMt= .361 02 MGM T THEO P H: AC 4 S WENSON A 
MTWRF 0730 - 0900 ...88 11 8 
MARKETING & GENERAL BUSINESS/SECOND TERM 
CHE.F UEPT CRSE SECT C0Ut6E T ITLE ~t HS INS TRUCTOR l:fl 
4~1 4 1•\KGU 140 02 BUS I J~ESS STAT 4 STAFF 
MTWRF U730-090U 813 122 
45l.5 MKUU 23~ 02 OUSINESS LAW 4 STAFF 
MTwHF 124t>- 141~ cjH 3 1 5 
45 i b MKGb 240 02 bUSINESS STAT JI 4 STAFF 
MTWRF 0915- 1045 81::1 122 
4517 MKGU 25U 02 DAT A PROC -F OR BUS 4 STAFF 
MTWRF 1430- lbUU 8b 3 1 9 
4519 MKGE:I 320 02 INTRO TO MARKE TI NG 4 STAFF 
MTwRF !1 00-1 230 cjU 3 1 9 
4520 1-li'>.GU 321 01 CONSUMER BEHAVIOR 4 STAFF 
MT•l~F 0915-1 045 Btl 322 
4 5C.l t11,K61j 3 2 3 02 PER~ONAL SELL ING 4 STAFF 
MTwRF l4JU -1 60U Btl 322 
4522 MKUb 33b U2 8US1HESS LA w 4 S TAFF 
Mh,HF llUU - 1245 136 .5 15 
4526 MK'3l> 351 Ul INTRO MGM T HJFO SYSl 4 ST AFF 
MTI-.RF 1245-l LH!:, l::W Jl~ 
45C.4 MKGU 444 02 INTUHJS~lP 8 PE TERSOr-i R 
GRAOir-.lG 01-' T IONS SU - RE~ 
HOURS ARRAN 
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION 
EDUCATION/FIRST TERM 




Ug l 5 - 104t, Eb 
U2 SCHOOL DISC I PL I NE 
1:1108 
1 7U2 £0 614 U2 JNTER OF RESEARCH 
MTWR F 07.30 - 090 0 El:i 81 12 
1 708 ED 6 1 4 OJ I NTER OF RE SEARCH 
MTwfff 1100 - 12 10 Ell A231 
l 7U4 1:.. 0 6 15 02 l NTHO TO RESEARCH 
r-ff.,.HF U7J U-0900 El:i l:H l 2 
1709 E [) bl~ OJ INTRO OF RESEARCH 
MTwRF 1100- 12 10 EU A2.51 
HRS INSTRUCTOR !::l 
3 MORTRUCIE G 
3 HAVERY E 
SCHM I DT R 
3 l::J J QRKLUN E 
3 SCHMIDT R 
SAVERY E 
.3 BJORKLUN E 
17l2 
Mh1RF 
t:.0 028 01 SCHOOL + SOC ORDER 
A227 
3 MORTRUOE L OWELL A 
07.50- 0840 Elj 
17 06 t.O 659 0 1 PROUL EMS l N AM ED 3 JOHNSON PETER J 
MT WRF 11 00- 1210 EtJ A229 
B l 02 lD b95 ~2 AL TEHNA FUTURES EDUC 3 ANDERSON J W 
HY PERMISS I ON or-.1L Y GRAD I NG OP TI ONS SU- R£Q 
MT wR F u9 0 0- 2 100 S T . PAU L ACADEMY J UNE 21 - 2 5 
8 1 0 4 t:..0 695 54 FUTUR ES £0 1-!.ESEARCH 3 ANDERSON J W 
BY PERMISS I ON ONLY GRAD I NG OPTI ONS SU- REQ 
MT WR F 0900 - 2100 ST . PAUL ACADEMY JULY 5 - 9 
EDUCATION/ SECOND T~M 
CRl:..F uEPT CRSE. SECT COURSE TITLE HRS I NSTRUCTOR SH 
1703 ED 582 0 1 SC HOOL DISCIPLI NE 3 MOR TRUOE G 
MT WR F 09 1 5-1 045 El:i !HOB 
1707 ED b0.3 03 CURHICULUM CONST 3 MORK VERNON N 
MT wRF 09 15- 1025 EU A229 
COLLEGE OF BUSINESS 
ACCOUNTING/FULL TERM 
CREF DEPT CRSE SECT COURSE TITLE 
OOOB ACCT '4-44 01 INTERNSHIP 
BY PERMISSION ONLY 
HOURS ARRAN 
ACCOUNTING/FIRST TERM 
CR[F DEPT CRSl SECT cour~SE TITLE 
0001 ACCT 181 01 ACCOUNTING I 







ACCT 182 0 1 ACCOUNTING I I 
1100-1230 BB 117 
ACCT 183 0 1 ACCOUNTING II I 
0915-1005 BB 31 7 
ACCT 380 0 1 COST ACCOUNTING I 
1100-1230 BB 317 
0005 ACCT 381 01 INTERMED ACCT I 
MTWRF 0915-104-5 8B 310 
OOQb ACCT 383 01 INTERMEO ACCT Ill 
MTwRF 0730-0900 BB 316 
0007 ACCT 385 01 INCOME TAX I 
MTWRF 1245-1415 BB 316 
0009 
MTWRF 
ACCT 461 01 
0730-0900 BB 
ADVANCED ACCT I 
117 
0011 ACCT '+86 01 AUDITING THEORY 
MTwRF 1245-llf.15 8B 317 
0010 ACCT 581 01 AUVANCED ACCT I 
MTWRF 0730-0900 BB 117 
0012 ACCT 58& Ul AUDITING THEORY 
MTWRF 1245-141 5 BB 317 
ACCOUNTING/SECOND TERM 
CREF DEPT CRSE SECT coussE TITLE 
0020 ACCT ltH 02 ACCOUNTING I 
MTWRF 0915-10q.5 BB 117 
0021 ACCT 182 02 ACCOUNTING II 
MTwRF 0 730 -0900 BB 31& 
0022 ACCT 183 02 ACCOUNTING II I 
MTwRF 1100-1230 BB 317 
0023 ACCT 382 01 INTERMEO ACCT II 
MTWRF 1245-141~ BB 317 
0024 ACCT 483 01 CPA PROBLEMS 
MTWHF 124t>-1415 8B 3 16 
HRS INSTRUCTOR IH 
16 HEAKAL M 
HRS INSTRUCTOR IH 
4 CARLSON R 
4 MCLEAN S 
4 AZZEH J 
14 AZZEH J 
4 SUNDBY L 
4 SUNOBY L. 
4 MCLEAN S 
4 CARLSON R 
14 HEAKAL M 
4 CARLSON R 
4 HEAKAL M 
HRS INSTRUCTOR #l 
4 OCHU J 
4 MINARS L 
O LU D 
4 HEAKAL M 
O OLSBERG M 
0025 ACCT 485 01 AUVAtKED INC OME TAX 4 OLSBERG M 
MTwHF 1100-1230 61:i 31b 
0027 ACC T 487 01 AUD IT PROB AND CASES 4 STAFF 
MTwRF 0915-1045 88 317 
0029 ACCT 490 01 
MTwRF 0730 - 0900 BB 
COST AC COUNTI NG I I 
317 
0030 ACCT 491 01 SENIOR RESEARCH 
HOURS ARRAN 
o LU D 
VR HEAKAL M 
002& 
MTWRF 





1100-1230 8B 316 
ACC T 587 01 AUDIT PROB AND CASES 4 STAFF 
0915•1045 BB 317 
ACCT 680 01 SPECIAL RESEARCH VR HEAKAL M 
HOURS ARRAN 
CREF DEPT CRSE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR Ml 
4309 MGMF 363 01 PROO MGMT 4 BATDORF LELAND 
MTWRF 0915-1045 6tj 320 
4312 MGMF 371 02 MANAGER IAL FINANCE 4 RILEY WILLIAM 
MTVIRF 1100-1230 BB 118 
4315 MGMF 37~ 01 RI SK MGMT INS 4 SWENSON ALF 
Jr,TwRF 1245-!U.15 BB 118 
4382 MGMF 444 INTERNSHIP 8 COX LAVERNE 
BY PERMISSION ONLY 
HOURS ARRAN 
4339 MGMF 465 Ul MOTION ANO TIME STY 4 BATDORF LELAND 
MTWHF 1245-1415 BB 320 
4343 MGMF 467 02 ORGANIZATION THEOKY 4 PABST ALFRED 





MGMF 468 U2 
1100-1230 BIJ 




INVt:STMEN T PRlNC 
218 
4 PABST ALFRED 
4 RI LEY WILLIAM 
4341 
MTwRF 
MGMF 56t> 01 MOTION AND TI ME STOY 4 BATDORF LELAND 
1245-1415 B8 320 
4329 MGMF 5&7 02 ORGAN IZATIONAL THEQR 4 PABST ALFRED 
MTW RF 09 1 t> - l045 t:lB 218 
43.30 MGMF 573 01 INVESTMENT PRINCIPLE 4 RILEY WILLIAM 
MTwRF 0730-0900 BB 216 
MARKETING & GENERAL BUSINESS/FIRST TERM 
CRt:F UEPT CRSE SECT COURSE T 1 TLE 
4501 MKGH 140 01 BUSINESS STAT 
MTwRF 0730-0900 au 122 . 
4 503 MKGt3 235 01 8USINESS LAW 
MTWRF 1245-1415 BU 315 
4504 MKGB 240 0 1 
MTWRF 1100-1230 BB 
4505 MKGB 250 01 
MTwRF 091!1-1045 Bl> 
4506 MKG8 .320 01 
MTVIRF 11 00 -123 0 BB 
BUSINESS STAT 11 
122 
OAT A PROC FOR BUS 
122 
INTRO TO MARKETlr-.iG 
319 






4507 MKGB 322 01 
MTWRF 1430-1600 BB 
INTH.O TO ADVERTISIN& 4 STAFF 
322 
45,H MKGtl 323 0 1 
MTwRF 0730-0900 BB 
45 08 MKGB 33b 01 
MTWRF 07.30-0900 BB 




4509 MKGti 423 01 ADVER TI S1NG MGMT 
MTwRF 1245-1415 BB 322 
4530 MKGB 424 01 SALES MANAGEMENT 





4511 MKGB 429 01 MARKETING MANAGEMENT 4 STAFF 
MTwRF 0915-1 045 BB 319 
14-513 MKGB 44&t 01 INTERNSHIP 
GRADING OPTIONS SU-REQ 
HOURS ARRAN 
4510 MKGB 523 01 ADVERTI SING MGMT 
MTWRF 1245-141~ BB 322 
4518 MKGti 524 01 SALES MANAGEMENT 
MTWRF 1100-12 30 BB 322 
451 2 
MTWRF 
MKG8 529 01 MARKETING MANAGEMENT 
091 5-1 045 88 319 




CRIIF DEPT CRSE SECT COORSE TITLB RBS lllSTRIJCTal #1 
1705 E.0 61.3 03 PHAC IN CUR CONST 3 MORK VERNON N 
MTWRF 0915-1025 EB A229 
1710 ED 615 01 INTRO TO RESEARCH 3 SCHMIDT R 
MTWRF 0730-0900 El:J B107 SAVERY E 
18 10 ED 619 01 ADM + SUP ROG PRGM ROUCH R 
MTWRF 0730-0900 EB A123 
1723 ED 628 02 SCHL -+ SOC IAL ORDER 3 MORTRUDE LOWELL A 
MTwRF 0730-0814-0 El:J A227 
EDUCATIONAL ADMINISTRATION/FIRST TERM 
CREF uEP T CRSE SE.CT COURSE T ITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR IH 
l7b6 lDAU 017 01 FOUNUATI ONS COMM ED .3 HOLDEN D 
MTwRF 130U-152CJ Ell A2 40 JUNE 8 .,. 23 
1800 t:::.DAU 641 
i::lY PERMlSS1Ut4 ONLY 
HOUKS ARRAN 
01 F lELO STUDIES 5 FARRAH GEORGE 
l 7b4 CO AD b4l U2 F !ELD STuDY RESEARCH 2 STAFF 
BY PERMISSION ONLY 
HOURS ARRAN 
17::,.3 EOAU t,4g 01 ELEM SCHOOL ADM IN 3 JOHNSON 0 
MTWHF 0730-0950 1::.B Al28 JUNE 24 - JULY 9 
1756 E.OAO 67b 01 SEC SCH PR INCIPAL 3 GRUNERUD J 
MT,1RF u730-U95u E.8 Al28 JUNE 8 - 23 
1778 t:DAD 690 0 1 SEMI NAR SCHOOL LAW 2 GRUNERUD J 
MTw'Fl:F .1 020 -1140 EB Al2jj JUNE 24 - JULY 9 
81 O 1 (DAO 695 5 1 COMMUNITY EDUCATION 3 HOLDEN DONALD 
t:lY PERM.LSSI ON ONLY GRADING OPTIONS SU- RE.O 
MTwRF 0830-1600 NORTH METRO AREA JUNE 24 - 30 
810;:. EDAD 095 53 ADV FUTURES CUR WRIT 3 Afl!DERSON J W 
BY PERM 155 I ON Ot~L Y GRAD ING OPTIONS su-REQ. 
MTwHF U9UU-2100 ST . PAUL ACADEMY JUNE 28 - JULY 2 
1759 C..DAU 098 Ul SEMI NAR ED AOMlN 3 FARRAH G 
MT1111 RF .L 0 2U-1240 El:!, Al28 JUNE 8 - 23 
EDUCATIONAL ADMINISTRATION/SECOND TERM 
CREF DEPT CRSE St:::CT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR l:fl 
1 777 E.DAD 604 01 SCHOOL FI NANC E 3 HOLMGREN M 
MT"-RF 0730-0950 £1:J Al28 JULY 13 - 28 
1760 [DAL) blO 01 SlMULATEO EXP ED AD 3 FARRAH G 
MTwRF 1020-12&to Ei:3 Al28 JULY 29 - AUGUST 13 
1765 t:..OAU 612 01 FJELD STUDY DES ANAL. 3 FARRAH G 
MTWRF 1020-12~0 EB Al28 JULY 13 - 28 
17&9 t:..DAO bl8 01 ADM COMMUNITY SCHOOL 3 HOLDEN D 
MTwRF 1300-1520 EB A239 JULY 13 - 28 
1763 EDAO 641 03 FIELD STUDY RESEARCH 2 STAFF 
BY PERMISSION ONLY 
HUURS ARRAN 
1757 EOAO 674 01 ED AQM I N OVERVIEW 3 HOLMGREN M 
MT\IIIRF 0730-0950 EB A128 JULY 29 - AUGUST· 13 
1762 EOAD 692 01 MIDDLE SCH JR HS ADM 3 JONES J 
MTw RF !300-1520 E8 Al28 JULY 29 - AUGUST 13 
1779 EDAU 695 01 COMMUNITY EDUCATION 3 HOLDEN D 
BY PERMISSION ONLY 
MTwRF 0830-1600 
8105 £DAD 695 
GRADING OPTIONS 
JULY 29 - AUGUST 4 
55 FORC EXP PLAN ED AO 3 ANDERSON J W 
SU-REQ 
BY PERM.LSSION ONLY GRADING OPTIONS SU-REQ 
TWRFS oaoo -1 700 
8108 EDAD 695 
BY PERM I SSION ONL Y 
MTVIRF osoo-170 0 
8ln9 EOAU 695 
BY PERMISSlON ONLY 
MTFS □800-2 1 00 
ST . PAUL ACADEMY JULY 13 - 17 
5& CREATIVE PROB SOLV 3 ANDERSON J W 
GRADING OPTIONS su-REQ 
ST. PAUL ACADEMY JULY 18-23; 26-27 
57 ACADEMIC FAIR 3 STAFF 
GRADING OPTIONS 
BALD EAGLE CENTER, CASS LAKE 
JU LY 30 - AUGUST 5 
SU-REQ 
18 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION/FIRST TERM 
STUDENTS SELECTING ANY OF THE FOLLOWING COURSES IN PROJECT 
PERSONALJ ZATJ ON (ED 582; ELED lt02, 459, 651, 652, 654, 655) ARE 
REQUESTED TO KEEP THE 9:15 AND 11:0 0 A.M. TIME BLOCK OPEN. 
PROJECT PERSONAL! ZATION ACTIVITIES WILL OCCUR DURING THIS TIME 
PER I OD. 
CRt.F UEPl CR:lt. Sl::.:CT COUHSE TITLE. HRS INS TRUCTOR IU 
1801 L L t.U :Hz t.l l UEVELOP READI NG 1 4 ROUCH R 
MlwRF u7ju - 090U i:.'.U Al23 SP ECIAL ED MAJORS & EXP TCHRS ON LY 
180 ~ t.Li:.'.U '+U2 
GRAD I N~ OPT 1 ONS 
Mfr.RF 1100-1230 EU 
01 SEMlr~AR EL EMENTARY 
SU-HEQ 
HllO 
18U7 lLELl '+~9 Ul ELEM EOUCATICN 5 
MTwRF ug1 5 -l 04~ EU LHUb 
18U e t:. LEU 60 1 U.l lNTR o TO ELE. r-: EDuC 
Mlwtff u7,Hl- 09UU Eb IHU8 
18 11 1:..LlU 6i:3 Ul ANAL COR RDG Ul ~ 
BY PEH MISSlON ONLY 
MTWPF lJ91~-1 0'+5 £1::i A123 
1813 £ L EU b51 0 1 [ L EM LMJGUA GE Ak TS 
MTWRF 1100-1230 Et.i Ul l 2 
1815 t.LEO bti2 Ul t.LEME.NTAH:Y SCIENCE 
MT.-.f\ F 11Uu-12j(.; Eu 6 113 
2 PUHOOM 13 
HAGEN 0 
3 HA GEN 0 
CHANG L 
3 MOl-iT fW DE G 
ROUCH R 
3 PURDOM 13 
CHANG L 
3 KARAK AS L 
BAVERY E 
1617 1::.LELJ u:,3 Ul lLEM SOCIAL STUDI ES 3 B AVERY E 
Mli,1,RF llUU-12.}U Eb E, 1 08 HAGEN 0 
18.LY i:.Lt.l.i o::, 4 Ul ELE.rv. ARITtiMETIC 3 t\AHAKAS L 
MT WRF U9 1 ~-1 04!, ElJ Ull2 SCHMIDT R 
l Bll l:.Lc'.L1 6SS IJ1 ELEMt.NTA HY EDUCATIOI~ 3 CHANG L 
MT'tff<F VSl l ~-104~ EH b llU PURDOM B 
18C: 4 ELEU 650 01 l-<lAO ING RESEARCH 
MTwRF 073U - U9UU EiJ IHUb 
1825 t. L E.l.J 600 0 1 ELE./li CUFAlCULLJM 
MT'lo h:F U7jU-0900 EIJ 13 110 
3 CHANG L 
SCHMIDT R 
3 PUHOOM A 
HAGEN 0 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION/SECOND TERM 
STUDENTS SELECTING ANY OF THE FOLLOWING COURSES IN PROJECT 
PERSONALIZAT I ON (ED 582; ELED 455., 456., 458 1 651 1 652, 653 1 654, 
655) ARE REQUIRED TO KEEP THE 9 : 15 AND 1 1 :0 0 A,M . TIME BLOCK 
OPEN . PROJECT PERSONALIZATION ACTIVITIES WI LL OCCUR DURING THIS 
TIME PERIOD. STUDENTS WILL HAVE AN INTENSIVE 17 DAY (JULY 12 -
AUGUST 3) SESS l ON-- LlMITED TO A MAX I MUM OF SEVEN CREDITS. 
CR(.F uEP T Ck$£ SECT CUUH.SE TI TL [ Hf~S I NSTRUCTOR t: l 
H:W3 £LEO '+~ti Ul 
MTW t1F U9lti-104~ EU 
ELEM EDUC AT 1 ON 1 3 SCHMIDT R 
Bll 3 EXPERIENCED TEACHERS ONLY 
1 804 t.LEU 4::>0 0 1 ELt:M EDUC ATION 2 3 PURDOM n 
MT.,.HF U9 lti-1U4!, EB tHlO EXP TCHRS ONL Y MORTRUDE G 
16 U~ t:LEU 457 01 £ LEM EDUCA T1 0N 3 4 tl AVERY E 
MTwl<F IJ7SU - 09UO EH bl06 EXP TCHRS ONLY HAGE N 0 
180 6 LLlU '+~6 0 1 ELEM EDUCA TI ON 4 3 SCHM IDT R 
MT 11 HF 11 oo-12jO E.B 6 11.2 EXP TC HRS ONLY 
181.lq t.LEl> &01 02 INTRO TO ELEM EDuC 
MTw RF U730 - 0900 £0 t:1 l OH 
1812 t.LC:iJ 625 01 PRAC f COR RO G DIS 
HY PEH MlS!>lUN ONLY 
Mlw~F U91:>-lU4~ t::U A l 23 
UH4 t.U::u b~l 02 ELEM L M !GUAGE Al-i TS 
MTwRF 1100 -1 2..)0 EB l:HlU 
181b ll[u t,52 02 ELEM( NTAHY SCIE!~Ct: 




MT 1, RF 
18~2 
MTw RF 
t::. L EU b53 02 ELEM SOCIAL STUDIES 
J.10u-123u EH B1U 13 
t. L EU 654 02 ELEM ARITHMt.TlC 
li9 l ~ -1 04!:, Et3 u l12 
l:. L..C:LJ b5t, 02 EL H i t::N TJ\HY EOUCATI01l 
U9 l ':>-l 0'+~. t.t:I 131 06 
3 MORTRUDE G 
HAGEN 0 
3 ROUCH R 
3 PUHOOPI. E1 
MORTRUDE G 
3 SCHMIO T R 
BAVERY E 
3 HAGEN 0 
BAVERY E 
3 8AvERY E 
SCHM I DT R 
3 HAGEN 0 
PURDOM 8 
HUMAN RELATIONS PROGRAM/SECOND TERM 
CRt.F UEP T CHSE Sl:::CT COURSI::: T l TLE HRS I NS TRUCTOR :a 
2lb2 11UHL 495 01 RECG RACE St:x Bir,SES 3 RISUERG DOUGLAS 
IH PEHM l SSlON ONLY JU L Y 13 - AUGUST 2 
MTwRF 0900 -1 250 
2 1 59 HURL 496 
UY PERMISSION ONLY 
SPt,CIAL FEES 
MT wHF 0730-0920 EU 
2 100 riUH L 497 
IH PERMJSSlON ONLY 
SPt.C IAL FEES 
MhrRF U93U-1120 EU 
03 HUMA1,i RELA TI ONS PT 1 3 
GN,'\OING OP TI ONS 
9.7!:) CO - REQUISITE 2 HUR L 49 7 
Al 2b 
tJ3 r--1UMA 1i REL AT I ONS PT 2 .3 
GRAD I NG OPTIONS 






2lb:3 HURL 595 0 1 RECG RACE. SEX 8IASES 3 i-U ~8 t: RG DOUGLAS 
l:H PERM1SS JON ONLY JULY 13 - AUGUST 2 
MTwRF u9uu:.. 12su 
2 10 1 ttURL !:,96 
HY PERMISSION ONLY 
SPE.C I AL FEES 
MTWRF 0730 -0920 EB 
2 l o4 HURL 597 
UY PERM1SSION 01,.LY 
SPECIAL FELS 
MTWf.!F U930-11 20 El:i 
03 HUMA !-4 RE L AT I ONS PT 1 3 
GHADHJG OPTIONS 
9 .75 CO-R EQUISITE 2 HURL 597 
A l 2b 
03 hUMA,J HE" LATI ONS PT C:. 3 
GRADING OP T ,m~s 






LIBRARY & AUDIOVISUAL EDUCATION ( IM) /FIRST TERM 
CRlF UEP T CHSL Sl;.C T C0Ui-6E T 1 TU 
35~1 1M 1.tbb Ul MEDIA Mf'T 
MTw l<.F U73U - 090U CH 134 
35t,2 IM 468 02 MElJ lA M/I T 















lM 471 u 1 
1AUO- ll30 Cli 
11"1 47b 0 1 
124~-lS lu Cit 
l M 4 lb 01 
lJ9 1!:> -1 04t, CH 
lM 57 1 0 1 
u,oo - 2 1ju CH 
l M 570 0 1 
124~- 151 0 CH 
lM 578 Ul 
091~-lU'+!:> CH 
I M bOJ Ul 
U73U-09l(J Ct-I 
PHEI--' OF [ M 
l2S 
51:.U:..CT f-'A T 
ljU JUNE 8 - 22 
TlCH PROC l 
12b 
PHl::1-' OF l M 
12~ 
SlL[ r; T '"'•A 1 
130 JUNE 8 - 22 
TlCH PR OC I 
126 
I M l r-1TR O 
12, 
35b2 IM t>Ub Ul ORG AND SUPv 
MTwRF l 10U-l21U Ct-t lS(J 
35bU J.M 608 U l t-<SCH ME TH 
MTwRF 1430-1545 Ct-1 l j4 
35bl IM 6 1 !> 01 PREP MAT I! 
MT.vRF llU0-1230 Cit 12~ 
35b3 lM 6 4 4 il l STORAGE I 
MTwRF 0 730-0855 (;It ljU 
35b4 J ~ b56 Ul l NO INST 
MTwRF 09 1:1-1 045 CH 130 
35b5 l M 0 80 Ul HHt.RNSHIP 
HY PERMlSSlor~ ONLY 
HOURS ARl~AN 
35bb lM 08 1 0 1 RE AUINGS 
B Y PERM l SS l ON ONLY 
HUUH.::» ARHAN 
3~b7 lM 682 0 1 RE:..SEARCH 
BY PERMlSSlOr~ ONLY 
HOUR~ ARRAN 
HHS lNS Tt-: UCTOR Ill 
4 i\1£ L SOhl J MICHAEL 
4 i,.E-=, TtJ Y S[RAL D 
4 L A~ U l ER RUTH 
3 r~ELSON J MICHAEL 
w[!:, nn GERALD 
3 LAQU IEn HU TH 
4 JENSl::'.:N FORDYCE 
3 SCHULZETENt3ERG ANT 
3 SMt.. L SER LAWRENC E 
3 NELSON J MI CHAEL 
3 H.YOBERG DAV ID 
3 F I ELl) S DENNIS 
VR UROWN LUTHER 
3 BROWN LU THER 
VR l:!ROWN L UTHER 
CREF DEPT CRSE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCT()! ll 
50U4 PE. U,3 Ul kH rl tiMS + D1\l ·JCE~ 1 tiELGEL l EI~ E 
GRAD l NU QI-'! JONS SU-) £'::, 
Mh,HF l UUU - 104~ HA .-1 llS 
50u5 Pt. l jb IJ l Ulu l 1NHIL· Sr,1 1~1MI 1ib 1 Al,.L. [ ,. SO'i A 
GRl, :J l Nb OPT101'4~ !:>U- )ES SPF.C I AL F f. ES 
MhmF U<H!:> -LJ959 11AH P 
~Oo7 n : 1 36 Ul 1 r~ TEi<MED S'Jl' l /•;f .. 1 l11G I I\NUEHSC'•; A 
GRAl.Jl/,iG OP11 01145 !:,U-) E:i SPt.CIAL F EE ' , 
MT.,.hF lJ815- 09Uu H~H t-' 
!>0 09 f'E 144 0 1 VOLLL YBALL 
GH:A.O lf\lb OPT IONS Su- YES 
MT#kF Ub l 5- U9UU HArl 
5011 f-'t: 1 5 1 Ul 
SPEC I AL n :cs 
MTwRF 110 0-11 5<.J Hl-\n 
E.b 
GYMNASTIC STViHS 
1 . oo 
GG 
soi:~ ::1-'E 2U~ 0 1 t-10f~S~: BAC!<- ilIU lNG I 
GRAD ING OP T IONS '.:>U - Y(S 
MR 124~-1 3!:,y HAl1 2j~ 
501:, Pt: 2 l j 1..11 bl CYCL il'l(;, 
GRAD lM, 01-'T IVNS !:,U-Y ES . 
MT~RF 0 9 1~ - 101 5 11.l.H OS 
~016 :q~[ 2£2 0 1 UEG l ,-.N l "'1G 1301, Ll l•u 
GRAOl NG Ol-'T l ON':, SU- YES 
MT• hF u3 l ti - U9Uo AMCC 
1 THOMPS('lf\J K 
S1-'EC I ,'IL FL E., 
2 AH(J [ 1~ 5UI~ A 
1 HEL GC:. L I [ N E 
SPFCIAL Fi::.E.S 
2 l 1tv :.-,PS0!1 K 
I rJAh TLEl T G 
<:,PEC I AL FLE S 
50 18 :~ ~r:: 222 03 UEG l 11NH1G uowLi l~G 1 !> T ANEK J 
GRADll-.G OP I I ONS SU-Y ES SPEC1 AL F EES 
Mh,HF l 3jU- 141 !) AMCC 
502 0 H:: 23U 0 1 UEGl r,1NING TEf,1t.JIS 1 UASCH C 
UR_AO lNG OP f 1 ONS SU- YES SPr: c I AL F EES 
MT 1,RF U73U-UIH4 HAH• TC 
50l.2. PE 2.30 03 bt.G l1\N H !G TEr...N I S 1 LI ASC H C 
GRAU I N(:, 01-' T 1or~s SU-YES SP[ C I AL FEES 
MTwRF Ud l ~- 090(1 HAH TC 
50~3 PE 2jO U4 OEGl •~i•JH!b TU -J tJI S 1 BASCH C 
(;RAU HJG Ol-'1 lOilS SU- YES SPL C I AL F[ES 
r'1 Twfff vSll~ - lJ4~y HAIi TC 
~025 r-'L 2jU Vb bEG 111N l NG TEt ,1'11 1 ':J 1 RA!>CH C 
GRAL' IriG OP I JON;;) SU-YES ':>PLC I AL FlES 
MT •r, H. F .1, 0UU-l l.14~ HAH TC 
500::7 1-' c. 23lJ U8 t>EG l , 1111l NG TD,NI S l t\ASCH C 
Gt-<A U I 1.J& 0 1-' f 1 CJ 1'-lS SU- YES !:,PEC I AL FE.ES 
Mlt,f- f lJjlJ-141!) rl1irl TC 
:iuo:: '! Pt. 2)1 0 1 1NTt::.! t MET1IATE TEN1 ... rs 1 OL SON N 
GRAU I NG QP J JOI~':, su-YE S SPECIAL FEES 
TR 16U U-l<.Jtio HAH TC 
· 50 .. H PE'. 230 01 bEG l NNlt-lG ARCHE rt l' 
GRADING OPl 101'-JS SU-Y ES 
MTwRF U.7j0-U t:H 4 HAM AH 
5Uj2 Pl:. 230 02 tiE~lNN l NG ARC HE l<Y 
GRAUlNG Or' T IV/6 SU-Y ES 
~ TwHF U9 15-100o HAti ·" 
!:>033 1-'c'. 236 03 UEG l f-1NI N& ARCHERY 
&RAOl NG OPTIONS ~U-Y ES 
MTwRF 1245-1329 HAii AH: 
~O_j5 
MT wf-lF 
P£ 2'+8 0 1 
ll OLi -1244 IIA t-t 
ANATOMY 
240 
1 ANOE:nSON A 
1 VINJE J 
1 ANDERSON A 
4 OL SON N 
SOjb 
MT whF 
1-'E 250 01 
12•♦ ~-132 9 HAH 
FLY -t t3AJ T Cf,STlNG 
OS 
1 ANFEI ... SON R 
5037 PE 265 0 1 
SPlC I AL FEES 
Ml\t,HF l!OU-1244 HAH 
COACH I NG OF b ASEOALL 
1. 00 
2 4 3 
~042 1-'E 33/j 01 PRAC TICUM I Ifll Pf 
t:H PERM!SS l ON Or,,LY 
HOUR'..> ARHAf" 
5044 1-'E 346 0 1 KI/-JESJOU;GY 
MTv. RF 0730-0900 HAH 240 
!:104 6 I-'( 392 0 1 l:.. L EMENT "-kY ::,C l lOUL PE 
MhRF US l ~ - 09 14 HAIi 23~ 
3 STANEK J 
1 KASPER J 
3 ANFENSON R 
2 HE L GEL IEN E 
l O 0 0 
l oOO 
1. 00 
4 ~ . 00 
10 . u o 
1 0 • 00 
1. OU 
l • 00 
l 000 
1. oo 
1 . uo 
1. 00 
CREF OEPT CRSE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR •1 
1823 c.LEU 655 03 ELEMl::NT.0.RY EUUC ATION 3 PURDOM H 
MTwRF llUU-1 230 EB Ul07 HAGEN 0 
1826 1:.u::u 660 02 EL l:::.M CURR IC UL UM 
MT WHF 0731..1 - UYUU l B IH lO 
HEAL TH EDUCATION/ FIRST TERM 
CH.1:..F UEPT Cl<':il SL C T coucc.S E r I TLE 
3 HAGEN 0 
PURDOM B 
HRS INS TRUCTOR IH 
jtfUl Hlltl 210 03 f-' IH l~C I PLE.S NUT RlT1011 3 SEtWULA G 
Mh1RF 1.100 -1 245 HAH 24~ ' 
j4U2 tiLTH 301 01 MO OU MODIFY [ 1,JG SU!JS 3 OSE.N 1JORF F 
MT~RF U730-U90U HAH 24j 
314-03 HL Tli 301 02 MOOU MOD I FY H 1G SUUS 3 DSC: NOORF F 
MTwR F ugl5-1 0tf~ IIAH 243 
31.fUl:I rlLTt-1 481 Ul t-iUMA t,, SExUALlTY 4 SERDULA G 
Mh RF U91~-lU45 t-iAH ~42 
34U9 HLTH ~t:11 Ul HUMAN SEXUAL ITY 4 SERDULA G 
MT wHF 09 1 !:> - 104$ HAH 242 
HEALTH EDUCATION/ SECOND TERM 
CRE.f- UEP T CRS£ SEC T COU t-iSE TITL E >I RS INS TRUCTOR 111 
3404 t- lLTH 301 0 3 MOOU MODIFY I NG SUiJS 3 HOH.TIS T 
MTwRF l 10 0-124 0 HAH 2ll-3 
3 4 U5 HLT H 30 1 Oll, MOOD MODI FY l t-.,G suas 3 IIORTJS 1 
MTPIHF 124~-1430 HAH 2 1Lj 
.3406 HLTH 3U5 Ul SAFLTY EUUCATION ll- SERDUL A G 
MTWRF U915-1045 HAH 24l 
34U7 HLTH ll-.S8 Ul ME Tt-1 'JDS + ~AH.RIALS 4 OSENUORF F 
MTwRF 073u- 0910 HArl 2 1i2 
HUMAN RELATIONS PROGRAM/FIRST TERM 
CRt:..F UEPT Cfl.Si:.. St.CT COUKSE Tl TL~. iR S IIIISTRUCTOR 1'1 
2 1 51 rlUR L 4 96 01 HUMAN R[LA r I ON S PT 1 .3 H l SHCRG DOUGLAS 
UY PERMISSl Uhl ONLY 
SP t.C I AL FEE:.S 
MTwHF iJ900-105U EU 
2 1~ 3 11tJt'<L 496 
l:H PfRMISSIUN ONLY 
SPE.ClAL FELS 
MTPl h F U9UU-1050 EO 
Gl-'.'101/~G 01-'TIOns SU- HLQ 
9 , 75 CO-REQU ISI TE 2 HURL 1+97 2152 
Al20 
02 HUMAN REL ATI VNS Pf 1 .3 HARK EO\'/lN 
GR1\0lNG 01-' T IONS SU- /J.l:.Q 
9 .7~ CO-REQUISITE 2 HURL 497 2151+ 
Al l 9 
2 1 52 1;uHL 497 Ul HUMA,o1 RlLATluNS PT 2 3 H I SBERG DOUGLA S 
UY PERMIS51UN Of>1 L Y 
SPt:.C l AL FEES 
MTwl<F 110 0-1 250 Ei3 
GR/llJI1,JG OP TIONS SU-Rt::Q 
9 , 7'::, CO-REQUISITE 2 HURL 496 2151 
Al 26 
2 1~4 11URL 497 1..12 tiUMA r~ RE L AT lL,l•S P T 2 3 HAkK EDWIN 
BY PERMlSSlOIII ONLY 
SPEC ! AL FEt.S 
MT w~·F 11 ou-12~u EtJ 
GH,:.,OING 01-' T IONS SU-RE.Q 
9,75 CO-REQUISITE 2 HUR L 1+96 2 153 
Al19 
21 :>~ HURL 596 IJ l HUMAN RfLATI ONS Pf 1 3 R I SBERG DOUGLAS 
BY PERM l SS lO f>..i ONLY 
SPEC I AL FEE.S 
MTWRI-' U9UU-l0!:>0 [ti 
2 1!>7 HURL 59b 
l:H PER MISSION ONLY 
SP[C 1 AL FEES 
MTWRF 090CJ -l 050 EC 
2 1 ~O HURL 597 
8Y PERM I S510I·~ ONLY 
SPE.C !AL FEES 
MTw RF 1100-1250 Ed 
21~8 l1UK L 597 
BY PERMISSION ONL Y 
SPt.CIAL FEES 
MTwRF 11 00 -12 ~0 EB 
19 
GR AlJ lillG OPTI ONS SU- REQ 
9 , 75 CO-REQUISITE 2 HURL 597 2156 
Al 26 
02 HUMAN RELATIONS PT l 3 HARK EDW IN 
GRADING OPTIONS su-REQ 
9 ,7 '::, CO-REQUIS ITE 2 HURL 597 2158 
A119 
0 1 HU1v1AN RELA TI ONS PT 2 3 R I SBERG DOUGL AS 
GRADING OPTIONS su- REQ 
9 .7~ CO-REQUIS I TE 2 HURL 596 2155 
A126 
02 HUMAt-.i RELA T IONS PT 2 .3 HA!-<K EDW I N 
GRAD I NG OP T IONS SU-REQ 
9 .7'::, CO-REQU I SITE 2 HURL 596 2 157 
All9 
CREF OEPT CRS.E SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR •1 
.3508 l r-1 6B.3 01 SEM SPECIALIST 2 BROWN LUTHER 
l:H PERM lSSlON ONLY 
HUURS ARRAN 
3569 IM 68 3 02 SEM CONTEMP MAT 2 SCHULZETENBERG AN T 
GRAUlNG OP T IONS SU- HE.Q JUNE 11+ - 25 
MTwHF 124~-1 4..}0 CH 130 
.357G I M 68..3 03 SE.M MED pER OR AL H I S, 2 CLARK NORMAN ' 
GRAD'lNG OPT IONS SU- REQ JUNE 28 - JULY 8 
MTwHF 124S-143ll C!i 1 30 
LIBRARY & AUDIOVISUAL EDUCATION ( IM) / SECOND TERM 
CRl:.F u EPT CH:SE. SECT COUKSE fl TL I:. 
.35b7 lM 4lU 
bY PE llM I S~lON ONLY 
HUURS ARRAN 
0 1 EUUC AT 1 ONAL T OUH 
JULY 12 - 25 
j571 I M 46b U3 MELJ I A MAT 
MTwl.ff U7JU - U90U Cr\ 1 .34 
3572 l r-l 4be 04 MEDI ,£& MA T 
MTwRF u91 ~-104~ CH 13ll-
3~7j J.M 473 01 PHOT u GRAt->HY 
MTwRF l 1ou -12 3u CH 134 
HRS INSTRUCTOR IH 
4 SCHULZ ETENBERG ANT 
4 NELSON J MICHA[L 
357 5 l i\o\ 47:J 01 ADMl 1~ FlJ/,JC 4 SMEL SER LAWRENCE 
Ml,.RF 124-'::, - 154~ CH 1 3U JULY 13 - 2 7 
j517 l M 477 01 ciA~lc REF 4 1:3ERLING JOHN 
MhKF 124!:>-l'::,40 Cll 130 AUGUST 2 - 13 
.351;H! l M '1 U 01 EDUC ii TI ON AL T OUH 
JULY 12 - 25 
ll- SCHULZE TENUERG ANT 
!H 1-'EHMJ.SSIUN Or,.i LY 
HUUtb t.1-WAN 
.3574 lM 573 Ul PHOTOGRApHY 3 NELSON J MICHAEL 
MTwRF J.10Cl - 12.3u C11 134 
.S~7b lM !>75 0 1 AD Mit,; FUNC 3 SMELSER LAWRENCE 
Mhf<F 124~-1 545 CH 1.) 0 JULY 13 - 27 
J5 7H lM 5 77 0 1 l::IAS I C Rl:F 3 BERL ING JOHN 
MTwkF 124t>-1 5 45 er, lj(I AUGUS T 2 - 13 
.3~79 1M 612 Lil TV I N I M 3 SAVAGE CARL 
TR 1BUU -212 U Cli l jll, 
3580 lM 039 Ul H.EAU LI S VU GUIU 3 WES TBY GERALD 
MTWl<F ug15-1 U25 CH 130 
3562 lM b b;c Ul T~ENLJS IN I M 3 JEHSEN HARLAN 
MTwkF J.430-151.4,u Cl1 125 
35b3 I M b8U 02 l NTE.fiNSlllP 
tH 1-'ERM!S';:,lUN ONLY 
HUURS AfrnAN 
j5tJ5 IM 681 02 REAUINGS 
t:H PERMISSION ONLY 
rlUURS ARHAN 
3584 I M 682 02 HESl:.AKCH 






0 4 $EM ACQ+MA i r-,, T EblUIP 
134 J ULY 13 - 23 
VR BROWN LUTHER 
3 l:JROWN LUTHER 
VR l:SHOWN L UTHER 
2 SAVAGE CARL 
3580 l M 683 O!::> S[M GOV T DOCUMEN TS 3 BUSSE L AWRENCE 
MTw HF l24ti-1 5 4'::, CH lj4 JULY 26 - AUGUST 12 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION/FIRST TERM 
CRl.:.F DEPT CRSE SECT COUHSE TITLE HRS I NSTRUCTOR in 
500 2 1-'E 125 0 1 BAL LROOM lJANCE 1 HELGEL 1 EN E 
GRADING OP T IONS SU-YES SEX RESTR I CTION FEMALE 
MTi+'HF 0915- 0959 HMt OS 
5003 PE 125 02 jjAL L ROOM UANCE. I HELGE LI EN E 
GRAl.llNG 01-' T IONS SU- YES SEX RESTR I CTI ON MALE 
Mh1 RF U<::115-0959 HAH OS 
CREF OEPT CRSE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR U 
5047 PE 408 01 PRINCIPLES OF Pl 3 KASPER J 
MTWRF 0915-1050 HAH 240 
5049 PE 41 5 01 OHG + AD M INTRAMUR AL 3 BUCK LEY C 
MTw RF 1100-124 5 HAH 2 41 
5051 PE 438 Ul PRACTICUM I 1 IN PE 1 KASPER J 
tJY 1-'ERMIS~lON ONLY 
HOUHS ARHAN 
50!::>3 PE 4 ~0 01 SECONDARY CURR OF PE 4 STANEK J 
MTwF<F 07.3U-U 9 1 U HAH 24'2 
'::,Obb PE 495 01 ATHL E TIC AiJMINI STl{Al 3 ANFENSON R 
MTwHFS 091 ~-lb.30 HAH 23!> JUNE 7 - 12 
500B PE 495 02 VOLLEYl:3ALL-ciASKEH3AL 4 THOMPSON K 
MT1¥RF 1245-10.30 HAH MG JUNE 7 - 18 
5070 PE 495 U3 TRAC K + F I EL OW ORKSHP 2 WA XL AX R 
GRADING OP T lONS SU- HEQ JULY 5 - 8 
MTwR 1 3.30 -1 6 30 HAH OS 
5046 Pt:: 508 0 1 PHI NC IPL1:.S OF- P[ .3 KASPER J 





PE 5 1 5 0 1 
l!OU-1245 H.\H 
PE 550 Ul 
U73U - 0910 HAH 
ORG + ADM I NTRAMURAL 3 
2,1 




50b 7 PE 595 0 1 ATHLETIC AOMINIS TRA T 3 ANFENSON R 
MTwRFS U9 l ~-1 630 HAH 23~ JUNE 7 - 12 
50b9 PE 595 02 VOLLEYBALL- BASKE TUAL ll- THOMPSON K 
MTwRF 1245-1630 HAH MG JUNE 7 - 18 
501 1 n: 595 0~ TRACK + F ! ELD WORK SH 2 WAXL~X R 
GHALJING OP T IONS SU-REG JULY 5 - 8 







PE 601 01 
u7j0-090U HAH 
PE 609 0 1 
l 100-1244 HArl 
PE 010 0 1 
U7.30-0900 HA.H 
OS 
RE$EARCH MET HODS 
24 1 
S.POf<T + SOC IE. TY 
110 
COMPARAT IVE PE 
110 
3 WAXLAX R 
3 WAXLAX R 
BUCKLEY C 
50t>9 PE 652 0 1 TESTS ♦ MEASUREMENTS 3 OLSON N 
MTWkF Og l '::, -1()50 HAH 24 1 
::SPECIAL FE ES IN EXCESS OF $1.0 0 TOWE L AND LOCKER FEE WILL 
BE COLLECTED IN CLASS. 
SU- YES = STUDENT HAS THE OPTION OF ELECTING A S-U GRADE OR THE 
CONVENTIONAL L ET TE R GRADE. THIS OPTION MU ST BE MADE AT THE 
END OF THE SECOND CLASS MEETING. 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION/SECOND TERM 
CREF UEPT CRSE SEC T COUHSE TITLE HRS INSTRUC TOR t#l 
500 1 t-'E 123 01 WEIGHT TRAINING 1 VINJE J 
GRAD I NG OPTlONS SU-YES SPECIAL F EES 
MTwRF 0730 - 0814 HAH Nb 
5006 PE 136 02 BEGI NNI NG SWIMMI NG 1 S IMPSON W 
GRADING OPT I ONS SU- YES SPECIAL FEES 
MTwRF 1000-1045 HAH p 
5008 PE 13a 02 INTl:.RMED SW I MM I NG 
GRADING OP T IONS SU-YES 
MTWRF 1100-llll-5 HAH P 
5010 PE 144 
GRAD I NG OP T IONS 
02 VOLLEYBALL 
SU-YES 
MTWRF 081 5 -0900 HAH EB 
50 12 PE 152 
GRAD I NG OPTIONS 
01 PHYS ICAL F ITNESS 
SU-YES 
MTWRF 08 15- 0900 HAH GG 
5014 PE 206 0 1 STANDARD FI RS T AID 
MTwRF 1100 -124 5 HAH 242 
I SIMPSON W 
SPEC !AL FEES 
I WINK J 
SPEC I AL FEES 
I VINJE J 
SPEC I AL FEES 





1 ,0 0 
lO 
CREF DEPT CRSE SECT COUR'SE tl'TLE 
5017 l:pE 222 02 BEGINNING BOWLING 
GRAU ING OPT I ONS SU-'l'ES 
MTwRF 0815-0900 AMCC 
5019 Xp£ 222 OQ BEGINN ING BOWLING 
GRADING OPT IONS SU-YES 
MTWRF 1330-1415 AMCC 
5021 PE 2.30 02 BEGINNING TENNI S 
GRADING OPT IONS SU-YES 
MTWRF 0730-0814 HAH TC 
502'1 PE 230 05 BEGINNING TENNIS 
GRADING OPT IONS SU-YES 
MTwRF 0915-0959 HAH TC 
5026 PE 230 07 bEG l t-JNING TE NN I S 
GRADING OPT IONS 
Mh1RF 1000-10'15 HAH 
SU-Y ES 
TC 
5028 PE 230 
GRADING OPTIONS 
09 ~EG i rmING Tt:: NNIS 
SU-YES 
MTwRF 13.30-1415 HAt1 TC 
HRS INSTRUCTOR •1 
1 BARTLETT G 
SPEC I AL FEES 
1 VINJE J 
SPECIAL FEES 
1 WINK J 
SPECIAL FEES 
1 WINK J 
SPEC.I AL FEES 
l WINK J 
SPEC I AL FEES 
WINK J 
SPECIAL FEES 
5030 PE 231 02 INTERMEDIATE TEf~Nl5 1 KELLY J 
GRADING OPT IONS SU-YES SPEC I AL FEES 
TR 1800-1950 HAii TC 
5034 PE 238 04 BEG I NNING ARCHERY 
GRADING OPT IONS SU-YES 
MT-.Rf 1330-1415 HAH AR 
5038 PE 273 01 CANOE ING 
GRAOlNG OPllONS SU-YES 
MW 1245 -142 9 HAH OS 
5039 PE 27 j 02 CANOE ING 
GRAOlNG OP T IONS su-YES 
TR .&.24 5-14 29 HAH OS 
~04U PE 27,) 03 CANOEING 
GRAOING OPl I ONS SU-'fES 
MW l4jO-l b l !:, HAH OS 
5083 Pt 275 01 !.;10Lf 
GRADING OPT ION$ SU-YE.5 
MT (IIII RF llllU-1244 HAH OS 
50'4 1 PE 30q 01 CAHI::: + P1<EVEf\1Tl0 111 
MTWfff u91 :a - 0959 HAH 243 
5043 PE 338 02 PRACTICUt-1 I IN PE 
BY PERMISSlUhl ONLY 
HOUH~ ARHAN 
5045 Pt. J49 0 1 HUMA ,~ PHYSIOLOGY 
MT,;HF U7j0-0900 HAH llU 
5U:>2 PE 4.38 02 PHA C T ! CUM I 1 IN PE 
BY l-'[R l"1 1SS 10r~ or~LY 
HOURS ARRAN 
1 BUCKLEY C 
1 S I MPSOt-i W 
1 S I MPSOf i W 
1 SI MPs or~ .,,, 
1 Vh. J E:: J 
2 KALM K 
l KASPER J 
3 KELLY J 
1 KASPER J 
5078 
MTwRF 





.u.:rn-103 0 t1AH 
PE 59:, U4 
1J3U-l b.)O HAH 
PE b20 Ul 
09 15-11 00 HAI-I 
2 41 JULY 26 - 30 
ATHLt:TIC rnAJl-,llJG 2 KALM K 
241 JUL Y 26 - 30 
SEMi rJ AR pH YS I OL OG Y 3 KEL LY J 
110 
:: SPECIAL FEES IN EXCE SS OF $ 1. 00 TOWEL AND LOCKER FEE WILL 





1 • 00 
1, 00 
1. 00 
SU-YES = STUDENT HAS THE OPTION OF ELECT I NG A S-U GRADE OR THE 
CONVENTIONA L LETTER GRADE. THIS OPTION MUST BE MADE AT THE 
END OF THE SECOND CLASS MEETING . 
PSYCHOLOGY /FIRST TERM 
CRE:.F UEPT CRSl SE.:.C T COURSE T lTLE:: 
59lJl PSY 1 2 1 0 1 GENlRAL ~1 SYCHOLOGY 
MTw HF 0915-1045 Et:i A22b 
59U 2 1-'SY 121 02 GENt::HAL pSYCHOL OG Y 
MTwRF 0730-0900 E8 A226 
590~, 
MTwRF 
PSY 2~0 Ul 
O~l'.J-1045 EU 
PRINC I PL ES t:lEHAV I VR 
U209 
HRS INSTRUCTOR ~l 
4 WOLLIN 0 
4 NUNES D 
4 NUt,, ES 0 
CR[F DEPT CJISE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR •1 
2046 PSY 56b Ul GUIDANCE HANDICAPPED 3 SCRIBNER RICHARD 
MTWRF 0915-1045 Ed A23:> 
5942 PSY 57 1 Ul Mt:Nl.£o L HyGit::r-...E 3 ANDERSON D 
MTwRF 124 ~:,- 1 415 Et:3 B2U8 
204 8 PS Y 572 Ul PSY t:XCfp T CHILOkEN 3 SCHIBMER ~!CHAR D 
MTwHF 124:)-141 5 'Eb A23l 
5944 1-'SY :>74 Ul l lHE. 1.: PEH~UtJ AL OYr~AM 3 WOLLIN 0 
MTw RF J.100-12.30 ELI b2Uo 
59o2 PSY 575 01 AbNO RM AL PSY <. HOLuG'f .3 tJOL T·JCK C 
MTwRF l 10 0-123 0 EH A24U 
5971 !"'SY 59:, Ul H.E.H SEVERE DJSAb lLIT 3 STt:EN J 
GRALJlN~ OPTIONS SU- H:EQ JUNE 8, 9 , 15, l&, 22, 23 , 29 AND 30 
TW U90V - lo00 t,d A2 44 
6004 P~Y b:>:> Ul REHA! '. Hf::, I 1 2 ST[EN J 
dY 1-'EHMlSS l ON ONLY 
HUUR~ AkRAN 
~906 ~-SI' 663 Ul APP THEO!, 1JF LEAW< 3 KNLJT ~.,Ol i J 
MTwRF J.100-1215 t.U A23Y 
~909 f-'5 '1' 06~ 01 APPH.'.I. I51'L H .t 1lsi l'>UtS 3 PEh KINS E 
Mh, RF U7Ju-UB<f5 £11 A244 
:>976 PS 1 u09 iJ 1 COUl',~(L I hG Pl,AC l l CUM j tJ, ASOI\J J 
UY PUt ,-1 1::,SlUt~ UIJLY 
HvUK'::1 AHkAl'~ 
:>9u7 P ':)Y b7o Ul GRAChJATE S TAllSllCS 3 KUl(UK \~ 
MhiilH-- J. lOU-121:> Et3 t.12 13 
~996 ~•S Y 67e, U2 GHAU STI\TlSr1cs 
MTwRF l4ju-l:l4t-, Eb U2 07 
~997 PS'I' bd7 Ul 
MTwHF u91~-l030 EB 
-v.ECr-tSL[ fl 
U2Ub 
.3 t-"1UFPclY fl 
3 11.t~u E.f~SOr..; D 
b0b9 PSY 69b IJl SUP CSL G f 11::L D l:.,;;1-'EH \JR PEkK I NS E 
HY PERMJ.5::,10~1 ONLY 
HOUHS ARRAN 
PSYCHOLOGY /SECOND TERM 
CREF uEPT CRSE St:.C T COUHSE JlTLE HRS INSTRUCTOR !:il 
59jt-, PSY 121 03 GENE.RAL pSYCHOLOGY 4 MERTENS G 
MTW P. F 1100-1230 EO A226 
5936 PSY 121 04 GENEHAL PS YC1.0 L 06Y 4 NUNES 0 
MTwRF U915-1045 EH A226 
5937 PSY 200 0 1 HYPNOS I S + REL Pt ➔t.N 4 MUHPHY t-.' 
MTWRF 0730-0900 EB 8209 
bOUO PSY 222 0 1 SURVEY INDUSTRIALl---'S Y 4 KUI\UK W 
MT..iR F U73U - 0900 EB 0201:> 
2043 PSY 250 02 PR I Ne IPLE'.:> OF 3C::H 4 ~Eh TENS G 
MT,'j RF 0915-1045 EB U209 
6003 PSY 2 5 9 02 PSYCH STATI STIC ~ 4 r,JUNES U 
MTWRF 1100-1230 Et3 l32 13 
2044 PSY 262 03 HUMAN GROWTH + DEV EL 4 1-'RCrCHNO ., R 
MTwHF 1245-1415 EB b2 0Y 
2045 PSY 3b2 03 EO MEAS + Tt.S T co:1sr 4 KUk.UK \, 
MTwRF 0915-1045 El:::I 62 06 
59bj P~'f 362 04 ED MEAS+T ~ST CVi j_STR 4 ANOEr: SON D 
MTwRF 1100-12.30 £1:::1 b208 
5977 PS'f 43 0 0 4 SEM SLEEP + (,ft EAMS 4 ArJUERSO '~ D 
MTWRF 143U-16UO f.1:::1 t320b 
599.3 1-'SY 430 05 SE.M CONTINGENCY CON 4 ROSEN TH AL E 
GRAU ING QPl IONS SU-REQ 
Mh R 1430-1620 EB b2Ucl 
5~99 PSY 447 01 PSYCHODYN OF FAMILY 4 DWYER M 
CO-REQUISITt: 2 PSY !+~B bOos 
MWF 091~-120 0 EB A24U 
CREF DEPT CRSE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR •1 
5072 REC 'fY:> 01 
BY PER 1-I I SS .iON ONLY 
SPt:.C IAL Ft:ES 
ADVA i~CED CA1~0E WILDE 5 
GRAD I NG OPTIONS SU- REQ 
NEARING R 
OXTON J 
10.00 JUNE 7 - 16 
MTWRF U91S-1 63u HAH OS 
:>074 t< t.C 49:> 02 bACKPACK ING-CAMPING 5 NEARING R 
OXTON J t:IY f-•t:K r-1I SS .t1.m ONLY 
SPlCIAL Ft. L S 
GRAD I NG OPTIONS SU-REQ 
35.uu JUNE 21 - 30 
MT tt~F u<J l~-l oju HAH u, 
t,U'/6 htC 4Y ~ Oj 61:.li l i •JN I MG CA!si OE wlLU 
GHAL.dl~v OP I l rJl~S ~U- f<EQ JULY 5 - 12. 
Mh,PF U91~-loj u r1Arl OS SPEC I AL FEES 
4 NEAR ING R 
OX TON J 
10. 00 
50 7 3 KEC ~95 tll AUVAr,.CED CANOE WI L DE 5 NEARING R 
UY F' l:. r< ,1lSS l ll! i o r~LY GRADING OPTIONS SU-REQ OXTON J 
MT., r~F U9l:> - lo3L Hi\H 0~ SPEC IAL FEES 1 0 . 00 JUNE 7-1 6 
so -1:, r,.E(: S9:, 02 oACKr>ACKING- CAMPI '•JG 5 NE ARING R 
UY Pt:k,V,.i.S::. i 0N OrsiLY GRADING OP TIONS SU-REQ OXTON J 
SPt.ClAL Ft:.t.S :S:>.UU JUNE 21 - 30 
MT ,., RF u~l:,-lo-1t., 11Al1 OS 
~077 hLC ~9 ~ Ll3 i. it::.G .i ,1 l~1'~t, CA t,UE ·.-.lLD 
GRAUIHV QI-' I 1016 
MT ttf:: F V9 ~:>-lo -1u tl~,t 
~l.J-kt.ll JULY 5 - 12 
0:> SPEC I AL FEES 
RECREATION/SECOND TERM 
CHlF 1,.,1;.i-' I CRSE SEC T COURSE TITLE 
'JOo.::' kEC 212 Ul CAMPING [DUCAT I ON 
~ T 11ht- 07.SU- 09 10 HAH 235 
:,Ou3 r<t::C 2.33 lll REC PROGR AM PLAl'l NlNG 
C0- 1-iEGUlSl lE 2 REC 2.35 5064 
MTWHF U(:JlS-11 00 HAH 240 
SOb4 1d::c 235 01 PRAC TICUM II RECREAT 
GRAUl/~!.;, OPT IONS SU-REQ CO-REQUIS ITE 
t➔ uURS ARRAN 
4 NEARING H 
OXTON J 
10. 00 
HRS INSTRUCTOR ::a 
4 TEMPL IN 0 
3 KASPER J 
KASPER J 
2 REC 23J 5063 
50b0 K.tC 495 04 OUTDOOR E.DlJCATION .3 TEMPLIN 0 
SPlCI/IL Ft:E.S 10.00 JULY 12 - 17 
MTwHFS 09 15-1630 CLS 
50t,l REC 595 04 OUTDOOR EDUCATION 3 TEMPLI N 0 
SPt.CIAL FEES lQ.00 JULY 12 - 17 
MTwRr"S U915-16.30 CLS 
SECONDARY EDUCATION/FIRST TERM 
CRlF OEPT CRSE SECT COURSE TITLE 
20S 2 SEED 401 
GRA1J ING OPTiotJS 
MTW l~F" 1245-1330 EH 
20:>3 SEED 448 
GRADINt.:i OPT 1-0NS 
MTw RF i24S-·1Js5 EU 
01 TEACHING PROFESS I ON 
SU- REG 
A233 
01 SECO r~OA RY SC HOOL 2 
SU- REQ 
Af33 
20 t,6 :>E l:: 0 449 0 1 STUUC-: NT TEACHER ,LA'w 
MT,..1-<F J.24S-l 355 EB A229 
20:,5 :>[EU 549 0 1 STUDENT TEACHER +L Aw 
MTII.Rf- 124~-1~55 EO A229 
2101 '.:> t::.EU b.3t, 0 1 JH HI THEOR + PRAC 
MTwRF 09 1 !:, -1 02 :> E8 A230 
2102 SH.LI b.3b Ul SR HIGH THEOH + PI-\AC 
MTw RF ugl~-1025 EU A227 
! tRS INSTRUCTOR ~l 
2 STAFF 
3 ST AFF 
.3 HJ ORK LUN EUGENE C 
.3 8Jol1KLU~J EUGENE C 
3 BREWER A WILBUR 
3 MOR TRUDE. LOWELL A 
20~8 St:EIJ 66:, Ul JR ~tIGH SEM I NAR .3 8REWER A WILBUR 
MTwHF 1245-1 355 EU A230 
2051 ~ElU bbb Ul SR HI SCHOOL SEMINAH: 3 MOIHRUOE LOWEL L A 
MTWHF U9l!J-1U25 EB A227 
20~9 
MTw RF 
~EEU b7t, Ul 
073U-08'40 EB 
I MP OF SEC SCHL I NST 
A229 
JOHNSON PETER J 
C!1£F DEPT CRSE SECT COURSE TITLE 
5990 Psr 251 01 
MT,,.RF 1100-1230 EB 
5916 PSY 259 01 
MTIJIIRF 0915-1045 EB 




HRS INSTRUCTOR #l 
4 VANNOSTRAND M 
4 KUKUK W 
5919 PSY 262 01 HUMAN GROilllTH + DEVEL 4 PETERSE N M 
MTwRF 0915-1045 EB B208 
590b PSY 262 02 HUMAN GR()WTH + DEVEL 4 PROCHNOW R 





PSY 270 0 1 
1245-1530 £8 
PSY' 280 0 1 
124 5 -141 5 EB 
8208 
PSYCH OF IIIOMEN 
A2::3o9 
PSYCH OF PLAY + REC 
8209 
4 DWYER M 
4 KLE I BER D 
5930 PSY 362 01 ED MEAS + T\EST corisr 4 LUKER A 
Mh1RF 07~0-0900 EB 8207 
5931 
MTwRF 
PSY 362 02 ED ME.AS + TEST CQI-JST 4 L UKER A 
0915-104~ EU 8207 
5933 PSY 380 01 AGIN G ANO DYittG 4 VA ~NOST ~ ANO M 
GRA DING OPTIONS SU- REG 
MTwRF 1245-1 1-HS EB 8206 
6010 PSY 430 01 SEXUAL ATT ITUDE SEM 2 MASOi J J 
BY PERM I SSION ONLY GRADING OPTIO NS SU-R.EQ 
SPECIAL FEt.$ 7.0 0 10 00-2200 JUNE 1 1 & 12 EB A226 PLUS TWO 
m~M~fMN~MMH<AN6JRW?h~~~T Lrh :AKEN w, TH A 
597 4 , p5y 430' 02 OHIE. rHATION VR MASON J 




PSY 43,3 01 
ll OU- 1230 EH 
BEHAV lOR MOO I 
8207 
4 MEl-< TENS G 
590'+ PSY 445 Ol PSY OF PLAY I N CHILO 4 PETERSEN M 
MTwRF 1100-1230 £8 E:1206 
5909 PSY 44b 0 1 AFFI RM Cs L G wITH NOM 4 DWYER M 







PSY 463 01 PI-HNCIPLES OF L EAKN 
0915-1045 Et:3 A240 
PSY 463 02 Pl-<INCIPL£5 OF LE ARN 
1245-1415 EU 62 07 
PSY 463 01+ PIUNCIPLES OF LE AKN 
1245-1415 EB 6207 
4 KLEIBER D 
II- PROCHNOW R 
4 KNUTSON J 
SU- RE 
2042 PSY 460 0 1 
MTwRF 0915-1045 EH 
GUIDANCE HANDICAPPED 4 SCRIBNER RICHARO 
AC:35 
59'+1 PSY '+71 Ul MENTAL HYG IENE 
B208 
4 ANDERSON D 
MTWRF 124~-1415 Ei:3 
2047 
MTWRF 
PSY 472 01 psr EXCEPT CHILDREN 
A231 
4- SCR I BNER RICHARD 
5943 
MTWRF 
1245- 141 5 EB 
PSY 474 Ul 
llllU-1230 EU 
INTC:r1P ERSONAL DYNAM 
B208 
4 WOLLIN D 
5949 PSY 4-7t, 01 A8NORMAL PSYCHOLOGY 4 - BOLTUCK C 
MTwRF llOU-1230 Et) A24-0 
5909 PS Y 495 0 1 RE HAR SE VERE DI SAi:! IL I+ STEEN J 
GRADING OPTIONS SU-REQ JUNE 8,9,15,16,22,23,29 AND 30 
TW U900-1 6 UO EU A244 
bOOb PSY 5.30 01 SEXUAL ATTITUDES SEM 2 MASON J 
BY PERMISSlON ONLY GRADING OPTIONS SU-REQ 
SPt.CIAL F£lS 7.00 I00 0- 2200 JUNE 11 & 12 EB A226 P,LUS TWO 
BRIEF MEETINGS WITH INSTRUCTOR. MUST BE TAKEN WITH A 
SIGNIFICANT PERSON (M OR F) IN YOUR LIFE. 
5910 PSY 530 02 PSYC H EOuC CONSULT I 3 LESAR 0 
GRADING OP TIONS SU- REG CO-REQUISITE 2 PSY 530 59 0 5 
MRF 0 730-0930 EB 
5905 PSY 530 03 PSYCH ED CONSULT I I 
GRADING OPTIONS SU-REQ CO - REQUIS ITE 
Miff 0945-1145 EH 
3 LESAR 0 
2 PSY 530 
5940 
MWF 
PSY 5'+b 01 AFFIRM csLG WITH WOM 3 DWYER M 
0915-1200 EB A239 
21 
5,910 
CREF DEPT CRSE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCT-OR ■ 1 
6008 PSY '+4& 01 COUNSEL wITH FAMILY ~ DWYER "4 
CO-REQUlSITt: 2 PSY 447 5999 
MWF 124!:>-1~30 EB A240 
5998 ~SY 40.3 03 PHIIK IPLES OF LEAHN 4 HARK E 
MTwRF U73U- 090U Et! OZOb 
60Ul PSY .. b4 01 GUIOANCE PRI NCIPLE:;, 4 KHuEGER A 
MTwRF u915-10 .. ~ Eb A241+ 
b007 PS'f 409 01 INU APPRAISAL 4 HAHK E 
MTw RF llOU-1230 EB U20b 
5973 1-'SY .4 95 02 APPL BEH , ANAL I N t,us 3 ROSE :HHAL E 
t:H PERMlSSIVl',I ONLY 
MWF U7~10 00 EU 11207 
GR,"\O I NG OPTIONS 
JULY 13 - AUGUST 13 
59b4 ° PSY s~o U'+ S~,M" SLEE.P ANU DRt:.AM 3 AN[J[RSON 0 
MTwkF 14-30-lbOO EH 11206 
5978 ~SY 530 
GRADING OPTIONS 
MTWR 1430-1020 l!.t:, 
ss92 Psr 5.;u 
GRADING OPT IONS 
MRF u73t••0930 EU 
t:>002 PSY 530 
GRADIN~ OPTIONS 
MRF fJ945-ll45 Elj 
oo r,9 ,..isv s1-n 
CO-REQUJ. S 11 t:: 
MWF ugl:J-1200 £1:j 
5991 PSY !:>48 
CO-REGUl Sl TE 
MWF 1 24'::J-l !:>30 EU 
us· SEM CONT JNG£NCY CON 
SU-REG 
iJ2U8 
06 1::iEH COUNSELING I 
SU- KEQ CO - REQUISITE 
8208 
07 1::iEH COUNSELI NG I I 
SU- KEG CO-REQUISITE 
0 1 PSYCHOOYN OF FAMILY 
C: PSY 54R 5991 
A240 
01 COUNSEL y.,,ITH FAl"1 1LY 
2 PSY 547 60u <;i 
A240 
J ROSENTHAL E 
3 LESAR D 
2 PSY 530 
LESAH D 
2 PSY 530 
3 CWYER M 
3 DWYER t-1 
6 002 
5992 
59tH:> PSY 56-. Ul GUI DANC E 1-'HH,CI PL ES 3 KRUEGErl A 
MTW¥ RF u9 1:)-1045 EU A2'+4 
5965 1-'SY 569 0 1 HlO APPRA I SAL 3 HAH.K E 
MTw RF 11uu-l2.3U EB t:)20 b 
5972 1-'SY 595 02 APPL BEH ANA L I N 0US 3 ROS( : )TH r,. L E 
l::IY PERi'd'::,SlVN Ot-iLY 
MWF u1uu-1 000 EU b207 
Gk/1QING OP TI OI\S 
JULY 13 - AUGUST 13 
b067 l"'SY b50 0 1 INTl-<O RE HAl:HLIT ATlON 3 PERKINS E 
MT,... RF IJ 73V-lib4-:J Et:I A244 
59b7 PS Y b07 01 OCC ♦ ED I NFQRMA TlON 3 KRUEGER A 
MT,.,RF 1100-1215 EU A2 44-
5906 PSY' b70 01 UEVEL PSYCHOLOGY 3 P~OCHNO'w R 
MT-,. RF 1430-1545 EH 13209 
5970 PSY 67t; 03 bHAU STAT l STlCS 3 P.1UHPHY R 
MTW RF 1211-~ - 1400 E:.b b2 13 
b068 PSY 69b 02 $UP CSLG F IEL O E.XPER VR PERKINS E 
t:!Y PEHMlSSION ONLY 
HQUf-(S ARR:AN 
RECREATION/FULL TERM 
CRLF u t:P 1 CR.SI::. St::C T COURSE TITLE ~H{S JNSTKUCTOR IH 
5065 KEC '+44 0 1 SENlOR INTEHNSHI P 16 KASPER J 
su- REa 
SU- f"l:EQ 
1::iY Pl::.RM l SSlON Uf·iLY GRAU I NG OPTIOt~S SU- REQ 
hUURS AKkAN 
RECREATION/FIRST TERM 
CRE.F UEPT CRSE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS I NS TRUCTOR IH 
50b0 REC 133 0 1 INTRO TO RECREA TI ON 2 KASPER J 
CO-REGUISIH. 2 REC 135 5 00 1 
MTw RF llOU-1145 HAH 2"1 
5061 r<EC l.35 
G1'ADING OPTIONS 
HOUHS ARRAN 
01 prrnCTICUM I RECREATI 1 KASPER J 
SU-REQ CO- REQUISUE 2 REC lJJ 5060 
SECONDARY EDUCATION/SECOND TERM 
CREF OEPT CRSE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR a,i 
2054 SEEU b29 01 ADOLESCENT + SCHOOL 3 MORTRUOE LOWELL 
MTw.RF 0915 -1025 EB A227 
20~7 SEED 661 01 SECONDARY CURRICULUM 3 MORK VERNON 
MhriRF 1100-1210 EB A229 . 
2062 SEEV b95 01 LA,. ED IN si::c SCHOOL 3 BJORKLUN EUGENE 
GRADING OPT IONS s u-REQ JULY 14 - 30 
MTwRF ogoo-1200 EU A2~3 
SPECIAL EDUCATION/FIRST TERM 
CR[F UEP T CRSE SECT COURSE TITLE 
1951 ~Pt.u 401 01 INTHO EXCEPT CHILU 




0 730-090 0 t:tl 
01 BEHAV IOR PRQ!3LEMS 
A2.31 
HRS INSTRUCTOR dl 
4 GUNDERSON BARBARA 
4 AYERS FLOYD 
19::>4 SPEu 421 01 EiJUC TRAIN MENT RTO 3 LOVELACE WILLIAM 
HOURS ARHAN 
l 9o'+ SPt:U 42!:> 
UY PERMlSSlOf~ ONLY 
HUUHS AR RAN 
2006 SPEIJ 4.2~ 
lH PER MI SS I ON ONLY 
HOUR~ AKRAN 
19:J 5 '::>P E::t.J 427 
MTwHF" 12 .. ~-141 5 EH 
0 1 SPEC L EARN DIS I 
02 SPEC LEARN DIS l 
0 1 l:IAS SKILLS HMJDlCAP 
A235 
19til ~PEO 452 ' 0 1 St-< SEMINAR SPEC EIJ 
GRADI NG OPT IONS st.J-~EQ 
MhRF 07 j0- 08 1 5 EB A236 
lY/ 0 ~PEi.J 505 01 l:JE..HAVIOR PROBLEMS 
MTWRF 07..30 - U900 El:J A231 
4 WELLIK JERRY 
4 HOeLEY QUENTIN 
4 GUNDERSOt,,J BARBARA 
2 KNOX ST ,11.NLEY 
3 AYERS FLOYD 
1971 ~PC::::U 521 0 1 EDUC TRAJN ME NT tHO 3 LOVELACE WILLIAM 
HOUR'.:-. AKHAN 
1976 ~PEU 525 01 SPEC L EIIRN DIS l 
HY PERMISS I ON Of\iLY 
HOUl·<S Ml.RAN 
2033 ~PEU !::>i!::> 02 SPEC LEARN DIS l 
UY 1-'ERMlSSi.VN o,-,.LY 
HUUR~ Af-H-(AN 
1972 '.:-. Pt.U 527 01 13AS SK ILLS HANDICAP 
Mh,HF J.24~-1415 Ei3 A235 
19b4 ~PELi bOl Ul CUHH TR F:NDS SPEC t::O 
t-1h lff 091::,-102~ EU A237 
1991 SPEU Ul l Ul 
Mh1RF U915-102 5 EB 
CUtH< I CUL UM SPEC £ 0 
A2~9 
3 WELLIK JERRY 
3 ROBLEY QUENT IN 
3 GUNDERSON BARBARA 
3 KNOX STANLEY 
3 AYERS FLOYD 
19dl ~PEU 651 l) l PRAC TICUM SPEC ED 3 LOVELACE WILLIAM 
l:H PERMISSlOIII ONLY GRADING OPTIONS SU-REG 
HUURS ARHAN 
1982 S~EJ b5C: Ol PRACTICUM L H.NG DIS 3 WELLIK JERRY 
HY PERMlSS ION ONLY . GRADING OPTIONS SU-REQ 
11VUR:;, ARRAN 
20&+1 ~Pl:.U 65C: 02 PRAC TICUM L R.NG UI S 3 ROBLEY QUENTIN 
l:H PE:Rio!lS5lON 0111LY GRAOI111G OPTIONS su-REQ ! 
HUURS ARR AN 
SPECIAL EDUCATION/SECOND TERM 
CREF UEPT Cl-<SE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR 1::1 1 
19::,2 '::>PED .. 04 01 EDUC AN O CULT DIVERS 4 MALINEN VONNA 
MTWRF 0730 -0900 E::B A23:> 
l 965 SPEU 4 2 6 01 SPEC LE ARN 015 2 4 WELLIK JERR Y 
BY PERMISSION ONLY 
HOURS ARRAN 
2010 SPED 42b 02 SPEC LEARN DIS 2 4 ROBLEY QUENT IN 
IH PERMlSSlON ONLY 
HOURS ARRAN 
:p 
CREF DEPT CRSE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR •1 
l 9b3 ::,Pt::U lf9S 
GRAU IN ~ OPT IONS 
MTWRF 0900-1500 Et:S 
l 9b9 ~PED 501.f 
MTWRF U730 - 0900 EB 
19 7<J SPEU 526 
BY PERMI SS ION ONLY 
HOURS ARRAN 
2 0 37 SPEU 52b 
BY PERMISSION ONLY 
HUUHS ARRAN 
1956 SPEIJ ~9~ 
GRA DING OPT IONS 
MTwt<!F U90U-1 50U EB 
19b6 ~PEW 602 
MT11i·HF 09 1S-102~ lU 
01 \ri' ORKsHOP voe ED 
SU- REQ JULY 12 - 30 
A231 
0 1 EDUC ANO CULT DI VERS 
A235 
01 SPEC LE ARN DIS 2 
02 SPEC LEARN DIS 2 
01 WORKSHOP voe ED 
SU-REQ JULY 1 2 - 30 
A231 
01 H:E.Sl.ARCH IN SPEC EQ 
A237 
6 SCRIBNER RI CHARO 
MALINEN VONNA 
3 WELLlK J ERRY 
3 ROBL EY GUENT IN 
6 SCR IBNER RlCHARO 
3 AYERS FLOYD 
19b8 !:JP[U 603 01 PROBLEMS I N SPEC ED 3 KNOX STANL EY 
PH'IIHF U730- 0840 [lj A237 
1990 !:>PED blO 0 1 SUP(R VI S 10N SPEC i:.O 3 MALI NEN VONNA 
MTwRF 1 HI0-1 2 1 0 Et3 A237 
19Y2 ::,PEO 6 1 2 01 PSYCHOLI NGUI S TI CS 3 AYERS FLOYD 
MTwRF 1245-1 355 EC A235 
1994 ::.PEU 652 0 3 PRACTIC UM LH.NG UI S WELLIK JERRY 
BY PER MISS ION ONLY 
HQUt{S ARRAN 
1993 SPED 652 04 PRAC.:1 !CUM LRNG DIS 3 ROBLEY QUENTIN 
dY PERMJ. SS I ON ONLY 
HOUR !:> AHRAN 
STUDENT TEACHING/FIRST TERM 
EDT - - BY PERMI SS I ON ONLY . CONTACT STUDENT TEACHING OFFICE 
PRIOR TO SUBMI Ti:JNG COURSE REQUEST AT ADVANCE REGISTRAT I ON 
ON MAY 7 . 
COLLEGE OF FINE ARTS 
ART/FIRST TERM 























AR T 110 01 
J. l0 0 -1 230 KVAC 
ART 111 ill 
U00-1 2 '.jO KVAC 
AR T 2b0 01 
09 15 -lOlt !:> KVAC 
AH T 270 01 
0730-0900 KVAC 
AR T 275 0 1 
12'+ 5-l&tl S KVAC 
AHT 280 01 
1100-1 230 KV AC 
ART 296 Ul 
U91~-1045 KVAC 
ART 3b0 01 
U91 ~-104 5 KVAC 
ART 370 01 
0915-104 5 KVAC 
AR T 375 01 
1245-1415 KVAC 














PR I NC IPLES OF ART 
112 
SCULPTURE I I 
G04 
CERAMICS I I 
G02 
WEAV ING II 
105 
FUNCTIONAL CRAF TS 
106 
ttRS INSTRUCTOR itl 
2 AIKEN J 
2 AIKEN J 
3 AIKEN J 
3 HALBERG L 
3 SYKORA M 
3 ALHEL M F 
4 ALHEL M F 
3 AIKEN J 
HALBERG L 
3 SYKORA M 
3 SYKORA M 
CREF Oi!)>T CRSE SECT COURSE TITLE 
034 0 ART 380 01 
MTwRF 1100-1230 KVAC 
0323 AR T 3ti5 0 1 
bY PERMI SS I ON ONLY 
MTwr,HF 0730 - 0900 Kl/AC 
0336 ART ltl5 01 
MTwRF 1100-1 230 KVAC 
0332 AHT 44 0 01 
HOURS Af,IRAN 
0331 AH T 4 50 01 
MTWHF 1245-1415 Kl/AC 
0341 ART 480 01 
MTwRF 1100-1230 KVAC 
0324 ART 485 01 
kiY PERMlSSl ON ONLY 
MTW RF U73U- 09uo' IWAC 
JE'WELRY I I 
104 
GLASSWORK ING I I 
G07 
LIFE DRA'tdNG I I 
20b 
OlL PAINTING I 
PRlNTMAK ING II I 
202 




0333 AR T 641 0 1 PA I N TING l 
HlJURS ARRAN 
0334 ART 6 4 2 Ul PAINT ING II 
HUURS ARHAN 
034 2 AHT 681 01 METALS I 
HOURS ARRAN 
034 3 AH T 662 01 Ml::'..TALS 11 
HOURS ARRAN 
MUSIC/FIRST TERM 
CREF UEP T CRSt. SEC T COURSE TITLE_ 
470 2 MUS 122 01 MUSIC FOR rt ECREATlON 
MTWRF 110 0-11 5 0 PA 127A 
4704 MUS l b 4 01 CLASS PIANO 
MTW RF 11 00 -11 5 0 PA 2~0 
4741 MUS 165 01 PIU V LESSONS P IANO 
HY PERMI SSION ONLY 
47 08 
MTwRF 
HOURS ARH AN 




47 09 MUS 168 02 CLA S~ VOICE 
MTw AF 11 00 -1140 PA 141 
4710 1-IUS 168 03 CLASS vo1CE 
MTWRF 1140-1230 PA 141 
47ll r-tUS l 6 8 04 CLASS VOICE 
MTW RF 1245 --1.~35 PA 127A 
471 2 MUS l b9 01 PR IV LESSONS VOIC E 
tH PEHM!SSlON Or-,iLY 
HOUH':, AHRAN 
471 3 MUS 169 02 PRIV LESSONS VOi.CE 
BY PERMISSI ON ONLY 
HOURS AHRAN 
HRS INSTRUCTOR #1 
3 ROY J 
3 RUDA.NS E 
WALLIN L 
3 BROWN D 
3 BHOWN 0 
3 ROY J 
3 RUO ANS E 
3 DROWN 0 
3 BROWN 0 
3 ROY J 
3 ROY J 
HRS INSTRUCTOR 4:tl 
AB BOTT THOMAS 
1 ECHOLS CHARLES 
1 SI MPSON DOROTHY 
1 ABAOTT THOMAS 




1 PETERSON CHARLES 
4 7 14 MUS 171 01 PRl V LESSONS STRI I\IG 1 JOHNSON JAMES 
t:JY PERM l SS I ON ONLY 
HOURS ARRAN 
471 5 MUS 173 Ul PRlV LESSON WOODWIND 1 LAYNE R DENNIS 
HY PERM ISSI ON ONLY 
HOURS ARRAN 
.. 71 6 MUS 222 01 HISTOR Y OF MUSIC 2 3 ECHOLS CHARLES 
MTW RF 0915-1030 PA 142 
4717 MUS 229 01 8LUES-JAZZ~ROCK 3 FROHRIP KENTON 
MTWRF 1100 -1 215 PA 140 
4720 MUS 321 01 SYMPHONI C LITERATURE 2 .JOHNSON JAMES 
MTWRF 1100-1150 Pll 113A 
4731 MUS 495 01 SPECIAL MUS ED INST 4 SCHRADER SHIRLEY 
MTWRF 0 900-1600 PA 23 0 JUNE 21 30 
THEATRE/FIRST TERM 
CREF UEP T CRSE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR •1 
·7435 TH •96 01 SUMMER THEATRE VR CERMELE DICK 
BY PERMISSION ONL'f' ALE XANDRIA 
HOURS ARRAN 
7449 TH 596 01 SUMMER THEATRE VR CERMELE DICK 
BY PERMISSION ONLY AL EXANDRIA 
HOURS ARRAN 
THEATRE/SECOND TERM 
CREF UEPT CRSE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR •1 
7436 TH .. 96 02 SUMMER THEATRE VR CERMELE DICK 
BY PERMISSION ONLY ALEXANDR IA 
HOURS AHRAN 
7 .. 50 TH 596 02 SUMMER THEATRE VR CERMELE DICK 
BY PERMISSI ON ONLY ALEXANDRIA 
HOURS ARRAN 
COLLEGE OF INDUSTRY 
DRIVER & TRAFFIC SAFETY/FIRST TERM 
CREF DEPT CRSE SEC T COURSE T 1 TLE HRS INSTRUCTOR Nl 
3801 DTS 290 Ul TRANSP SYSTEMS 3 DOBEY R 
MT111 RF 1100-1210 HH 1218 
3802 OTS 39U 01 OR + TRAF SAFETY EDI 4 MATTHlAS H 
MTWRF 0915-104 5 HH 121B 
3803 DTS 393 . 01 ALCOHOL + DRUGS 3 TITZKOWSKI T 
MTWRF 0 730-0840 HH 1210 
3804 u TS 394 0 1 BASIC AUTO MA INT 3 ROYER L 
MTW RF 1245 -1 .. 15 HH 121A 
380 5 UTS 445 01 OR Eouc INTERNSH IP VR DOBEY R 





DTS 495 01 PED t BICYCLE PR DEV 
0900 -1 515 HH 228 JUNE 7 - 8 
381 2 ors 495 02 DEFENSIVE DRIVING 
GRADI NG OPTlONS SU-REQ JUNE 14 - 18 





3813 DTS 495 u3 PED + BICYCLE PR DEV 1 MATTHIAS H 
WR 0900-1515 HH 228 JUNE 17 - 18 DOSEY R 
3811 uTS 595 01 PED • BICYCLE PR DEV 'i MATTHIAS H 
MT 0900-1515 HH 2~u JUNE 7 - 8 DOBEY R 
3814 • 
WR 
DTS 595 03 PED + BICYCLE PR DEV 1 
JUNE 17 - 18 
0900-1515 HH 228 WRF 






CREF DEPT CASE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR •1 
3806 UTS 391 01 TRAF LAW ENF LlCENS 4 STAFF 
MTWRF 09 15-1045 HH 1218 
3807 DTS 445 02 OR EDUC INTERNSHIP VR DOBEY R 
BY PERMISS I ON ONLY GRADING OPTIONS 
HOURS ARRAN 
3808 ors 491 01 OR + TRAFF SAF ED II 4 TITZKOWSKI T 
MTWRF 0730-0900 HH 1218 
3809 DTS 492 01 MOTORCYCLES + REC VE STAFF 
MTwRF 1245-1330 HH 12lij 
3815 OTS .. 95 04 HIGHWAY £.AF MAINT 
BY . PERMISSlON ONLY 
SPECIAL FEES 152•00 
MTWRF 0900-1400 HH 228 
3816 ors 595 04 HIGHWAY sAF MAINT 
BY PERMISSION ONLY 
SPECIAL FEES 152000 
MTWRF 0900-1400 HH 228 
2 MATTHIAS H 
GRADING OPTIONS 
AUGUST 2 - 6 
2 MATTHIAS H 
GRADING OPTIONS 




CIIBF IIIPT CllSZ SIICT COIIIS Tins HR$ DS'lll..:TII! #1 
0310 ART 396 01 INTRODUCTORY CRAFTS 4 SYKORA ~ 





ART 430 01 
12q.5-1415 KVAC 
ART &i35 01 
1100-1230 KVAC 
ANCIENT ♦ CLASSICAL 
614 
AMERICAN ART I 
614 
03.03 ART %0 01 SCULPTURE I 11 
MTwRF 0915-1045 KVAC G02 
0308 ART 475 01 wEAV ING I II 
MTwRF 1211s-1q.15 KVAC 105 
0321 ART '190 OJ ART .CURRICULUM 
Mni11RF 0730-0900 KVAC 112 
4 COEN R 
4 COEN R 
3 AIKEN J 
3 SYKORA M 
4 6UTTETER L 
03"7 AIU 1195 01 NE'IIII ART MEDIA FORTE 4 GUTTETER L 
MTllliRF 0900-1350 KVAC 106 JUNE 7 - 18 
03 .. 9 ART 495 02 RAKU WORKSHOP 2 HALBERG L 
MT1111RF 1100-1330 KVAC G02 JUNE 28 - JULY 9 
03116 ART 530 01 ANCIEN-T + CLASSICAL &i COEN R 
MTwRF 12'+5-l&JlS KVAC Gl&i 
0316 
MTwRF 
ART 535 01 
1100-1230 KVAC 
AMERICAN ART l I 
614 
4 COEN R 
03'+8 ART 595 01 NEW ART MEDIA FORTE 4 GUTTETER L 
MT111RF 0900-1350 KVAC 106 JUNE 7 - 18 
OJSO ART 595 02 RA.KU WORKSHOP 2 HALBERG L 
MTIIRF 1100-1330 KVAC 602 JUNE 28 - J"ULY 9 
0320 ART 671 01 CERAMICS I .3 HALBERG L 
HOURS ARRAN 
0311 ART 676 01 FIBERS I 3 SYKORA M 
HOURS ARRAN 
0312 ART b17 01 FlBERS II 3 SYKORA M 
HOURS ARRAN 
ART /SECOND TERM 
CREF OEPT CRSE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR 01 
0325 AR T 101 ill DESIGN I 3 RUDANS E 
MT1111RF 0915-1045 KVAC 108 
0326 ART 102 01 DESIGN II 3 RUDANS 
MTIJIIIRF 0915-1045 KVAC 106 
0327 ART 110 02 DRAWING I 2 HUOANS E 
MTWRF 1100-1230 KVAC 108 
0337 ART 111 02 DRA• ING JI WALLIN L 
MTwRF 12'+5-1415 KVAC 206 
03'+1.f ART 121 01 HUMANITIES 4 SHERARTS T 
MTwRF 121.fS-1415 KVAC Gl4 
0328 ART 2•0 01 OIL PAINTING I 3 BROWN D 
MTWRF 1100-1230 KVAC 209 
0329 ART 250 01 PRINTMAKING I 3 tlROWN 0 
MT\IIIRF 121f5-1415 KVAC 202 
0338 ART 261 01 LIFE SCULPTURE I WALLIN L 
HTWRF 1430- 1600 KVAC 206 
0339 ART 280 02 JEWELRY I 3 ROY J 
MTwRF 0915-10'+5 KVAC 104 
0322 ART 285 01 GLASSWORKING 3 RUDANS E 
BY PERMISSION ONLY 
MTwRF 0730-0900 KVAC 607 
0345 ART 305 01 PHOTOGRAPHY 2 SHERARTS T 
MfiJijRf 1430-1600 KIIAC 204 
0335 ART 315 01 LIFE DRAWING I 3 WALLIN L 
MTwRF 1100-1230 KVAC 206 
0330 ART 350 01 PRINTMAKING I l 3 BROWN 0 
MTWRF !245-1415 KVAC 202 
23 
CREl' DEPT CRSE SECT C<XllSE TITLE IIRS IIIS'lll..:TII! #I 
lf739 MUS '+95 02 MUS OF NATIVE AMEHI C 2 ABBOTT THOMAS 









03 JAZZ WORKSHOP 1 FROHRIP KENTON 
113A T 0900-1600 PA 
JUNE 11 & 12 
Olf WW Ct,AMeER MUS w,<,Sp 1 L AYNE R DENNIS 
11 3A JUNE 18 & 19 
'+742 MUS lf95 05 INTRO TO SUZUK I PEOA 1 
s 1200-180 0 PA JUNE 11 & 12 
113A 
8110 MUS 495 51 CHURCH MUS INSTITUTE 2 GYLLSTROM MABE TH 
MTWR 0900- l f>OO PA 230 JUNE 14 - 17 
4732 MUS 595 01 SPEC I AL MUS ED INST 4 SCHRADER SH IRLEY 
MTWRF ll900-lb00 PA 230 JUNE 21 - :rn 
474 0 MUS 595 02 MUS OF J\: ATivE AMER IC 2 A3t:!OT T THOMAS 
MTt.RF 1300-1750 PA 113A JUNE 7 - 11 
4736 MUS 595 03 JAZL WORKSHOP 1 FROHR I P KENTON 
M lb00-220 0 PA llJA T 09 00-160 0 PA 113A 
JUNE 11 & I 2 
4738 ,-1US 595 04 1,1w Cri AMtlER MUS wKSP 1 LAYNE R DENN I S 





<l5 l NTHo TO suzuK I PEO A 1 
JUNE 11 & 12 
8111 MUS 5<J 5 51 CHUHCH MlJS W STITun: 2 GYLLSrn oM MABETH 
MTwR 0900-1600 PA 230 JUNE 14 - 17 
4723 MUS b23 01 MUS IN WES TERU CIVIL 3 F L OM JAMES 
MTlll'RF 1100-1215 PA 
4724 MUS bb9 
BY PERM1SSION ONLY 
HOURS ARRAN 
472 5 MUS 669 
BY PERMISSION ONLY 
HOU~S ARkAN 
4726 MUS 671 
8Y PERMISSI ON ONLY 
HOURS ARRAN 
4728 MUS b73 
bY PERt~ISSI ON ONLY 
HOWRS ARRAN 
14-£ 
01 PH I V LESSONS VO IC E. 1 ABeOTT THOMAS 
02 PR IV LESSONS VOI CE 1 PElERSON CHAR LES 
lJl PRlV LESSONS STRP-iGS 1 JOHNSON J AMES 
01 PHlV LESSON v.·oODWINO 1 LAYNt:: R DENNIS 
4729 MUS b7b 01 WOOD\i/IND PEoAGOGY 2 LAYNE R DENNIS 
MTWRF tJ915-10 0!) PA 113A 
4-730 MUS 677 0 1 BRASS PEDAGOGY 2 FRQHRIP KENTON 
MTWRF 124-:1-1335 PA 113A 
MUSIC/SECOND TERM 
CREF DEPT CRSE SECT 
4-701 MUS 103 01 




HRS INSTRUCTOR -,1 
4 ERNEST DAVID 
4703 MUS 123 01 
Mh1RF 1.)730-0910 PA 
MAN ♦ MUS EXPERIENCE lf ERNEST DAVID 
142 
4705 MUS 164- 02 CLASS PIANO 1 SCHRADER SHIRLEY 
, MTWRF 0915-1005 PA 250 
470b MUS 164- 03 CLASS PIANO I SCHRADER SHIRLEY 
MTWRF 1010-1055 PA 250 
4707 MUS lb4 04 CLASS PIANO 1 SCHRADER SHIRLEY 
MT'frlRF 134-0-14-30 PA 250 
4718 MUS 250 01 MUSIC PRIMARY GRADES 3 SCHRADER SHIRLEY 
MTwRF 1100-1215 PA 140 
4719 MUS 251 01 MUS INTEkMED GRADES 2 SCHRADER SHIRLEY 
MTWRF 1245-1335 PA 140 
4721 MUS 470 01 MUSICAL INST REPAIR 2 ERNEST DAVID 
MTWRF 1245-1335 PA 113A 
•'22 MUS 570 01 MUSICAL INST REPAIR 2 ERNEST DAVID 
MTWRF 124-5-1335 PA 113A 
INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION/FIRST TERM 





lNO 1.30 01 
1245-14-15 HH 
IND 161 01 
0915 -1045 HH 
WOOD TECH.NOLOGY 
109 
I NDUSTRIAL CRAFTS. 
109 
3832 IND ltH 01 SMALL GAS ENGINES 
MTwRF llOll-1210 HH 121A 
HRS INSTRUCTOR -,1 
3 BERGSTROM P 
3 ROYER L 
2 ROYER L 
3833 lND 210 01 CONS T ♦ UPHOLSTERING 2 BERGSTROM P 
MT•RF llilU-1210 HH 217 
S844 IND 224- Ul UHAP•·UC REPROD PROC 
MTw~F U73U - 090U HH 113 
3834 !NO .32 1 Ul ELEM SCHOOL IND ARTS 2 BERGSTR OM P 
MT.-RF 09 1~-1 0.2:~ HH 225 
38o2 i. i'~U 351 Ul COURSE CONSHWCTl UN 
MW J. 60ll - 205u HH 12 ll 
J8j6 , :~u 41b lll ClhJF!:.RE r~ ..::E L EAD ING 3 LACROIX W 
MTw Rf' 11 ou -121 0 liH 2 1 :i 
j8:Jj ItJO 49:i U l 
bY P[ Rl•olSSHl !J v r~LY 
MTwt-<F u9J.:i- l o ll lJ IIH 
J8:ii+ 11~0 41:J :, J2 
HY PEH Ml SSi Ul\i UNLY 
MT,, f~ F 0g 1:i-1 ou u HH 
3837 li~.J 4gb ll l 
UY PER MlSSlvN Or-.LY 
HOUKS ARHM~ 
38J6 .1.ND 5 10 tr 
Mh RF 11uu -121 u Hr1 
38:i~ ll'W 59:i (J 1 
IH PERM15S1 0N 01-,LY 
MT ftfiF U<..1 1 5-lbOU HH 
38Sb li~O 59:, tJ2 
bY FEH;'1 1S5 10N ONLY 
MTv.HF U91:l-lb00 HM 
J8j9 l lllU 598 01 
IH PERMISSlON ONLY 
HUUHS ARRAN 
3840 lNO bUl 01 
TR 1aou-2osu HH 
384-1 l NlJ 06b 01 
MTvwRF U730-U900 HH 
wOrtL LJ or C.:OM~'UNCPlS 
SPECIAL FEES 8.00 
113 JUNE 7 - 18 
4 KEMP W 
VOELKER F 
v,ORL1 : OF MANUF AC TKNG 4 BJORKL U~to L 
JUNE 2 1 - JULY 2 
12 .. 
lNTEf-HJSHll-' VR STINSOt-. J 
GH AO ING OPTIONS 
CONFEREf-!Ct: d .  AOINI., 3 LACRO IX W 
2l~ 
viOH.L J OF COM1,'.UNCT i~S 4 KEMP W 
SPECIAL FEES 8.00 VOELKER F 
11~ JUNE 7 - 18 
wORLu OF MANuFACTRNG 4 BJORKLUND L 
JUNE 21 - JULY 2 
12• 
INTEHNSHIP YR STINSON J 
GR AD ING OPTIONS 
TECH!,OL O& Y + MAN 3 RYAN R 
120 
CURK LIT ♦ H.ESEARCH 4 LACROIX W 
215 
INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION/SECOND TERM 
CREF OEPT CR$[ St::CT COUHSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR 01 
3842 lND lbl U2 INDUSTRIAL CRAFTS 3 
Mh1RF llOtJ-1230 HH 109 
3843 IND 192 0 1 MODERN TECH ♦ CIVIL 4- CARTER p 
MhtRF 0730-0900 HH 230 
3845 lNO 24-lf 01 WELOING I 2 NESTEL G 
MTwRF 0730-0840 HH 122 
384-b IND 321 02 ELEM SCHOOL I ND ARTS 2 WALTON H 
MTWRF U91!:>-1025 HH 22!> 
3835 lND 365 01 PLASTICS TECHNOLOGY 3 BJORKLUND L 
MTWRF 0730-0900 HH 21.3 
38&3 lNO 4-17 01 ORG + AO Of IND EDUC 3 KEMP W 
MTWRF 0915-1025 HH 215 
3847 !NO 425 01 COLOk SfpARAl ION 3 KEMP W 
MTwRF 1100-1230 HH 113 
3848 INO , 4-53 01 INOlvIDUALIZED INST!< 3 WALTON H 




CltSP' llBl"f CIISE SICT COIIISE TITUI 
3857 IND 495 
BY PERMISSION ONLY 
MTWRF 0915-lbOO HH 
3858 IND 495 
BY PERMISSION ONLY 
MTwRF 0915-lbOO HH 
38~9 IND 498 
BY PERMISSION ONLY 
HOURS ARRAN 
0 3 fRANSPOR TA TI ON 
JULY 12 - 23 
121A 
04 ENERGY 
JULY 26 - AUGU ST 
121A 
02 INTERNSHIP 
HRS IRSTRUCT<lt #1 
4 CARTER P 
4 NESTEL G 
VR STI NSON J 
GRADING OPTIONS 
38&4 IND 517 01 ORG ♦ AD OF IND EDUC 3 KEMP W 
MTWRF 0915-1025 HH 215 
3850 IND 525 01 COLOR SEPARATION 3 KEMP W 
MTWRF 1100-1230 HH 113 
3851 lNO 553 
MT\IIRF 0730-0840 HH 
01 INDIVIDUALIZED INSTR 
215 
3 WALTON H 
3859 IND 595 
BY PERMISSION ONLY 
MTWRF 0915-1600 HH 
38&0 I ND 595 
BY PERMISSION ONLY 
MTwRF 0915-lbOO HH 
03 TRANSPORTATION 
JULY 12 - 23 
121A 
04 ENERGY 
JULY 26 - AUGUST 
121A 
3852 IND 598 02 INTERNSHIP 
BY PERMISSION ONLY 
HOURS ARRAN 
TECHNOLOGY /FIRST TERM 
CREF DEPT CRSE SECT COURSE TITLE 
4 CARTER P 
4 NESTEL G 
VR STINSON J 
GRADING OPTIONS 
HRS INSTRUC TOR IH 
7261 TECH 102 01 PRIVATE PILOT FLIGHT 2 COLONY J 
GRADING OPT IONS SU-REG 
HOURS ARR~N 
7277 TECH 151 01 TECH MATH I 
MTWRF 0915-1025 HH 230 




3 RYAN R 
M ltt.30-1630 HH 120 TR 
3 HOCKERT R 
1430-1&30 HH 
3 HOCKERT R 
1'+30-1'630 HH 
7280 TECH lb5 
SPECIAL FEES 
M 1430-1630 HH 
02 PHOTO TECHNOLOGY 
5,00 
120 WF 
7281 TECH 170 01 ELECTRONICS TECH 1 '+ LAFLER L 
MTWRF 1100-1230 HH 227 
7284 TECH 202 01 COMM PILOT FLIGHT 2 COLOMY J 
GRADING OPTIONS SU-REG 
HOURS ARRAN 
7285 TECH 204 01 INST PILOT FLIGHT 
GRADING OPTIONS SU-REG 
2 COLOMY J 
HOUHS ARRAN 
7286 TECH 32b 01 QUALITY ASSURANCE 3 LAFLER L 
MTWRF 0730-0850 HH 120 
7262 TECH 495 01 PRACTICAL ELECTRONIC 5 GOKE J 
BY PERMISSION ONLY GRADING OPTIONS 
MTWRF 0800-1400 HH 227 JUNE 7 - 18 
72b3 TECH 495 02 AVIATION EOUCATION 8 LEASE A 
BY PERMI SS ION ONLY 
MTwRF 0800-14 00 HH 
GRADING OPTIONS SU-REQ CO LOMY J 
120 JUNE 7 - JULY 2 
726'+ TECH '+95 03 IND MOTOR CONTROL 3 GOKE J 
IH PERMI SSI ON ONLY GR AD ING OPTIONS 
MTWRFS li+00-2000 HH 227 JUNE 21 - 26 
72b2 TECH '+95 0.. ELECTRICAL ENERGY 3 GOKE J 
tH PERMISSION ONLY GRAD ING OPTIONS 
MTwRFS 0800-1400 HH 227 JUNE 21 - 26 
7206 TECH 495 
BY PERMISSION ONLY 
MT1111 RFS 0800•1400 HH 
05 DIG ELEC CON + APPL 3 GOKE J 
GRADING OPTIONS 
227 JUNE 21 - 26 
7287 TECH 498 01 INTERNSHIP VR RYAN R 











ANTHROPOLOGY /SECOND TERM 
CREF DEPT CHSE ~ECT COURSE TITLE HRS I NS TRUC TOR ~ l 
020'+ ANTH 490 02 FIELD METHS ANT HRO '+ LANE R 
BY PERMISSION ONLY 
HOURS ARRAN 
0206 ANTH 590 02 F IELO MET HS ANTHRO 4 LANE R 
BY PERMISSION ONLY 
HOURS ARRAN 
BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES/FIRST TERM 
COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR •1 CREF 
0801 
MTRF 
DfPT CRSE SECT 
BIOL 101 01 
0915-1045 MS 







BIOL 101 02 
091!:i-10'+5 MS 
tHOL 107 01 
1100-1230 MS 
IHOL 201 01 
1100-1235 MS 
LAB ARRAN 
122 W 0730-0900 BH 
LIFE -t AQUArIC ENVIR 4 GUNDERSEN R 
122 W 0915-1045 BH 




4 EZELL 'w 




tHOL 202 01 BIOLOGY 2--t:JOTANY 4 EZELL W 
0730-0905 M~ 203 LAB ARRAN 
080'+ 
MTwRF 







1245-1355 MS 122 
blOL 332 01 GENET lCS 
0915-1050 MS lib 
LAB ARRAN 
U lOL 332 02 GENt. TICS 
091~-105CJ MS llb 
LAB ARRAN 
t:HOL 3'+3 01 SPRI NG FLORA 
11+30-1630 MS 212 
'+ REHWALDT C 
0730-0905 MS 
'+ REHWALDT C 
0915-1050 MS 
4 PARTCH M 
081 0 
MTwRF 
t:3 IOL 344 01 MlCHOBIOLOGy '-' LEWIS S 
1100-1000 MS 250 JUNE 24 - JULY 9 
0811 
TR 
IHOL 420 01 SEMI NAR 
1100-1151J MS 215 
1 JOHNSOl\i V 
080 6 
MTWRF 
tHOL '+22 01 JCHTrlYOLoGY '+ WILLIAMS S 
1100-1000 MS 65 JUNE 8 - 23 
080 9 1:HOL 425 01 COMMON ANIMALS OF MN 4 BRUTON C 
MTWRF 073lJ-090~ 8H 236 LAB ARRAN 
08~5 B IOL '+33 01 AQUATIC PLANTS '+ Llt~OSTROM L 
Mh,RF 073U-0905 MS 212 FIELD TRIP S ARRANGED 
0820 B IOL lf48 01 LIMNOLOGY '+ KRAMER D 
MhiRF 1100-1600 MS 05 JUNE 24 - JULY 9 
0822 tHOL 461+ 01 HUMAN ANA T PHYS I 4 JOHNSON V 
MTWRF 0915-1050 MS 287 LAB ARRAN 
0827 t:J IOL 495 
GRAD I NG OPTIONS 
MTWRF 1100-1600 MS 
0 1 ~ TUD FOSS IL-ELEM TRS 
SU-REG JUNE 8 - 2 3 
250 
4 LEWIS S 
8106 UIOL '+95 51 ANIM AL STUD AT SHER 4 KR AMER 0 
BY PERMISSION ONLY 
HOURS ARRAI\J 
HUNTER I S CHECK STATION, SHE RBURNE NAT IONAL 
WILDLIFE REFUGE JUNE 8 - 23 
0812 tl lOL 520 01 SEMI NAR 1 JOHNSON V 
TR 1100-1150 MS 215 
0813 t:SI()L 522 01 ICHTHYOL OGY '+ WILL'IAMS S 
MTWRF 1100-1600 MS 65 JUNE 8 - 23 
0815 t:J IOL 525 01 COMMON ANi l•i{ALS OF MN 4 BRUTON C 
MTWRF 0730-0905 BH 236 LAB ARRAN 
0856 B IOL 533 01 AQUATIC PLANTS 4 LINDSTROM L 
MTWRF 0730-09lJS MS 212 FIELD TRIPS ARRANGED 
0821 BIOL 5'+8 01 LIMNOLOGY 4 KRAMER D 
MTWRF l 100-1600 MS 65 JUNE 24 - JULY 9 
0823 bl0L 56'+ 01 HUMAN ANAT PHYS I 4 JOHNSON V 






CREF DEPT CRSE SECT COURSE T!TLE HRS INSTRUCTOR N1 
1219 
MTwRF 
CHEM 327 01 PHYS SC! FOR EL TCHS 3 KENNEDY K A 
0915-1045 DH 305 
1221 
MTwRF 
CHEM 411 01 ADVANCED INORGANIC 2 4 SORENSEN O T 
U915-1045 MS 344 
1225 
MTWIIRF 







01 RAD lOCHEMlSTRY LAB 2 DENOINGER R D 
b 
1231 CHEM 511 01 ADVANCED INORGANIC 2 4 SORENSEN O T 
MTwRF i.1915-1045 MS 3'+ .. 
1235 CHEM 512 Ul RAUIOCHEMISTRY 2 DENDINGER R 0 
MTWRF 1100-11'+0 MS 122 
1237 LHEM 513 Ul RADIOCHEM1STHY LAt:3 2 DENDJNGER R C 
MT.-RF 114:,-1315 MS 6 
CHEMISTRY /SECOND TERM 





02 CHEM AND EIWIRONMENT '+ ERICKSON J M 
1212 
MWF 
CHEM 212 01 
Ul:)10-1050 MS 
125 
GENERAL CHEMISTRY 2 
116 TR 
'+ MCMULLEN J C 
ERICKSON J M 
0905-105S BH 
1216 CHEM 252 01 BIO-ORGANIC CHEM 2 4 NICKLES W C 
MWF 0915-1055 MS. 12~ TR 091 5 -1205 MS 
121 8 CHEM 325 .01 QUANTITATIVE ANAL '+ MCMULLEf~ J C 
MT1111RF 1100-1140 MS 107 MTWRF 1145-1400 MS 
1220 CHEM S27 02 PHYS SC I FOH EL TCHS 3 MAGNUS D L 
MT111HF 07 30-0900 BH 305 
12i+O CHEM 601 01 MAJOH DEV IN PHY SCI 3 MAGNUS D L 
MWF 1100-1255 MS. 107 NICKLES W C 
CRIMINAL JUSTICE STUDIES/FIRST TERM 
CRE..F uEPT CRSE. SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR IH 
7880 \..JS 101 01 SUR OF CRIM JUSTICE 4 MILLER M 
MTWRF llU0-1230 SH 103 
7801 CJ S 4t)9 01 SEM I NAR vlCTIMOLOGY 4 MILLER M 
TH J.8 U0 -213U St-1 103 
CRIMINAL JUSTICE STUDIES/SECOND TERM 
CREF LJEPT CRSE. St.C T COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR ~l 
7882 CJ::i 320 01 CRITICAL 155 IN LE 4 PROUT R 
M U730-U900 SH 103 
COMPUTER SCIENCE/FIRST TERM 
CREF UEPT CRSE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUC TOR itl 
401 8 LSCI 695 01 ITS IN THE ELEM SCH 2 DULL A 
MTwRF 0900-1530 MS 119 JUNE 14 - 18 
'+Ol 9 CSCI 695 02 ITS IN THE SEC SCH 2 DULL A 
MTVtRF 0900 -1530 MS 119 JUNE 21 - 25 
4020 CSCI 69~ 03 COMPUTER LITER ACY 2 JOHNSON J 
MTWRF OY0 0-1530 MS 110 JUNE 21 - 25 
4021 CSCl bY5 U.. BEGI NNING BASIC 2 JOHNSON J 
MTWRF 0900-1530 MS 11 9 JUNE 28 - JULY 2 
4022 CSC 1 695 05 BEGI NNING FORTRAN 2 JOHNSON M 
MTWRF 0900-1530 MS 119 JULY 6 - 10 
COMPUTER SCIENCE/SECOND TERM 
CREF DEPT CH:SE SEC T COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUC TOR ~l 
'+023 CSC I 695 06 INTERMEDIATE BASIC 2 J OHNSON R 




j:IIIP ISPT Clll!I ~ COORSI TITLE !IRS IIISTIUJCT<I!' #1 
7279 TECH 595 01 PRACTICAL ELECTRON IC 5 GOKE J 
GRADING OPTIONS BY PERMISSION ONLY 
MTWRF 0800-1400 HH 227 JUNE 7 - 18 
7265 TEtH 595 02 AVIATION EDUCATION 6 LEASE A 
BY PERMISSION ONLY 
MTIIIRF o,aoo-1•.ao HH 
GRADING OPTIONS SU-REQ COLOMY J 
120 JUNE 7 - JULY 2 
7283 TECH 595 03 IND MOTOR CONTROL 3 GOKE J 
BY PERMISSION ONLY GRADING OPTIONS 
MTWRFS 1400-2000 HH 227 JUNE 2 1 - 26 
7267 TECH 595 O• ELECTRICAL ENERGY 3 GOKE J 
, BY PERMISSION ONLY 
MT•RFS 0800-1•00 HH 227 
GRADING OPTIONS 
JUNE 21 - 26 
7268 TECH 595 05 DIG ELEC CON ♦ APPL 3 GOKE J 
GRADING OPTIONS BY PERMI SSION ONLY 
Mf\ljRFS 0800-1400 HH 227 JUNE 21 - 26 
7269 TECH 695 01 PHOTQGRAPHIC WKSHP 6 BOURIL J 
BY PERMISSION ONLY GRADING OPTlOl-.lS 
M!WRF 0800-1400 HH 112 JUN E 7 · - JULY 2 
TECHNOLOGY /SECOND TERM 
CREF DEPT CRSE SECT COURSE TITLE HR S INSTRUCTOR dl 
7270 TECH 102 02 PRIVA TE PILOT FLI GHT 2 COLOMY J 
GRADING OPTIONS SU-REG 
HOURS ARRAN 
7271 TECH 165 
SPEC I AL FEES 
M 1430-1630 HH 
7272 TECH 105 
SPECIAL FEES 
M 1430-1630 HH 
03 PHOTO TECHNOLOGY 
5,00 
12 0 
0 4 PHOTO TECHNO LOGY 
S,00 
120 
7273 TECH 202 02 COMM PILOT FLIGHT 




3 HOCKERT R 
1430-1630 HH 
3 HOCKERT R 
1430-1630 HH 
COLOMY J 
7274 TECH 204 02 I NST PILOT FLIGHT 2 COLOMY -.J 
GRAUING OPTIONS SU-REG 
HOUR5 ARRAN 
7275 TECH 260 01 I ND MATERIALS + PROC 3 TORBORG F 
MTWRF 0915-1025 HH 120 
727& TECH 325 01 INDUSTRIAL SAFETY I 3 TORBORG F 
MTWRF 0730-0840 HH 120 
COLLEGE OF LIBERAL ARTS ~ SCIENCES 
AMERICAN STUDIES/FIRST TERM 
CREF DEPT CRSE SECT COURSE rlTLE HRS INSTRUCTOR ttl 
0173 AMST 495 01 THE WESTERN MYSTIQUE 4 THOMPSON N B 
MT•RF 0800-1200 SH 228 JUNE 28 - JULY 9 
0175 AMST 595 01 THE WESTERN MYST lGUE 4 THOMPSON N 8 
MTWRF oeoo-1200 SH 228 JUNE 28 - JULY 9 
ANTHROPOLOGY /FIRST TERM 
CREF OEPT CRSE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR •1 
0201 ,J,ITH 490 01 FIESD METHS ANTHRO 4 LANE R 
BY PERMISSION ONLY 
HOURS ARRAN 
0203 ANTH 590 01 FIELD METHS ANTHRO 4 LA NE R 
BY PERMISS,lON ONLY 
HQ<,RS . ARR AN 
l5 
su-REQ 
CREF OEPT CRSE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR #1 
0850 BIOL 595 
GRADING OPTIONS 
MTWRF 1100-1600 MS 
8107 t;IOL 595 
BY PERMISSION ONLY 
HQUHS ARRAN 
01 STUD FOSSIL-ELEM TRS 4 LEWIS S 
SU-REQ JUNE 8 - 23 
250 
51 ANIMAL STUD AT SHER 4 KRAMER D 
HUNTER'S CHECK STATION, SHERBURNE NATIONAL 
WI LOLI FE REFUGE JUNE 8 - 23 
0814 BIOL 690 0 1 SEL TOPIC S-AG INSECl 4- GUNDERSEN R 
su-REol MTWRF 124~-1420 MS 212 PREREQUISITES BIOL 341 OR 448-548 










DEPT CRSE SEC T COURSE T lTLE HRS lNS TRUCTOR ttl 
PECK J 
0730-09 00 BH 
i:HOL 101 03 LIFE + ENV l H PROBLEM 4 
0915-1045 MS 122 
0838 
MTHF 
B I OL 101 04 LlFl:. + E.NV IH PROLJLEM 4 PECK .J 
U915- 1045 M5 122 Ii 0915-1 045 SH 
0828 
MTRF 
UIOL 104 Ul HUMAN B I OL-G(tJ PfdN 4 MORK D 
0730 - 090 0 MS 122 d 0730 - 090 0 BH 
0829 
MTRF 
U lOL 104 02 HUMAt~ BIOL-GU~ PRLN 4 MORK D 
U7.30-0900 MS 122 "' 09 1 5-1 045 BH 
0831 
MT~RF 







0730 -0905 MS 2 4 5 LAB ARRAN 
E;J\JL 345 01 
1300-1450 MS 
i3 IOL 349 0 1 
1245-1430 MS 




HES.OLJRCE MANAGEMEN T 
212 
SOILS 
20b LAB ARRAN 
4 LI NDSTl?QM L 
1300-1550 !'-15 
4 PECK J 
1245-1 625 MS 
4 CLAPP T 
08£4 t:iIOL 419 iJl w!LOLIFE PARASIT 1~ MCCUE J 
MTftllRF 11 00-12.35 MS 244 LAB AR RAN 
0825 t:HOL 4.39 01 PARAS ITOL OGY 4 MCC UE J 
MT11i1RF 0730 - 090~ M5 244 LAB ARRAN 
0847 tHOL 465 0 1 HUMAN ANA T PHYS II 4 MORK D 
MTWRF 124':>-1420 MS 287 LAB ARRAN 
081 7 t:HOL 495 02 SC I ~ CONCEPT OU Tu OOR 4 COUL TEk J 
MTwRF 091~-1 4 15 MS .37b JULY 13 - 28 
08.32 UIOL 495 U.3 CONCEPT K-9 SCI CURR 4 COULTER J 
MTWRF 0915-1415 MS 376 JULY 29 - AUGUST 13 
08!:,2 t:1IOL 519 0 1 WOL DLIFE PAHt.SIT 4 MCC UE J 
HTWRF 11 00- 12.35 MS 24-4 LAB ARRAN 
085.3 UIOL 539 01 PAHAS ITOL OGy 4 MCCUE J 
MTwRF 0730-0905 MS 244 LAB ARRAN 
0848 l::3 IOL 065 01 HUMAN ANAT PH YS 11 4 MORK D 
MTWRF l245-1420 MS 287 LAB ARRAN 
0818 i:HOL 59~ U2 SC I S CONC: EPT OUT(JOOR 4 COULTE R J 
MTwRF 0915-1~15 MS 37b JULY 13 - 28 
08.34 ti IOL 595 03 CONC EPT K.-9 SC I CURR 4 COULTER J 
MTwRF 0915-1415 MS 376 JULY 29 - AUGUST 13 
0826 il lOL.. 602 01 MODERN B I OL CONCEl-' TS 3 HOPKINS H 
MTWRF U<-,115-1025 MS 107 
CHEMISTRY /FIRST TERM 
CREF LJEPl CRs"E SECT COURSE T lTLE 
1201 ~HEM 102 01 UNDERSTANDING CHEM 
MTwRF 1100-12:so MS 125 
HRS INSTRUCTOR ltl 
4 SORE f,J SEN O T 
KENNEDY K A 





2 1 2 
2 12 
MWF 07.3U-0910 MS 122 TR 0730-0910 BH 345 
12U9 CHEM 211 01 GENER AL CHEMISTRY 1 4 CARPENTER J H 
MWF 0910-1050 _MS 125 TR 0905-1055 BH 348 
1215 CHEM 251 01 BIO-ORGANIC CHEM l 4 ARNDTS R T 
MWF 0915-1055 MS 122 TR 0915-1205 MS 382 
CREF DEPT CRSE SECT COURSE TITLE 
ADVANCED l:JASIC 





C~C l 695 07 
U900- 1 530 MS 
CSCI 695 08 
U900-1530 MS 
119 JULY 19 - 23 
13EGlr-,..NJN6 BASIC 
11 9 JULY 26 - 30 





CSCI b<:15 09 COMPUTER IN PE+COACH 2 JOHNSON J 
0900-1530 MS 119 AUGUST 2 - 6 
4027 .:sci 695 10 SYSTLMS pROGRAMMING 2 JOHNSON R 
MTWRF 0900 -1~30 MS 11 9 AUGUST 9 - 13 
40&: A 
MT111 HF 
CSCl 695 11 
t)g00-1530 M~ 
TUTOIH AL LESSON WR IT 
110 AUGUST 9 - 13 
EAST ASIAN STUDIES/FIRST TERM 
2 JOHNSON M 
CRcF l)EPT CRS.£ Si:.C T COUkSE TITLE HRS I NSTRUCTOR ~1 
151 5 f.. AST 69~ 01 JAPANE SE STUDIES FOR 4 NUNN W H 
MTw HF u9 15-l4UU Bl:J 119 EL EMENTARY & MIDDLE SCHOOL TEACHERS 
JUNE 14 - 25 
ECONOMICS/FIRST TERM 







t.COr i 259 
U9 1!>-1 04~ SH 
lCON 27j 
U915-1 U45 S~ 
t.COl'l 271, 
l.lUU-1 230 SH 
Ul IIHHODUCT IO,·~ TO ECON 4 LOFG H. EE.N H A 
201 
:Jl PH l NC I PLES OF ECOl,J 1 lt BRUHl'l M C 
2ll9 
Ul PHH-iCIPL ES uF ECON 2 4 BRUHN M C 
209 
1527 t.CON 28 1 J l ECOl ·i OF CH I ME + JUS T 4 LUKSETICH W A 
MT,..RF u73tJ-090u St-I 211 
1~2!1 t.CUI\I lt':ll 0 1 KE.SOURCf ENVIROh1MENT 4 LOFGREEN H 4 
HY PERM l SS I OIJ Or-.LY GRADING OPTIONS su-REQ 
MTwf<F J.lOu-1230 !313 31~ 
1 5JU t.COl>1 48.j 0 1 COl'lTLMP ECON PROI.JLE M 4 LUKSETICH II A 
t:1Y l-'E.R M1S'::>I OI~ ONLY GRADING OPTIONS 3u-REQ 
MTWfff 09 15 -1 045 b 3 315 
1 S2q t.CON ~~l U 1 KE SOUi-K E ENVIRONMENT 4 LOFGREEN H A, 
tH 1--'ERMIS~lON Of•LY GRADING OPTIONS ~EG 
Mh P. F uuu-12JO 8b 3 1~ 
1 ~ .. H t.COi'l 5a.3 0 1 CO/H EMP 1:lON PROULEM 4 LUKSETICH II A 
BY PERM1ss 10N ONLY GRADING OPTIONS Su-REQ 
MlwRF tJ9 15-lU3 u BB 315 
ECONOMICS/SECOND TERM 
uEPT CRSE. SE..C T COUHSE T 1 TL t. HRS INSTRUCTOR IH CRE..F 
1522 
MTwRF 
t. C01·-i 2~9 U2 I /HHOOUCTION TO ECON 4 GAMBER G K 
lJ73U - 090U SH 201 
1524 
MTwRF 
tCOl\j 2_R3 0·2 PHINCIPLES OF ECON 1 4 MAS IH N 
09 15-1 045 SH 209 
1526 
MTWRF 
LCON 274 02 PRl NC IPU:S OF ECON 2 4 MASIH N 
1552 
MTWRF 
1100-12.lO SH 209 
ECON 471 01 MOM:.Y AMU BANKING 
09 15-1045 SH 211 
15.Jlt tC UN 473 Lil LAl'.iOk E.CQNOM IC S 
MTWHF 0915-1Q45 SH 201 
4 GLEISNER R F 
4 GAMBER G K 
1535 tCON 475 01 l~ATL INC EMPLOYMENT 4 GL..EISNER R F 
MTwRF UU0-1230 SH 211 
1533 1::CON 571 Ul r,t,ONE.'f Af\1 0 BAMKING 4 GLEISNER R F 
MTwRF 0915-104 !::i SH 211 
1536 ECON 575 01 NATL INC EMPLOYMENT 4 GL..EISNER R~ F 
MTWRF 11U0-123CJ SH 211 
l6 
ENGLISH/FIRST TERM CREF OEPT CRSE SECT' COURSE HYLE HRS INSTRUCTOR 01 CREF DEPT CRSE SECT COURSE T! TLE HRS INSTRUCTOR •1 
2604 ESCI '+95 03 GLACIERS WORKSHOP '+ ANDERSON G G 14U6 COMM '+95 03 NW TLS AND IDS IN MM '+ BRYCE E 
CREF DEPT CRSE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR •1 GRADING OPTIONS SU-REQ JUNE 21 - JULY 2 SPEC I AL FEl:.S 24 .oo INT RO TO FI LM J NG REEDE R R 
2301 ENGL 12'+ 01 COMEDY '+ GOTTSHAL!. J 
MTWRF 0900-1500 MS 21 MTWRF 0930-1550 PA 101 JUNE 28 - JULY 9 
MTWRF 0915• 10'+5 MS 102 2611 ESCI '+95 05 ESCI EL ED WORKSHOP '+ SOROKA L G l't08 COMM •as 04 . NW TLS AND IDS IN MM B BRYCE E 
2302 ENGL 162 01 WRITTEN COMPOSITION '+ LAWSON J GRADING OPTIONS SU-REG 
JUNE 7 - 18 SPEC I AL FEES 40.00 INTRO TO FILMING REEDER R 
MTWRF .0730•0900 MS 102 MTWRF 0900-1500,BH 302 MTW RF 093U-1550 PA 101 JUNE · 14 - JULY 9 
2303 ENGL 02 •RITTEN COMPOSITION '+ REGNIER R 
2605 ESCI 595 01 WEATHER wORKSHOP '+ ANDERSON A C l'HO COMM '+95 OS NW TLS A/',,jO IDS IN MM 8 REEDER R 162 
GRADING OPTIONS SU•REQ JUNE 8 - 18 SPEC lAL FEE S 40• 00 ADV CI NeMA PROD BRYCE E MTWRF 1100•1230 PA 271 
MTWRF 0900-1soo MS 22 MTWRF 0930-1550 PA 101 JUNE 14 - JULY 9 
230'+ ENGL 163 01 COMPOS L[TERATURE '+ RYLANDER J 
2606 ESCl 595 02 MlNlRALOGY WORKSHOP '+ ANDERSON G G 1412 COMM 495 06 NW TLS ANO IDS IN MM 4 REEDER R MTwRF 0730•08'+0 MS 101 
GRADING OPTIONS SU-REQ JUNE 8 - 18 SPEC l AL FEES 24~00 INTRO TV PROO METH BRYCE E 
2305 ENGL 29'+ 01 MYTH ANO LEGEND '+ CAIRNS P MTwRF 0900-1500 MS 21 MTWRF 0930•1550 PA 101 
JUNE 14 - 25 
MTWRF 0730-0900 PA 222 2607 t:SCI 595 03 GLACIERS WORKSHOP • ANDERSON G G 1414 COMM '+95 07 NW TLS AND IDS IN MM " REEDER R GRADING OPT IONS SU-REQ JUNE 21 - JULY 2 SPEC lAL FEE.S 24000 INTRO TV PROD METH BRYCE E 2306 ENGL 339 01 APP WRTG BUS !NO GOV '+ OTTO 0 MTl#RF 0900- 1500 MS 21 MTWRF 0930• 1550 PA 101 JUNE 28 - J ULY 9 TR 1800•2115 R 2 
2612 tSCI 595 05 ESC I EL ED WORKSHOP • SOROKA L G 1416 CO"1M 495 08 NW TLS Ar~□ IDS IN MM B REEDER R 2307 ENGL 353 01 LIT FOR ADOLESCENTS 3 RYLANDER J 
GRADING OPTIONS SU- REQ JUNE 7 - 18 SPECIAL FEES 40. 00 INTRO TV PROD METH BRYCE E MhRf 0915•10'+5 MS 101 MTWRF 0900•1500 BH 302 MTWRF 0930-1550 PA 101 JUNE 14 - JULY 9 
2308 ENGL '+21 01 LIT THEORY CRITICISM 3 CAIRNS P 1418 COMM '+% 09 N\~ TLS ANU IDS IN MM '+ REEDER R 
MTWRF 0915•1025 PA 271 EARTH SCIENCE/SECOND TERM SPECIAL FEES 24 .ou ADV TV PROD METH BRYCE E 
2310 ENGL '+'+7 01 SEMINAR LIT THEMES 4 LAWSON J Mh;RF U930-155U PA 101 JUNE 14 - 25 
MTWRF 1100-1230 MS 101 (SATIRE) CREF DEPT CHSE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR J,l 1420 CU MM 495 10 NW TLS AND 1()5 IN MM '+ REEDER R 
2312 ENGL '+'+8 01 SEMINAR L.T FORMS '+ GOTTSHALL J 2608 ESCI 206 02 CONCEPTS OF ESCI '+ NELSON C L 5PEC lAL FEt:.S 24.00 
ADV TV PROD METH BRYCE E 
JUNE 28 - JULY 9 
MT•RF (SHORT FICTION) TR 1800•2130 MS 12'+ MTwHF U9J0 -1 550 PA 101 12'+5-1'+15 MS 102 
231'+ 01 CONTEMP AMERICAN LIT '+ VAN PELT E 2609 ESCI 495 0'+ OCEANOGRAPHY WORKSHP '+ NELSON C L 1422 COMM 495 11 NW TLS ANll IDS IN MM 8 REEDER R ENGL '+68 
SPECIAL FEES 40 .oo ADV TV PROD METH BRYCE E fllTWRF 0730•0900 R 118 GRADING OPTIONS SU-REQ AUGUST 2 - 13 
MTWRF U930- 1550 PA 101 J UNE 14 - JULY 9 MTwRF 0900-1500 MS 22 
231& ENGL '+95 01 CREAT WRIT POET FICT 3 MEISSNER W 1•23 COMM 495 12 NW TLS Ar-1□ 10S IN MM '+ REEDER R 
GRADING OPTIONS SU-REQ SPECIAL FEES s.oo 2610 ESCI 595 0'+ OCEANQGR APHY WORK 5HP '+ NELSON C L SPECIAL FEl::S 24 .00 ADUIO PRODUCTION BRYCE E 
MTwRF 1230-1605 MS 101 JUNE 7 - 18 GR AO ING OPT IONS SU-REG AUGUST 2 - 13 MhlRF 0930-1550 PA 101 JUNE 14 - 25 MTWRF 0900-1500 MS 22 
2318 ;:ENGL '+95 02 ENGL CAREERS COLLEGE 2 OTTO 0 1425 COMM '+95 13 NW TLS AND IDS IN MM 4 REEDER R 
GRADING OPTIONS SU-REG JUNE 7 - 11 GEOGRAPHY /FIRST TERM SPEC JAL FEES 24.00 ADV RADIO PROD BRYCE E MTwRF 1100-15'+5 R 2 Mh;RF 0930-1550 PA 101 JUNE 28 - JULY 
2320 X [NGL 495 03 ENGL CAREERS COLLEGE 2 OTTO 0 CREF UEPT CHSE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR #1 142: 7 COMM 495 l'+ NW TLS AND IDS IN MM 2 BRYCE E 
WRADING OPTIONS SU-REQ JUNE 14 - 18 SPEC !AL FEES 15,00 TCHG MASS MED I A DESANTO R 
MhRF 1100•1545 H 2 2801 bEOG 171 01 REGIONAL HUMAN GEOG • COPPOCK H A MTwRF 09.:50-1550 PA 101 JUNE 2 1 - 25 
MT 1800-21.~U SH 305 
2322 "ENGL '+95 0'+ WOMEN IN LITERATURE 2 SUMMERS M 1429 COMM '+95 15 NW TLS AND IDS I N MM 2 BRYCE E 
MTWRF 1300-1525 MS 102 JUNE 7 - 18 2810 GEOG 230 Ol DIR ST FOOLJ ANO PEOp 1 ERICKSON G B SPlC I AL FEES 15,00 COMM PUB RELATION DESANTO R 
E:iY PERMl.SSlON ONLY MTWRF U930-1550 PA 101 JUNE 14 - 18 
232'+ ::ENGL '+95 05 WOMEN IN LITERATURE 2 SUMMERS M HOURS ARRMJ 
MTWRF 1300-1525 MS 102 JUNE 21 - JULY 2 1431 COMM 495 l& NW TLS AND I DS IN MM " BRYCE E 2833 bEOG 275 Ul GEOG OF THE U S • ADDICOTT J T SPECIAL FEES 24•00 SPECIAL AREAS DES ANTO R 
2309 ENGL 521 01 LIT THEORY CRITICISM 3 CAIRNS P WR 1600-2130 SH 315 MTWRF U930-1550 PA 101 JUNE 14 - 25 
MhiRF 0915•1025 PA 271 
2854 GEOG 376 01 GEOG OF MlNfJESOTA 3 ERICKSON G B 1434 COMM '+95 17 NW TLS AND IDS IN MM 8 BRYCE E 
2311 t::NGL 5•n 01 SEMl NAR LIT THEMES • LAWSON J MTWR 0915-1045 SH 315 SPEC I AL FEES 40.00 SPE C I AL AREA S DESANTO R 
MTWRF 1100•1230 MS 101 (S ATIRE) MTWRF 09.30-1550 PA 101 JUNE 14 - JULY 
2876 GEOG •05 01 CARTOGRAPHY • COPPOCK H A 2313 ENGL 5'+8 01 · SEMINAR LIT FORMS • GOTTSHALL J MTWRF 1100-1230 SH 312 1445 COMM '+95 18 WRLO OF COMMUN • VOELKER F MTWRF 12'+5-1'+15 MS 102 (SHORT FICTION) MhiRF 0900-15.30 HH 113 JUNE 7 - 18 KEMP W 
2879 GEOG '+06 01 ADVANCED CARTOGRAPHY • COPPOCK H A 
2317 ENGL 595 01 CREAT •RIT POET FICT 3 MEISSNER W MTWRF 1100-1230 SH 312 143.3 COMM 595 01 THRY QPR M55 MED EQP 2 BRYCE E 
GRADING OPTIONS SU•REQ SPEC I AL FEES 5•00 MTWRF U930-15.30 PA 101 JUNE 6 - 11 
MTWRF 1230-1605 MS 101 JUNE 7 - 1 8 2902 GEOG 505 01 CARTOGRAPHY 4 COPPOCK H A 
MTWRF 1100-12.:50 SH 312 1405 COMM 595 02 NW TLS .A ND IDS [ N MM • BRYCE E 
2319 "ENGL 595 02 ENGL CAREERS COLLEGE 2 OTTO D SPf..C IAL FEES 24•00 INTRO TO FILMING 
MTWRF 1100-15'+5 R 2 JUNE 7 - 11 2903 GEOG 506 01 AUVANCE D CARTOGRAPHY • COPPOCK H A MTWRF 09 30-1550 PA 101 J UNE 14 - 2 5 
MTWRF 1100-1230 SH 312 
2321 ::ENGL 595 03· ENGL CAREERS COLLEGE 2 OTTO D 14(17 COMM 595 03 NW TLS AND IDS IN MM ~ BRYCE E 
GRADING OPT IONS SU•REQ JUNE 14 - 18 GEOGRAPHY /SECOND TERM SPEC IAL FEES 24,00 INTRO TO FILMING MloRF llOU-15'+5 R 2 MhjRF U9.}U- l 550 PA 101 J UNE 28 - J UL Y 9 
2323 ::t::NGL 595 0'+ WOMEN I N LITERATURE 2 SUMMERS M CREF UEPT CRSE SECT COURSE Tl TLE HRS INSTRUCTOR ~1 14U9 COMM 595 o• NW TLS AND 105 IN MM 8 BRYCE E 
MTwRF 1300•1525 MS 102 JUNE -7 - 18 SPECIAL Ft::ES 40 -0 0 INTRO TO FILMING 
2824 GEOG 270 01 INTRO TO CUL TRL GEOG • DOCKENDORFF T P MTWRF 09.:5 0-1550 PA 101 J UNE 14 - JULY 9 2325 X[NGL 595 05 WOMEN IN LITERATURE 2 SUMMERS M MhlRF 091 5-1045 SH 315 
MTWRF 1300•1525 MS 102 JUNE 21 - JULY 2 1411 COMM 595 05 NW TLS AND I0S IN MM 8 BRYCE E 
2837 GEOG 27& 01 GEOGRAPHY OF CANA DA 2 DOCKENOORFF T P SPECIAL FEES 40.00 ADV CI NEHA PROD 
2315 ENGL 6&'+ 01 POE AND WHITMAN '+ VAN PELT E WR 1245-1430 SH 315 MTWRF 0930-1550 PA 101 J UNE 14 - JULY 9 
MTWRF 0915-1 0'+5 R 118 
2874 GEOG '+27 01 GEOG OF LANDSCAPES 2 DOCKENOORFF 1413 COMM 595 06 NW TLS AND IDS IN MM " BRYCE E MT 1245-11.f.30 SH 315 SPECIAL FEES 24-00 INTRO TV PROD METH 
"EACH WORKSHOP SECTION IS UNIQUE, THEREBY, ALLOWING THE STUDENT TO I MTWRF 0930-1550 PA 101 JUNE 14 - 2 5 
SELECT ANY WEEK OR WEEK-S DESIRED. I.E.,, A REQUEST FOR 2318 AND 289& GEOG '+86 01 POLITICAL GEOGRAPHY 4 HARPER C W 
2320 WOULD RESULT IN AN ENROLLMENT OF 4 CREDITS (ENGL 49 5'., MTWRF 0730-0900 SH 311 l'H5 COMM 595 07 NW TLS· AND IDS IN MM '+ BRYCE E 
SECTIONS 2 AND 3 ) FOR JUNE 7 - JU NE 18: SPEC I AL FEE.S 24•00 INTRO TV PROD METH 





DEPT CRSE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS I NSTRUC TOR #1 
ENGL 12• 02 CONTEMPORARY LIT 
U,00-1230 PA 227 
2327 
MT•R.F 
ENGL 162 03 •R ITTEN COMPOSITI ON 
0915-10•5 PA 222 
2328 
MTWRF 
ENGL 163 02 COMPOS MASS MEDIA 
0730-0900 PA 222 
2329 
MTWRF 
E;NGL 221 01 INTRO TO POETRY 
101 1100-1210 MS 
2330 
MTWRF 
ENGL 277 01 l 7C TO RESTORATION 
101 0915-1025 MS 
2331 
MhlRF 
ENGL 331 01 ADVANCED EXPOS WRIT 
271 1100-1210 PA 
2332 
MTWRF 
ENGL 3•3 01 SHAKESPEARE I 
0915-10•5 PA 271 
2333 ENGL ••7 02 SEMINAR LIT THEMES 
MToRF 1100-1230 MS 102 (FANTASY) 
2335 I ENGL •95 
GRADING OPTIONS 
MT\IIIRF 1230-1455 MS 
2337 lt.NGL •95 
GRADING OPTIONS 
MTW.RF 1230-1455 MS 
2339 8 (NGL 495 
GRADING OPTIONS 
MT111RF 1230-1455 MS 
2341 * t.NGL 49~ 
GRADING OPTIONS 
06 WR l T UPPER MI OWES T 
su- REQ JULY 12 - 16 
102 
07 W~lT UPPER MI DWES T 
SU-REG JULY 19 - 2 3 
102 
08 WRIT UPPER MIDWEST 
SU-REG JULY 26 - 30 
102 
09 WRIT UPPEH. MIDWEST 
SU-REG AUGUS T 2 -
MTWRF 12 30-1455 MS 102 
• THOMPSON 
4 MEINZ R 
• MEINZ R 
3 LEJA A 
3 LEJA A 
3 LUNDQUIST J 
4 MEL TON J 
4 MELTON J 
,LUNDQUIST J 
1 LUNDQUIST J 
1 LUNDQUIST J 
1 LUNDQUIST J 
2343 ENGL 49!:, 10 TCHG ENG SECOND L ANG 4 TOSH W 
MTWRF 130 0-1615 MS 101 J ULY 12 - JULY 30 
2334 ENGL 547 02 SEM I NAR LIT THEMES 
MTWRF 1100-1230 MS 102 (FANTASY) 
23J6 8 t.NGL 59ti 
GRADING OPTIONS 
MTWRF 1230-1455 MS 
2338 I lNGL 595 
GRADING OPT IONS 
MTw RF 12.:)u-14:)5 MS 
2340 i ENGL !J95 
GRAD I Ne; OPT I ON$ 
MTWRF 1230-1455 MS 
23•2 llNGL 595 
GRADING OPT IONS 
-~Tl~RF 1230-14!:J~ MS 
Ub WHIT UPPER MIDWEST 
SU-REG J ULY 12 - 16 
102 
07 WIUl UPPER MIOWES f 
SU-REQ JULY 19 - 23 
102 
08 WRIT UPPER MlDWEST 
su- REQ JULY 26 - 30 
102 
09 WR,I T UPP EH MI OWES f 
su- Rt::Q AUGUST 2 - 6 
1U2 
4 MELTON J 
1 LUNDQUI ST J 
1 LUNDQU IST J 
1 LUNDQU IST J 
LUNDQUI ST J 
2344 l:.NGL ~9ti 10 TCHG ENG SECOND LANG 4 TOSH W 
MTWRF 1300-lblS MS 101 JULY 12 - 30 
i EACH WORK SHOP SECT I ON IS UNIQUE, THEREBY, ALLOWING THE 
STUDEN T TO SE L ECT ANY WEEK OR WEEKS DESIRED. I.E., A REQUES T 
FOR 2335 AND 2337 WOULD RESULT IN AN ENROLLMENT OF 2 CREDITS 
(ENGL 495, SECTI ONS 6 A ND 7) FOR JULY 12 - 23. 
EARTH SCIENCE/FIRST TERM 
CRE.F DEPT CRSE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR IH 
2601 ESCI 206 01 CONCEPTS OF ESCI 
TR 1~00-2130 MS 12• 
2602 ESC I •95 
GRADING OPTIONS 
MT•RF 0900-1500 MS 
2603 ESCI •95 
GRADING OPTIONS 
MTWRF 0900-1590 MS 
l7 . 
01 WEATHER wOl{KSHOP 
SU-REG JUNE 8 - 18 
22 
02 MINERALOGY WORKSHOP 
SU-REG' JUNE 8 - 18 
21 
4 ANDERSON A C 
4 AN DERSO t..J A C 
• ANDERSON G G 
CREF DEPT CRSE SECT COURSE TlTLE 
2912 GEOG 586 01 POLITICAL GEOGRAPHY 
MTWRF 0730-0900 SH 311 
2914 GEOG 590 01 POLITICAL GEOGRAPHY 
MTwRF 0915-1045 SH 311 
HISTORY/FIRST TERM 









HIST 141 0 1 
110 0-1230 SH 
HIST 202 OJ 
091~-104!:> SH 
hJST 34b 0 1 
1100-1230 SH 
HIS T 44-9 01 
0915-104-!:> SH 
U S SINC E 1865 
21Y 




U S SOC + I NTELL 1 
225 
.3107 HIST 48b 01 SEMINAR AFRICA 
TWH.F 0 730-0900 SH 225A 
3108 HIST 54Y 01 U S SOC + I NTEL l 
MTWRF 091!:>-1 045 SH 225 
3112 HIST 5B6 01 SEMI NAR AFR I CA 
T\IHff 0 730 - 0900 SH 225A 
311 0 11IST b35 0 1 ROGS EURO 19TH CENT 
H,JURS ARH.AN 
HRS lr,ISTRUCTOR •1 
• HARPER C W 
4 HARPER C W 
HRS lrJS TRUCTOR tU 
4 GAMBILL E 
4 LI SZK A S 
3 MASSMANN J 
4 MASSMANN J 
.3 LISZKA S 
4 MASSMANN J 
3 LISZKA S 
LISZKA S 
3113 h I S l oO l 01 ROG~ AM UUREAUCRACY 3 GAMBILL E 
HOURS ARRAN 
311 5 HI S T 651 02 RDGS AMf R RE.VOLUTI01~ 3 MASSMANN J 
HVU.RS ARRAN 
HISTORY/SECOND TERM 
CREF UEPT CRSE. SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INS TRUC TOR !:il 
3116 HIST 10 5 0 1 AMEH.ICAS PEOPLE 4 OVE.RY DAV ID H 
MTwRF 1100-1230 SH 225 
31U3 HIST 323 0 1 MEO l::UROPE 325-1500 4 SAMARRAI A 
MW 1800-21..~U SH 221 
.HOb HIST 4 5~ 01 U S FOR[lGH HE LA 1 4 PETERSON D 
MTWHF U73U-0900 $ti 22t> 
.H09 HI~r 55!:> 0 1 U S FORE IGN REL A 1 4 PETERSON D 
MTwRF U73U-090U SH 225 
.Hll rtlST 635 02 R065 EURO MEDIEVAL 3 SAMARRAI A 
HOURS ARRAN 
3114 HI ST 641 01 l.J S HI S T 1789-184 8 3 OVERY 0 
MTWF Uqlt>-1045 SH 225A 
3116 rtl S1 651 03 RDGS AMER f{f.CON S Tl~UC 3 OVERY 0 
HOURS AHHAN 
:5117 t11ST b5 1 0-4- RDGS AME"H l~EW OE.AL 3 PETERSON D 
HOUR!:l ARRAN 
MASS COMMUNICATIONS/FIRST TERM 
CREF DEPT CRSE St:CT COURSE Tl TLE HRS INSTRUCTOR. f:tl 
1401 COMM 309 01 PRACTICE IN RADIO VR REEDER R 
HOURS ARRAN 





09 30-1530 PA 
01 THRY QPR MSS MEO· EQP 2 BRYCE E 
REEDER R 
1404 COMM 495 
SPECIAL FEES 
MT•RF 0930-1550 PA 
101 JUNE 6 - 11 
02 NW TLS AND IDS IN MM 4 
24.00 INTRO TO FILMING 
101 JUNE lit - 25 
BRYCE E 
REEDER R 
CREP Dl!PT CRSE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTa! ll 
1417 COMM 595 08 NW TLS AND I DS IN MM 8 BRYCE E 
SPEC I AL FEES 4Q.O O INTRO TV PROD ME TH 
MTwRF 09.30-1550 PA 101 JUNE 14 - JULY 9 
lll-19 COMM 595 09 NW" TLS AND I DS I N MM 4 BRYCE E 
SPECIAL FEl::: S 24•00 ADV . TV PROD METH 
MTWRF 09 30-1~ 50 PA 101 JUNE 14 - 25 
1421 COMM 595 10 NW TLS ANO IDS I N MM 4 BRYCE E 
SPEC I AL FEES 
MTWRF 0930 -1550 PA 
l-4-47 COMM 595 
SPEC !AL FEES 
MTwRF U930 -l 55o PA 
1424 COMM 595 
SPEC I AL FEES 
MTwHF 093U-l55o PA 
1426 COMM 59!;:i 
SPt..C I AL FEES 
MH1RF 0930 -1~5(1 PA 
1428 COMM 59t> 
SPEC lAL FEt.::t 
MTWl-lF U930-1550 PA 
24•00 ADV TV PROD METH 
1 01 JUNE 28 - JULY 9 
11 NW TLS AND IDS IN MM 8 
40 • 00 AD\/ TV PROD METH 
101 JUNE 14 - JULY 9 
12 NW TLS AND IDS I N MM 4 
24•00 AUDIO PRODUCTION 
101 JUNE lit - 25 
13 NW TLS AND l [JS I N MM 4 
24.00 ADV RADIO PROD 
101 JUNE 28 - JULY _9 
14 NW TLS ANO lDS IN MM 2 
l~• 00 TCHG MASS MEDIA 





DE SANTO R 
l4jQ COMM 595 15 NW TL S AND IDS IN MM 2 BRYCE E 
SPEC I AL FEES 15,00 COMM PUB RELATION DESANTO R 
MTwRF u930-155u PA 101 JUNE 14 - 18 
1432 L0f-1M 595 lb NW TLS Al>iD I DS IN MM 4 l:JR YCE E 
DESANTO R SP[C IAL FEt.5 24•00 SPECIAL AREAS 
MT wkF U930- l 5~0 PA 101 JU NE 14 - 25 
l43 f:> COMM ~I.JS 17 hW lLS ~ND !OS IN MM 8 BRYCE E 
DESANTO R SPl::..C l AL Ft:ES 40. OU SPEC I AL AREAS 
MlwHF lJ930- l 55 0 PA 101 JUNE 14 - JULY 
1446 COMM t>9t> 18 WR L U OF CDMMUl·J 
MT.-RF U900 -15j(J HH 113 JUNE 7 - 18 
4 ',IOE.LK ER F 
KEMP W 
MASS COMMUNICATIONS/SECOND TERM 
CREF UEP T CRSE. SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR JU 
1438 COMM 220 01 INTH.O TO MASS COMM 4 BRYCE E 
MTWl-lF l.19 15-1045 PA 101 
144.3 COMM 309 02 PRACTICE IN RADIO VR DESANTO R 
HOUH:S ARRAN 
14.39 COMM 376 0 1 INTRO TO TV 4 t:3RYCE E 
MTW RF 11 00 -1230 PA 101 
1442 C.OMM 409 02 ADV PRAC TIC E IN TV VR BRY CE E 
MTWRF 1100-1230 PA UH 
1444 COr-1M 409 03 ADV PRAC 11..J RAD I O VR DESANTO R 
HOURS ARRAN 
1441 COMM 433 01 ADV ANNOUNCING TV 4 URYCE E 
MTwRF 1100•12.30 PA 101 
1449 COMM 475 0 1 ADV RADI O ANO TV "HRb 3 BRYCE 
HOURS ARRAN 
1448 COMM 4 7(1 01 ADV TV PROUUC TI ON 4 BRYCE E 
Mh1R F 1100-1230 PA 101 
1440 COMM 4 77 01 ADV TV DIRECTION • BRYCE E 
MTwRF J.100-1230 PA 101 
1436 COMM 487 01 PUBLIC RELATIONS 4 EVESLAGt: T 
MTwf.!F 0915-10'15 PA 222 
1437 COMM 567 01 PUBLIC RELATIONS 4 EVESLAGE T 
MTWRF 0915-1045 PA 222 
MATHEMATICS/FIRST TERM 





01 CULTURAL MATHEMATICS 4 VANDELL R 
11• 
lf 
CREF 0[PT CRSE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR •1 
4002 MATH 130 01 INTERME DIATE ALGEHRA 4 VANDELL R 
MhRF 1100-1230 MS 115 
4003 MATH 2 1+1 01 ANALYSIS I 4 BIRb H 
MTWRF .1100-1230 MS 102 
'+004 MATH 2:10 01 FOUND OF ARITHMETIC 4 MILLER D 





MATH 437 01 
0915-104:I MS 
MATH 457 01 
1100-1230 MS 




4014 MATH 537 01 PROO AND STAT I 
MT',IRF 0915-1045 MS 11 5 
4008 MATH 557 01 LINEAR ALGEt:,RA 
MTWRF 1100-1230 MS 114 
4009 MATH b56 0 1 MOO ALGEbRAIC THY 
MTWRF 0730-0900 MS 115 
4 BIRO H 
4 ERNST C 
3 81RD H 
3 ERNST C 
3 EfU.,ST C 
4017 MATH 695 01 ELEM MATH ACTlVlTIE S 5 JOHNSON L 
BY PERMISSION ONLY GRADING OP T IONS SU-RF.Q MI LLERD 
MTWRF 0730-1145 MS 170 JUNE 14 - JUL Y 2 
MATHEMATICS/SECOND TERM 
CREF OEPT CRSE SECT COURSE TITLE i -lRS INSTRUCTOR :il 
4010 MATH 121 02 CULlURAL MATHEMATICS 4 VAf'.AKlfJ E 
MTwRF 1100-1230 MS 114 
4011 MATH LH 01 COLLEGE ALGEBRA 4 l3R INK A 
MTwRF 0915-1045 MS 11~ 
4012 MATH 250 02 FOUND OF ARITHMETIC 4 LAHl-{£N D 
MTWRF 0915-1045 MS 102 
qoos MATH 440 01 HISTORY oF MAT H 
MT'IIRF 1100-1230 MS 11 5 
4007 
P1-1l'JIRF 
MATH 540 01 HISTORY oF MAlH 
1100-1230 MS 11:l 
4 l:3RINK A 
3 l:iRlNK A 
4015 
MT'lwRF 
MATH 61b Ul TEACH Gfo I N SEC sc11 3 VANAKIN E 
0915•1045 MS 114 
4016 
MTWRF 
MATH 657 01 MO(J ALGfURAIC THY I l 3 LAHREN D 
U730-0900 MS 11~ 
PHILOSOPHY/FIRST TERM 
CREF DEPT CRSE:.. SECT COURSE TITLE. HRS INSTR UCTOR til 
5351 PH IL 110 0 1 INTRO TO PHIL OSOPHY 4 WHITE J E 
MW J.800-2130 51-1 124 
5361 PH IL 120 0 1 INTRO TO LOGI C 4 voos G E 
MTWRF 0915-1045 SH 124 
5371 PHIL 122 01 JNTRO TO ETHICS 4 CORLISS R L 
MTWRF 0915-1045 SH 208 
5383 PHIL 150 01 PHIL HUMANITIES 4 YOOS G f 
MTWRF 1100-1230 SH 124 




DEPT CRSE SECT 
PHIL 110 02 
0915-1045 SH 
COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUC TOR IH 
INTRO TO PHILOSOPHY 4 BAHDE J E 
5372 
MW 




INTRO TO ETHICS 
124 
CREF OEPT CRSE SECT COURSE T lTLE 
5501 PHYS 106 01 PLANETARIUM ASTROI< 
MTWRF 0915-1045 MS 24 
4 KOHLENBERG P A 
HRS INSTRUCTOR ttl 
~ ELLIS BRUCE 
CREF 0EPT CRSE SEP COURSE T_ITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR U 
&355 SOC 470 01 MINORITY GRP CULTURE 4 GOODRICH H 
TR 1800-2130 MS 110 
6356 SOC 476 01 AM SOC INSTITUTI ONS 4 DELZOPPO C 
MH1RF 0915-1045 SH .329 
6357 SOC 5&5 01 SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY 4 PASCHALL B 
MTWRF 091~-1045 SH 3.36 
b358 
TR 
soc 570 01 MINORITY GRp CUL TUR£ 4 GOODRICH H 
1800-2130 MS 110 
6359 
MT\liRF 
SOC 576 Ol AM ~oc I NS T 1 TUT IONS 4 DELZOPPO C 
0915-1045 SH 329 
SOCIOLOGY /SECOND TERM 
CREF OEPT CRSE St::CT COUl-lSE TITLE 
b3b0 SOC 260 U2 PRINCIPLES 









SOC 2bl 01 SOCIAL Pi-iOBL EMS 
IJ9 15-10'+~ SH 3.3b 
'::,QC l!..73 0 1 SOC OF SE X ROLES 
l~U0-213 0 MS llll 
SOC 27u 0 1 SOCIAL STA TI STI CS I 
ugl~-1 0'+5 Sri 323 
'.,QC 283 Ul Ut.VELOPft.E.NT OF SOC 
J..1LJU-123ll SH 3Jb 
HRS INSTRUCTOR ttl 
4 DAVIS L 
4 PASCHALL B 
4 PASCHALL B 
4 BAER R 
4 DAWIS L 
6 .365 
MTl'/RF 
~oc 36b O 1 JUVl r~ I L E LlEL I NGUENC Y 4 BRUNCKHORST L 
09 1~-104~ SH .32~ 
6366 
MTwRF 
~QC 367 Ul CRIMINOLOGY 4 BRUl~CKHORST L 
ll00-12jO SH 32~ 
b3b7 
MTW RF 
'::,QC .37y 01 RESEARCH METHODS 4 BAER R 
11ou-12su SH 32Y 
SPANISH/FIRST TERM 
CRE.F uEPT CH.SE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS 
6b4A SPAN 495 Ul CONTt.MP MEX CUL WITV 4 
~~:~~NG o~ri~:~~~o BH SU-Rfc?i+ JUNE 8 - 25 
6649 SPAN 5g~ Ul CONTE.MP MEX CUL w/TV 4 
GRA01N6 OPT IONS SU- REQ JUNE 8 - 25 





CREF uEP T CRSE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR ~l 
6701 SPC 161 Ul INTRO TO SPE EC H COMM 4 GRACHEK A F 
MTwRF 09 1 5-1045 PA 222 
6702 ~PC 161 U2 lNTHO TO SPEECH COMM 4 ADAM S M E 
MTWRF 11 00 -1230 PA 227 
0730 ~PC 22U 01 PUBLIC SpEAKJNG 4 GRACHEK A F 
MTWRF 11U0-12.31J PA 22l 
6735 ~PC 223 0 1 EFFE CTIVE LI STENI NG 4 ADAMS M 
MTWRF 091 5-1045 PA 227 
677~ SPC 495 01 ORL INTP INSTR SH~ AG 4 PARK-FULLER L M 
SPEC 1AL FEo.S 10•00 JUNE 8 - 18 
MTWRF 0930-15.30 PA 221 
0795 SPC 595 01 ORL INTP INSTR STRAG 4 PARK-FULLER L M 
SPEC I AL FEES 10.00 JUNE 8 - 18 
MT\IIRF 0930-1530 PA 221 
SPEECH/SECOND TERM 
CREF DEPT CRSE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR •1 
670J SPC 161 03 INTRO TO SPEECH COMM 4 VICK C F 
MTWRF 0730-0900 PA 221 
SPEECH SCIENCE. PATHOLOGY i AUDIOLOGY /SECOND TERM 
CREF UEPT CRSE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS I NS TR UC TOR ti 1 
7101 ~SPA .380 01 LANG REM MEN RE LANG 4 JACOBSON 
MTWRF 0915-1045 El::J A235 
SOCIAL STUDIES/FIRST TERM 
CREF UEPT CRSE SECT 
7251 ,ST 353 01 
MTWRF U730-0900 SH 
COURSE Tl TLE HRS 
TCHG SECNDY soc STUD 4 
206 
INSTRUCTOR •1 
NUNN Iii H 
SOCIAL STUDIES/SECOND TERM 
CRE.F UEPT CRSl SECT COURSE Tl TLE HRS INSTRUCTOR JU 
7256 SST b40 01 RECEN T TRENDS IN 3 HOTT L E 
MTwRF U915-1230 SH 206 TCHG SOC ST IN SEC SCHL: TCHG 
JULY 13 - 23 AL TERNATIVE FUTURES 
SOCIAL WORK/FIRST TERM 
CRH IJEPT CRSE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR •1 
6475 SW 210 01 SOCIAL WE LFARE 4 HERBISON P 
MTwRF 0915-1045 SH 325 
6476 SW 31U 01 SOC WORK METHODS I 4 HERBISON P 
MTwRF U730-09UO SH 325 
6477 ~W 444 01 INTERNSHIP SOC WORK VR HERBISON P 
l:H PERM!SSJON ONLY GRADING OPTIONS 
tlOURS AHRAN 
SOCIAL WORK/SECOND TERM 






64 79 '::I W 444 02 
tiY PERMiS5ION ONLY 
HOURS ARHAN 
HUMAN BEH + SOC ENV 
114 
4 HERBISON P 




CREF 0£PT CR$E $£CT C~ ·1JTLE HAS INSTRUCTOR Ml 
5502 PHYS 106 02 PLANETARIUM ASTR ON 4 YOUNGNER PHILIP 
MT wR F 11 0 0-1230 MS 24 
ssoq PHYS 201 01 MECHANI CS ANO HEAT 4 MCW ILLIAMS AL 
MT\IIR F 0730 -0900 MS 124 
5506 PHYS 232 01 ELECTR I CIT Y ANO MAGN 4 LES I KAR ARNOLD 
MT WR F 1100-1 2"30 MS 124 
551 0 PHYS 495 0 1 INSTR FOR HEA L TH PRO 3 GARR l TY MI CHA EL 
MT WR 1800 - 2130 MS 303 MAY 24 - JUNE 1 1 
5511 PHYS 595 0 1 I NSTR FOR HEALTH PRO 3 GARRI TY MICHAEL 
MTwR 1800-2 130 MS 3U~ MAY 24 - JUNE 11 
PHYSICS/ SECOND TERM 
CREF DEPT CRSE SECT COU RSE TITLE HRS I NS TRUC TOR ~ 1 
5503 PHYS 106 03 PLANETARIUM AS TRON 4 JER DE DAV ID 
MTwRF 0915- 101+5 MS 24 
5505 PHYS 202 01 ELECTRICITY ANO MAGN 4 t::CKR OTti CHARLES 
MTWRF 0730- 09 00 MS 124 
5 5 0 7 PHYS 233 01 HEAT L IGHT At-JD S OUND 4 TRUMMEL DONALD 
MTWRF 1100-1 230 MS 124 
POLITICAL SCIENCE/ FIRST TERM 
CREF DEPT CRSE SEC T COURSE Tl TLE HRS INST RUC TOR ~1 
570 1 POL 2 11 01 NA TI ONAL GOVERNME NT 4 JOf\lE S E 
MhiRF 0730- 0900 BH 309 
5 7 06 POL 25 1 01 INTRO TO WORLD POL S 4 KAI ROU Z A 
MW 1800 - 2 1 30 BH 309 
5727 POL 3 15 0 1 U S FORE IGN POL I CY 4 KA l ROUZ A 
MTWRF Oglti- 1045 Bh 309 
577 0 POL 4 22 01 POL SC I FOR TEACHlHS 4 CARLSOf~ D 
MTWRF ug l S-1045 BH 203 
5745 POL 471 01 PAI-HIES ♦ ELEC T l Ul~S 4 K.lLKELLy J 
MTWRF 11 00- 12.3U ljH 2U3 
5758 POL 522 01 POL SC 1 FOR TEA CHER S 4 CARLSON D 
MTwRF U9 15-1 0'1-5 BH 20.; 
5746 POL 57 1 01 PARTIES • ELECTio f,JS 4 K ILKELLY J 
MT WR F ll OLl -1 2.30 BH 203 
POLITICAL SCIENCE/ SECOND TERM 
CREF UEPT CRSE. SEC T COUHSE T ITLE HRS INS TRUC TOR IH 
5 71 0 POL 20 1 0 1 COMP POL ITI CA L SY S TS 4 SCHMIDT 0 
MT WRF Ugl 5 -1 04S BH 309 
5 708 POL 282 0 1 S TATE AND L OCAL GOVT 4 WI L L IAMSON H 
MT -.RF 0 7 lll - 0900 BH 309 
5729 POL 429 0 1 PRESIDENTI AL EL ECTNS 4 K I LKEL LY J 
MT 1tjRf 11 00 -1230 BH 309 
5730 POL 529 0 1 PRESIDENTIAL ELEC TNS 4 KILKELLY J 
MT wRF 1100-1 230 BH 309 
SOCIOLOGY /FIRST TERM 
CRlF UEPT CRSE SECT COURSE Tl TL E HRS I NSTRUCTOR Ol 
635 1 soc 2 6 0 0 1 PR I NC IPLES 4 DE:LZOPPO C 
MT-WRF 073 0- 0900 SH 336 
6 352 soc 3 4 0 01 MASS MEDIA + SOC I ETY 4 GOODRICH H 
MW 18 00-2 130 MS 110 
'6353 soc 369 01 COUR TSHI P + ~ARR IAGE 4 PASCH ALL B 
;MhlRF 1100-1 230 SH 336 
635 4 soc 465 01 SOCIAL PSYCHOL OG Y 4 PASCHALL B 
MTwRF 09 15-10 4 5 SH 3 36 
l9 
CREF DEPT CRSE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR Ml 
67 04 SPC 16 1 04 INTRO TO SPEECH COMM 4 KENDAL L R D 
MTwRF 1 100- 1230 PA 221 
6 737 SPC 226 0 1 l r>ITERPERSONAL COMM 4 V l CK C F 
GRADING QPT l ONS SU- REG 
MT wR F 1 100-12 3 0 PA 222 
6751 SPC 325 0 1 0 1 SC Al>I D CONF LE ADER 4 KE.NOALL R 0 
MT WR F 091 5-1 045 PA 221 
SOCIAL SCIENCE/FIRST TERM 
CREF UEPT CRSE. SEC T COURSE I l TU :. 11RS INSTRUC TOR ~l 
cgo1 SSC! 104 0 1 GENERAL 50C I AL SC I 4 001\'NES A J 
MTwRF U73U-09l.lU SH 2 1 5 
69t>l SSC I 40 1 01 I SSUES IN SOCIAL SC I 4 L l t. l::IERMAN H 
MT ,1RF 09 15- 10'1-S SH 2 1 0 
6970 '.:>SCI 495 01 OEC IS I ON - MAK I NG 4 OOwNES A J 
MT WHF Ug l S- 1415 SH 215 JUNE 8 - 18 
6971 '.:> SC I 495 0 2 ASIAN AMER I CAN S : THE 4 WOLF ER A C 
MTwRF usou- 1200 s11 20 4 MOST SI LENT MINORITY J UNE 28 - JU L Y 
6980 =:>SCI 595 0 1 UEC l S ION- MAKING 4 DOWNES A J 
MTwRF ugE>- 141~ ':J,H 21~ JUNE 8 - 18 
6q81 '.>SC I 59; o, AS I AN AMERI CANS: THE 4 WOLFER A C 
MTw RF uouo - 12 0 0 SH 204 MOST SILENT MINORITY JUNE 28 - JULY 
6990 SSC! 630 0 1 PROOL(MS lN SOC SCI 3 LIE.BER MAN H 
MTwHF 110 0 - 12 1 0 SH 2 10 
SOCIAL SCIENCE/ SECOND TERM 
CREF uEP i CHS.l:. S.t.C T COUhSE J 1 TLL HRS INST RUCTOR t;l 
b9U2 SSC l 104 02 Gt::Nll, AL SOC l AL S C I 4 HANIFF G M 
MT,,RF U<H ~- 104~ S~I 2 1 ~ 
6903 '.>SC 1 10 4 UJ THI:. 1IUMfll>I 01L[MMA 4 S H .NSLAND fl G 
MT~ikF 11 0 u-12JU Sh 2 1 U 
b94l ::.SC I ,j21J Ul U.E:.Ml_lH S UF '.:,OC SC l 3 HO'lT L E 
Mh RF U75U-09 LIU ':-,1 1 20u 
og~z ~SCI 401 02 cu r~C [ PT S l N soc ::,C I ,, S T [ NSL J\NO A G 
MT HRF ugl~- 104~ ':Joli 2 1U 
6972 ::.SC l 4% OJ l SSUt:: S II~ Au lfJG 4 HOUFF ..,; 
Ml'llkF U9l~- 141 5 St1 2U4 JULY 13 - 23 
69H2 SSC ! """ 03 ISS\J[S 11~ A1:1I IJG 4 kOUFF w MTw l<F ug L~- 1415 '.:>ti 204 JULY 13 - 23 
69gl SSCl 630 02 PRObL[MS l hl SOC SC I 3 IIAi.JFF G M 
MTwRF l10U - 121LJ Sr-t 21~ 
SPEECH SCIENCE, PATHOLOGY & AUDIOLOGY / FIRST TERM 
CREF u EPI CR.St. SEC T cou1,sE 11 TU . .H~$ lNS T ·-: UC l OR .:11 
7093 SSPA 451 01 PRACTICUM 1 PO WER S G 
BY PERMISSION ONL Y 
HOUR S ARRAN 
70:>9 SSPA '+ tll 02 PRACT IC IJM 2 POWERS G 





llD0 - 12:3LJ 
COURSE I N 
'.:>SPA 56 1 
0 1 L ANG APPR • I i'- TE:.R 4 l-'O',,(i~S G 
Eb A2.3~ 6PEN ONLY TO STUDENTS WHO HAVE HAD A 
NORMAL LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT 
7083 0 1 L Ai'116 APP-R- + I IJTEH :3 PQ,,._ERS G 
. MTWRF MB~sF?2 ~gRMALAEi~Gu2~~ND~~~[o ~gE~tUDENTS WHO HAVE HAD A 
7oog ~SPA 651 0 1 GRAOUATE l-'RACT l CUi-1 1 KAMMERME IER 
BY PERMISS I ON ONLY 
HOUKS ARHAN 
7 0 7 0 !:»SPA 65 1 02 GRADUATE PRACT I CUM 
l:i Y PERM I SS I ON ONL Y 
HOURS ARRAN 
7 0 71 SSPA 670 0 1 SEMI NAR vOICE 
MTwR F 09 15 - 1045 EB B2 1o 
2 KAMMERME lER 
.3 KAMMERME l ER 
NOTES 
CAMPUS COMPASS WHAT WHO WHERE Ph. Housing Director of Housing CRH 2166 
Identification Card Student Life and 
Development Office AC 142 3111 
WHAT WHO WHERE Ph. Illness or Injury Health Services HiH 3191 
Academic Difficulty Academic Affairs Office AS 204 3143 
After Hours Emergencies 2202 
Faculty Adviser 
Lost and Found General Office AS 0121 
Counseling Services SH 118 3171 General Office BH 2115 
Student Life and General Office HH 3137 
Development Office AC 142 3111 Main Desk AC 2202 
Academic Requirements Academic Affairs Office AS 204 3143 Loans Financial Aids Office AS 121 2047 
Faculty Adviser Major, Assistance in Counseling Services SH 118 3171 
Registrar AS 118 2111 Choice Graduate Office AS 116 2113 
Activities, Clubs, etc. Student Life and Married Housing Director of Housing CRH 2166 
Development Office AC 142 3111 Pay Checks Business Office AS 123 4174 
Address of Student College Directory Personal Problems Counseling Services SH 118 3171 
Student Life and Student Life and 
Development Office AC 142 3111 Development Office AC 142 3111 
Address of Alumnus Alumni Office AH 4241 Parking Auxiliary Services AS 106 2266 
Physical Handicap Health Services HiH 3191 
Application for Major COLLEGE DEAN'S OFFICE Physical Examination Health Services HiH 1191 
Program College of Business BB124 3212 Placement (Career 
College of Education EB Al 13 3023 Planning) Placement Office AS 101 2151 
College of Fine Arts KVAC 111 3093 Posters, Flyers, 
College of Indu stry HH 216 3137 Duplicating, etc. Print Shop AC 126 
College of Liberal Arts & Probation (See Trial 
Sciences LH · A 2192 Quarter) 
Banquet Facilities Main Desk AC 2202 Publicity Information Services AS 207 3151 
Brochures, Pamphlets, Main Desk Reading Difficulty Counseling Services SH 118 3171 
Publicity Announcements ( Distribution Point) AC 2202 Recreation: Bowling, 
Bulletin: Undergraduate Registrar AS 118 2111 Billiards, Table Tennis, 
Bulletin: Graduate Graduate Office AS 116 2113 Cards, etc . Games Area AC 2278 
Calendar, Official Undergraduate and Refunds Business Office AS 123 3133 
Graduate Bulletin Rooms for Student Student Life and 
Calendar of Events Student Life and Meetings Development Office AC 142 3111 
Development Office AC 142 3111 (Main Desk, for Atwood 
Change of Address Admissions and Records AS 118 2111 Reservations Only) AC 2202 
Student Life and Scholarsh ips Financia l Aids Office AS 121 2047 
Development Office AC 142 3111 Scholastic Standings Advi se r 
Career Planning Placement Office AS 101 2151 Academic Affairs Office AS 204 3143 
Change of College Student Life and School Supplies Bookstore SH Bsmt 251-
Development Office AC 142 3111 0061 
Change of Course Adviser Selective Service Student Life and 
Program Adviser AS 118 2111 Development Office AC 142 3111 
Speech Difficulty Counseling Services SH 118 3171 
Change of Major: COLLEGE DEAN'S OFFICE StudentPubncations Office AC 139 2449 
Undergraduate College of Business BB 124 3212 Student Teaching Director of Student 
College of Edu cation EB Al 13 3023 Teaching EB A 134 3007 
College of Fine Arts KVAC 111 3093 Study Skills Counseling Services SH 118 3171 
College of Industry HH 216 3137 Summe r Employment Fina nci al Aids Office AS 121 2047 
College of Liberal Arts & Testing Counseling Services SH 118 3171 
Sciences LH - A 2192 Textbooks Bookstore SH Bsmt 251-
Class Schedule Academic Affairs Office AS 204 3143 
0061 
Counseling: Adviser Transcript of Grades Academic Records AS 118 2111 
Academic Academic Affairs Office AS 204 3143 Trial Quarter Record s Office AS 118 2111 
Financial Financial Aids Office AS 121 2047 
Personal Counseling Services SH 118 3171 
Typewriter Rental Main Desk AC 2202 
Veterans' Information Student Life and 
Student Life and 
Development Office AC 142 3111 
Development Office AC 142 3111 
Counseling Services SH 1'13 3171 
Vocational Placement Office AS 101 2151 Vocational Information Placement Office AS 101 2151 
Counseling Services SH 118 3171 Withdrawal from College Student Life and 
Credit - By - Development Office AC 142 3111 
Examination Program Adviser AS 118 211 1 
Degree Requirements Academic Affairs Office AS 204 3143 
College Dean's Office 
Adviser 
Registrar AS 118 2111 
Employment Financial Aids Office AS 121 2047 
Placement Office AS 101 2151 
Entrance Test Results Counseling Services SH 118 3171 
Graduate Office AS 116 2113 
Financial Assistance Financial Aids Office AS 121 2047 
Grades Registrar AS 118 2111 
Adviser TELEPHONE NUMBERS 
Graduate Fellowship Department Chairperson 
Handicap, Physical Health Services HiH 3191 Off Campus - 255 must be dialed and th en the last four numbers. 
Hearing Difficulty Counseling Services SH 118 3171 
Hospitaliza tion Health Services HiH 3191 On Campus - Only the last four numbers need to be dialed . 
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